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1
Preface W

of history can itself be notliing but prophetic, and that which

unriddles the secrets of the future.

I do not believe in the phcnomcnological method. It may be

fruitful in psychology, it may be of assistance in metaphysical and

mcta-historical apprehension—but I believe only in a method

which is cxistentially anthropocentric and spiritually religious—

ifindeed diat can be called a method. Husscrl wishes to investigate

essences by the phcnomcnological mcdiod. Heidegger wants to

investigate existences by the phcnomcnological method. But in

that case the existences disappear, and objectivization results,

which shuts its eyes to the mystery of the life ofman, of the world

and of God. Expressionism in philosophy is the only true path.

The only possible metaphysic is a prophetic metaphysic, to use an

expression of Jaspcrs's, and metaphysics in the grand style have

always been such. Existential philosophy is die expression of my

personal destiny, but my destiny ought to express also the destiny

of the world and of man. This is not a transition from the indivi-

dual to the common, but an intuitive disclosure of die universal

in the individual. Philosophy, metaphysics, arc not a reflection of

objective realities, but a change within human existence, a reveal-

ing of the meaning of existence. Metaphysics is the expression of

being. The world presents itself in different ways according to

whether a man is occupied in commerce, in political conflict, in

intellectual or artistic crcativencss or in religious contemplation.

And a man understands any particular thing only when thought

is penetrated by feeling and the whole being of the man comes

into action. That which is called 'being' is defined not by thought,

not by knowledge nor idea, but by the whole subject, that is to

say, by feeling, will and the whole bent. In this way various worlds

are created. Truth is created in the subject; it is not given objective-

ly from widiout. The world presents itself in different ways

according to whether we are young or old, in good or ill health,

happy or sad, learned or illiterate, believers or sceptics and so on.
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Preface

It is impossible to approach existence; one can only go out from it.

Truth is the act offreedom, it is created.

Kierkegaard says that truth is identical with subjectivity. God

reveals Himself for the sake of the single person. God is present

only in subjectivity. Objective truth is the death of existence.

There is much truth in Kierkegaard's words, although it is not the

whole truth and it is at times distorted. Jaspers says that the trans-

cendent is to be captured only by plunging into the depth of the

immanent, and this is what I also say, though I express it differ-

ently. Jaspers again maintains that the border-line position ofman

finds its support in transcendence. To him everything relative is

objective, whereas the existential is in the absolute. In contrast to

such existential pliilosopbcrs as Heidegger and many others, I am

convinced that religious experience, of the existence ofwhich it is

impossible to doubt, enriches knowledge and enlightens philo-

sophy. But this presupposes a different relation between philo-

sophy and religion from that which is commonly accepted. Pre-

scnt-dav philosophy is hostile to the abstract. Its bent is towards

the concrete. This was Hegel's objective also although he did not

completely attain it. The dialectic of this book will be not of logic

but of life, a living existential dialectic. It is characteristic of my

thought to take an cschatologic.il direction. This book will make

it clear what that means. The book was written in an exception-

ally difficult period of my life, both outwardly and within. This

fact has its bearing upon the cxistentiality of the creative subject.

It has required great spiritual concentration to avoid being over-

whelmed by the conditions oflife.

Paris, Clamart

1944-1945
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CHAPTER I

Ail Undevout Meditation

The Crisis of Christianity

Critique of Revelation

There are two crises. The crisis of the non-Christian and
anti-Christian world, and the crisis of the Christian world,

the crisis within Christianity itself. The second of these

crises is more profound than the first. Everything which happens

in the world and which gives us the impression of something
which is external and even crudely material, has its source in the

inward and the spiritual. In a certain sense it may be said that

Christianity, historical Christianity, is coming to an end, and that

i rebirth is to be looked for only from a religion of the Holv
•Spirit which will bring Christianity itself to birth again, since it is

lie fulfilment ofChristianity. The weakness of Christianity in the

vorld, a world which is in the grip of movements which are the
vork ofdynamic forces and often ofdemonic forces, is the weak-
icss of historical Christianity, and points to a transition to escha-

ological Christianity which is concerned with a world of the
uture. Eschatological Christianity will also be the religion of the
Spirit, a trinitarian religion which is a fulfilment of promises,
lopes and expectations. We are, as it were, in an entr'acte and for
hat reason our epoch is a time ofsuffering.

The world is passing dirough a stage of God-forsakenness. It is

lfhcult to understand die mystery of the God-forsakenness of the
I'orld and of man. We ought not to rationalize the mystery; and
us very mysterious fact clashes with the traditional doctrine of
ic Providence of God. The crisis of Christian consciousness is



The Divine and the Human

profound. It reaches to the very idea of God and the understand-

ing of revelation. Christians will have to learn a very great deal

from those movements which appear to be anti-Christian and

from atheism itself, for even in those movements one is bound

to feel die breath of the Spirit. That which rises up in human

consciousness against God in the name of man is also an uprising

of the true God Himself. Revolt against God can only be in the

name of God, for the sake of a higher idea of Godlln a large

measure the revolt against God and especially the moral revolt,

presupposes the existence of God. /In reality no atheists exist;

there arc only idolators. Atheism goes deep and suffers. It is not

light-heartedly gay or full of grim hatred. It is an affirmation ol

God.

The God-forsakenness of the world is its burden. Franz Baadcr

says the burden means that God is absent. And the world to-day

is both heavily burdened and absolutely fluid. This load upon

the world and this fluidity are connected with each other.

There is nothing sadder than the fate of Christianity, the

religion of deliverance and resurrection. The very idea of God

and of divine Providence has entered into human experience

in a distorted fashion. A servile idea of God has triumphed

and in the place of God an idol has been worshipped. The

relation between God and human freedom has been wrongly

understood. The relations between Christianity and the realm

of Caesar, between Church and State, have been realized in

evil fashion. The legal interpretation of Christianity and redemp-

tion, which is so degrading both to God and to man, has tri-

umphed and turned the religious life into a legal process. The

reception of revelation has been determined by its human en-

vironment, which is subject to change and may improve 01

deteriorate.

Hitherto no critique of revelation has been written, such as

might provide an analogy to Kant's Critique of Pure and Practical
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Rtusou} This critique of revelation should show what is the

human contribution to revelation. There are two partners in

revelation. It is divine-human. There is the one who reveals him-

self and there is the one to whom he is revealed. God cannot

reveal Himself: to a piece of stone or a tree; but no, even a stone

or a tree reacts in an elementary way to the action ofhigher forces,

.ind this is still more true of an animal. Revelation is tinged

with various colours according to the state of the human mind and

the whole trend and bent of die man. There is, as it were, an a priori

element in regard to revelation. If there did not exist side by side

with his baseness a nobility also in man, he would never have arrived

it the idea ofGod and would have had no power to receive a rcvcl-

ition of Him. Not only the thought ofman about God but revel-

ition alsp is coloured by anthropomorphism and sociomorphism.

It is true that man creates God in his own image and likeness as

ometimes he has created gods, but the really important thing is

hat this human image and likeness should approximate to the

mage and likeness which is divine. Here there is a mysterious

lialcctic of two, not the action ofone from above in a downward
lircction. Man has made God in his own image and likeness, evil

t good, cruel or merciful, a violent aggressor or a liberator, and
o on. People, whole groups of people, whole nations, have ad-

lstcd Christianity, as they have all religions, to their own level,

nd have stamped upon the image of God their own desires, and
pplicd to this image their own limitedness, and all this has pro-
idcd an admirable opening for the denial of the very existence of
rod. What has been wrong with anthropomorphism is not that it

cribed to God the traits ofhumanity, or sympathy, or that it sees

i Him a need for responsive love, but rather that it ascribes to *

im traits ofinhumanity, cruelty and love ofpower.

1

1 am engaged on a book, Truth and Revelation, a critical essay on revelation,
which these thoughts will be developed, as they cannot adequately be de-
loped here.
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In true humanity not only is the nature of man revealed bu

God Himself is revealed also. The social categories of dominanc

and power have been transferred to God and that was evil socio

morphism. But in truth God is not a master, nor is he a wielder o

power. A wrong cosmomorphism transferred categories ofpowc

to God, but God is certainly not power in the natural sense of tli

word. God is truth and right. The worship of God as powc

is still idolatry. And God is not being, for that would mean th

transference to God of a category of abstract thought. God i

i l,^ • tne non-being which is supra-bein g. God is the Existent but no

being. God is Spirit but not being. Spirit is not being. The un

fv* '
|

derstanding of God as concretely existing Spirit is deriva

Uf1 from profound spiritual experience and not from limited ob

jeetivized natural and social experience, which applies a wron;

cosmocentrism and socioccntrism to the idea of God. It mus

always be remembered that in the sub-conscious stratum of ever

man, of contemporary man himself, the soul of his forebear

dreams on, going back to the most primitive times. What the:

were the beliefs of that primitive soul above which only a fe\

chosen ones rose?

The ancient soul was steeped in magic. It was by way of magi

that it strove to defend itself against the elemental powers c

nature which threatened it on all sides, a nature which was tli

dwelling place of spirits. Magic was the primitive technical ski

of man. Primitive agricultural cults were magical in charactci

Magic sought to know the secrets of the spirits of nature in ordc

to win power over them, in order to acquire the possibility c

commanding the gods themselves. To know the name of an

being means to have power over him. The rhythm of movcmci:

also is of a magical character; Mana is a magical power and upo

it the social position of man depends. The magical clement i

religion is a quality which lies outside the moral sphere and onl

by a long-drawn-out process does the moralization of rcligio

4



An Undevout Meditation

conic to pass. 1 The material element has always been powerful in

religions and it remains so to this day. The part played by the
grains ofcorn in the Elcusinian Mysteries is well-known. It was a
symbol ofhuman existence.

Religious materialism which has had an enormous role to play
even to the present time, is hostile to spirit and freedom. It is always
a sign of the shackles ofmagic. Magic promises man power but it

leaves him fettered to the cosmic cycle. The ancient beliefs of a
world still pagan linger on even in the Christian world and distort
the very idea ofGod; and this after Christianity has liberated man
from the power ofdemons and ofthe spirits ofnature. The ancient
soul of our forebears believed that the gods stand in need of pro-
pitiatory sacrifices and sacrifices which feed them, that they need
blood and human sacrifice. This remains in a different form in the
beliefthat in order to propitiate the wrath ofGod human suffering
is necessary.

The old slavery of man has announced itself in the legal inter-
pretation ofredemption, in the experience ofthe relation between
God and man as a legal process. Aurobindo, an Indian philosopher
now hvmg, says that the conception of redemption fits in with
slavery. The ancient Hebrew prophets rose above die religious
thought which demanded sacrifice as the primary thing, and set
truth and right in the human heart in a place high above every-
thing else. But the prophetic element has never been the prevailing
me in die history of Christianity, which has been accommodated
:o die average social level. It does great honour to Russian reli-
gious thought of the nineteenth century, that it always reacted
icgatwcly to the legal interpretation of Christianity. Human
hought at a low level has interpreted Christianity as a very cruel
chgion. The clement of cruelty in the interpretation of Chris-
lanity is to be found in Syrian asceticism, in the monasticism
vhich is nourished upon the Dobrotolyubie, in Augustine, in official
toman Catholic doctrine, in Calvinism, in the doctrine of prc-

1 See Raoul Allier, Magie tt Religion.

5
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The Divine and the Human

destination, in the doctrine of hell. From the opponents of Chri

tianiry one might derive tlie impression that the coming of Chri

had worsened the position ofman.

The division into two races, the chosen and the doomed,

opposed to the spirit of the Gospel, which itself, by the way, h;

also been distorted by the human environment which received i

When man is a wild beast he imagines God as a wild bca

also. When he is humane, then he imagines God as humane alsi

The inhuman idea ofGod is a relic of ancient darkness which cal

for a protest from the new humanity. With a higher estimate (

his own dignity and worth man cannot reconcile himself to a rel

gion of fear, vengeance and hell, to the justification on religioi

grounds of cruelty in the world; and in this a process of purifies

tion of the knowledge of God lias taken place. The transition t

monotheism among the Hebrews was already an immense ste

forward, but the pure monotheism upon which Judaism set s

high a value was still a monarchical despotic understanding c

God. It is only the God Who reveals Himself in His Son, in th

God-Man, Who ceases to be God the despotic monarch, and be-

comes the God of love and freedom, and this is a revelation c

God in spirit and in truth, The divine Trinity marks the triumj-

ovcr the monarchical ideas about God, which depicted Him as a

oriental tyrant, and transferred to God the sociological ideas o

lordship. But it is slowly, all too slowly, that the ancient scrvil

beliefs arc bei..g overcome. It must be noted that in India!

religious philosophy the legal interpretation of the relation be

twecn man and God finds no place, but in that case this is con

nectcd with monism. The conception of God in Shankara i

static. In Eckhardt, on the other hand, it is dynamic. 1
It is Chris

tian dynamism.

The divine is understood either in terms of social images-

master, tsar, father, or in terms of dynamic images—power, life

1 Sec Rudolf Otto, West-Ostliche Mystik.

6



An Undevout Meditation

light, spirit, truth, fire. Only the second interpretation is worthy
ofGod and worthy ofman. Here too there ought still to happen an
immense change in the knowledge ofGod, a change which will be
an emancipating change. Man does not easily awaken from his
ancient nightmares in which the ego has tyrannized over both
himself and God; and hence the crucifixion of God. The ego has
been a fatality both for the human self and for God. 1

It is impos-
sible to insist strongly enough upon die fact that God is not a
reality like the realities of the natural and social world. God is

spirit. God is freedom and love. His final and definitive revela-
tion of Himself is in a creative act of Spirit; in a creative act of
Spirit God is realized. In a creative act of Spirit, in the creative act
of knowing God and proving God, the birth of God takes place
in vital fashion.

The old doctrine according to which God created man and the
world, having in no respect any need of them and creating them
only for His own glory, ought to be abandoned as a servile doc-
trine which deprives the life ofman and the world of all meaning.
God with man and the world is a greater thing than God without
man and the world. Man and the world are an enrichment of the
divine life. Amid says that God is the great and uncomprchcndcd
Unknown. Leon I3loy says that God is the lonely and uncomprc-.
lu-nded sufferer. They have understood God better than the dico-
logians. Apophatic theology is always right as against kataphatic
theology. It alone reverences the Divine MysteVy and it by no
means indicates agnosticismilu. this lies the great truth of mysti-
cism whose knowledge of communion with God is better than
that oftheology.2/

All this leads to a radical transvaluation of the traditional doc-
trine ofdivine Providence, which has indeed led to atheism, for it

1 This was once revealed to me in a dream. ( ***"•* s**vhl&*# -»o j/ <? »*«K
8 S
f R

-
°tto

-
Df HeiUSe - He has some interesting thoughts about the

moralization, rationalization, and spiritualization ofsacred things

7
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has made a theodicy impossible. God reveals Himself to the

world and to man; He makes a revelation in Spirit but He does

not govern the world in the sense in which the world understands

government. The usual doctrine of Providence, which people

reiterate in conventional words, widiout thinking out their real

meaning, cannot be combined with the fact of die existence of

evil and the suffering ofthe world. It is impossible to believe in the

old doctrine of Providence, and of divine government in this

phenomenal crushed enslaved world, which is subject to necessity

and in which it is even impossible to find an integrated cosmos.

They have told us that God is present in all things, but it is impos-

sible to find the presence of God in the plague and in cholera, in

murder and hatred and cruelty, in violence and evil and darkness.

A false doctrine of Providence has led to an attitude of servile

reverence before power and authority, to the apotheosis of success

in this world and in the last resort to the justification ofevil.

In opposition to this stands the tragic feeling forhfe. God is

present m freedom and love, in truth and right and in beauty.and

in the face of evil and wrong He is present not as judge and

avenger but as appraisal and as conscience. And God « Hcjo

Whom it is possible to turn from the luurorsTd^bomniamMis

and mielties of thc"wo~rTd:-Thcrc was much truth m the restless

q^esti^ning"of"MarcTon;arthougli his answer to this question was

mistaken. He did not understand the gradualncss of revelation

and the break there is in it within its human environment, which

is limited and cruel."

Philosophically the transvaluation of the doctrine ofProvidence

must be expressed in this way. The conceptions which have been

worked out for the phenomenal world, and are applicable to it

alone are not transferable to God. Providence does not act m the

totality of the phenomenal world, and it can be brought into evi-

» Contemporary physics have destroyed the old doctrine ofthe cosmos.

• See Harnock, Marcion: Das Evtmgelium vomjremden Co«.

8
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dence only by means of terribly strained interpretations. In this

world of ours is much which is irrational, unjust, meaningless.

But there lies a great mystery in the fact that in the individual

destiny ofe^ry~manltls possible toseejhe handofGod , to sec a

meaning, even although it is not susceptible to rationalization.

Notonc hair shall fall from the head of a man without the will of

God. This is true, not in the elementary sense but in a more pro-

found sense, in spite of the fact that in the world, which 'lies in

evil', it is impossible to see the providential government of God.

This is connected with the interrelation of the individual and the

common. Avcrrocs thought just the opposite, that God is inter-

ested only in the general laws ofthe world and in the race, but not

in the individual. He thought that if God knew the partial then

there would be perpetual novelty in Him, which would contra-

dict the petrified idea ofGod.

In this world of ours not onlyjjod^acts; but fate, necessity,

chance, also actrFa7e~contnuicsjg operatcjwjicn_dic_world abatir

dons Godor when God abandons the world. Moments and times

of God-forsakenness arc fateful in human life". Maj^nfthc_\vorT3

are subject to inevitable necessity as a result ot faTsely directed frec-

iTom. Cliancc on the other hand which plays ainniincnsc pamnhTc

7s, as it were, a state in which man is lost and helpless in a multiple

world, in which an enormous number of forces, which cannot

be grasped and which do not lay themselves open to rational

account, arc operating. An unhappy chance which presents itself to

us as entirely meaningless and cruel is an indication diat we live in

a fallen world in which there is no divine government as a whole.

But this same unhappy chance may be given a higher meaning

in my destiny, rooted as this is in the phenomenal world. The

heliefthat everything which happens to me has a meaning, cannot

be~expressed in the cosmological system after the manner of

theological rationalism. It must always be remembered that God is

Spirit, not nature, not substance, not force, not power., God is

9
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Spirit; that is to say freedom. God is Spirit, and that means that he ]

must be thought of apophatically in relation to die realities of die

nlituraTand" socia]jworJdL~The usual concept of Providence is

derived from thcTgovcrnment of a state. God is represented as if

He were the autocratic head of a state. Emancipation from what

remains of the ancient idolatry is what matters, and is ofimmense

importance. i^l^yjlJLEg^' 1"? not onlY in rcgard tg -'^s

butalso in relation to God. Such emancipation is the purification

of revelation from the base conceptions which the human mind

has brought into it, and to set it free from servile religious ideas and

beliefs.

Christianity teaches that the crucifixion ofGod was to theJews

a stumbling-block and to the Greeks foolishness. But human

thought has distorted the great conception of the suffering and

crucifixion of die Very God by introducing ideas derived from a

fallen social world, and die relations which exist within it. Such

arc, for instance, the conception of the redeeming significance of

blood, which is so degrading both to God and to man; that Christ

suffered in our place for our sins; that God accepted the sacrifice

of His Son in order to receive satisfaction for the sins of men, and

so on. The Fall has been interpreted as disobedience. The absurd

idea that God can be insulted has been brought forward. Redemp-

tion has been based upon the idea o(justit'<a vindicativa.
1 Jean de

Maistre says that man lives under an authority which has been

provoked and the provocation may be mitigated only by sacrifice,

that the innocent can pay for the guilty, that cleansing demands

blood, that the suffering of the innocent is pleasing to God. 2

Opposed to this is the higher interpretation of redemption which

is known as physical or mystical (St Adianasius the Great). A

purified knowledge of God must recognize the mysteriousness,

1 Sec Jean Riviere, be dogme de la Redemption. He sets out all the theories of

redemption.
» SecJ«n de Maistre, Sur les dtlus de UJustin Divine.

10



An Undevout Meditation

the incomprehensibility of the crucified God, that is of the God

Who stands in need.

In totemistic cults die offering of sacrifice was the means of

communion with the holy. The sacrifice of the victim, as it

were, creates die holy. In this there was already a dim unen-

lightened presentiment of the mystery which would be seen in the

sacrifice of Christ on the Cross. But even within Christianity the

primitive pagan darkness has not yet been finally overcome.

There is a paradox of religion and especially of the Christian

religion: salvation is at the same time a threat of ruin. Christianity

has been interpreted as a trap. Out of the fear of perdition was

fashioned the chief instrument of religious government by man

and by human society. To manifest a disinterested love for God

seemed to Bossuct in liis controversy with Fenclon to be a heresy.

Theological utilitarianism has triumphed. Men have often thought

that it was necessary to defend God, aldiough in actual fact the

need was to defend man.

A vigorous faitli and an intense religious sense, have been ex-

pressed in history in two ways, either in the ardent pursuit of

perfection and of love for the Kingdom of God, or, on the other

hand in fanatical and cruel persecution of those who held other

beliefs. To these two types there correspond also two ways of

interpreting God. The final victory over darkness, andjoy, are only

possible given apophatic thinking about the divine; whereas the

old way of looking at things, which has infected theological

teaching, gives rise to gloomy thoughts. Purgatory, paradise, hell

—all such conceptions still belong to this world. By way ofcheck-

ing our ideas about God, try to imagine that the Almighty God
regarded the eternal suffering of His creatures as the highest good.

Would it be possible to come to terms with such a conception?

Nothing but a dreadful state of fear could make men become re-

conciled to Calvin's doctrine of predestination. A loftier and freer

way of thought must recognize the humaneness of God. Othcr-

II
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wise that which is idolatrously called God is a devil and not God.

God like man and the world as well, cannot be understood other-

wise than in terms of value and value is creative activity.

/There is a remarkable passage in Kierkegaard about a man's

relation to Jesus Christ. 1 The call to those who labour and are

heavy laden comes from the humilitatcd Christ, not from Christ

in glory. But the Christian Church docs not wish to recognize the

kenotic Christ. Neither does it want to recognize the fact that

Christ is a contemporary, a truth which Kierkegaard held parti-

cularly dear. Christ was in the world incognito and that wasjjis

kenosis. Therefore the acceptance of Hjm demands faith, that is,

freedom. The immediate recognition of Him without any possi-

bility of being led astray would have made the God-Man into an

idol. Christ speaks only in humiliation and not in exaltation ,

whereas man wants to begin with exaltation and not with humilia-

tion. To Kierkegaard the turning of the Church into an object of

glory on earth was its ruin. Christ regarded suffering as triumph,

and the necessary thing is to iiTutatcTTim, not to be cnnumiraTby

Him and to worship Him. I say further, that not only Jesus Christ

TniTGod also is in the world incognito, and the freedom of man is

connected with this. Herein lies the mystcriousness of revelation,

but men have desired to take awayjhat mystcriousness and to

A make revelation a matter of necessity.

' ^ The reverse side of the denial of mystery and the divine

»***> kenosis has been atheism. It is not within man's power to deny the

S^-things that are visible, which pass judgment upon him, and he

bows his head before their reality. But it is within his power, or he

thinks that it is, to deny the reality ofGod. Man is given freedom

to assay the denial of God, and that freedom is guaranteed by the

kenosis and the incognito of God., ^theism means but an experi-

ment in_lhfciife-&£man, a dialecticafmoment in the knowledge of

God. To pass through the experience of atheism may be a purifi-

1 See Kierkegaard, L'Ecole du Chrisiimime.

12
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cation of the human idea of God, and emancipation from a base

sociomorphism. But there are two types of atheists, the jthcist

who suffers and the malicious atheist . I will not refer to the light- <^
minded atheist. Dostoycvsky depicts atheists who surfer. Nietzsche

was an atheist who suffered. But there arc malicious and self-

satisfied atheists who say, 'Thank God, there is no God.' Suffer-

ing atheism is a form of religious experience and even of piety.

Malicious atheism commonly means that a man has not held out

against the test imposed by the measureless suffering of the world

and man. He is worse than the first type of atheist, but he too

indicates above all a revolt against false and degrading ideas about

God. Believers, therefore, ought not to look down upon atheists;

they ought to enter into an experience and into trials which are

other than their own; and this all the more in view of the fact that

among believers faith has sometimes been too easily attained.

Fcucrbach was a devout atheist and through him the human

conception ofGod has been purified. Man, society, and the world

may pass through a state of God-forsakenness, and within the

limits of human thought this may be reflected in the form of

atheism._It is with difficulty that men bear the incognito of the

Divine and the kenosis of Christ. They would like an imperial

majesty of God and the God-man. Men first of all rationalize

divine Providence and adapt it to their own level, and then they

rise in revolt against their own false ideas and become atheists. In

the first state they were no nearer to God than in the second.

In the case of revelation, which is fundamental in the religious

life, the same thing has happened as with all manifestations of the

Spirit; it has been objectivized.1 The fact must be recognized that

Christian revelation could nothave played a social role andcould not

have_become an impelling historical force unless it had been objec-

tivized, that is to say, socialized and adapted to the level of the

1 This will be dealt with in my book, Creativity and Objectivization, an Essay in

achatological Metaphysics.
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masses. There is a contradiction from which there is no way out

within the limits of the phenomenal world. Objectivization is a

/ distortion of spirituality and a t the same time objectivization is a

m • necessity for the realization of the destinies ofmankind and of the

i world, for movement towards the Kingdom of the Spirit! But on
*r the way, the illusions and distortions of objectivization must be

ft ^strippcJoH^lhTcre musFbc cleansingTAnct this lslfiemission of the

, r prophetic side of religion and philosophy. Revelation cannot be

A " interpreted in a spirit of naive realism, as it almost always is inter-

_jS preted in books on theology. Revelation does not fall from without

L^ upon the heads ofmen It is by no means a disclosure ofany reality

in the world of things. A philosophical critique of revelation,

which has not yet been made, will have to be above all a critique

of that naive realism, in the same way as Kant's critique of reason

was a stripping orl'of the illusions of naive realism. It ought to be

essentially a final emancipation from the illusions of religious and

metaphysical naturalism. The critique of revelation which has been

going on in recent centuries, has in essence been the final triumph

of naturalism and the denial of God, Spirit and religion. What I

have in mind is rather a critique of revelation which must lead to

the triumph of spirituality, to the liberation of spirit from natur-

alistic and materialist distortions. God is_not an object. God is not

a thing. God isSpirit. One cannot enter into communion with

the mystery ofthe Spirit in any sort ofobjectivization. The mystery
never reveals itself in the object. In the object only symbolism of

the Spirit is posliblcTnot i ts reality .

I^xlaiiojijsjhc^fact of the Spiritjiwnc, in the subject; it_js

spiritual experience, spiritua l life. The intcllcctualist interpreta-

tion of revelation which finds its expression in dogmatics is

precisely its objectivization, its adjustment to the average level

of normal thought. But the events of die Spirit described in Holy

Scripture, the manifestations of the Spirit in the lives of the

aposdes and saints were not of an intellectual character, the entire

14
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spiritual nature of man came into operation in them. Thus the

intellectualist rationalist doctrine of God as pure act, which has

played such a part in Catholic scholasticism, is derived not from the

Bible, nor from revelation but from Aristotle. That doctrine,

professing to meet the needs of abstract reason, turns God, so to

speak, into stone; it deprives Him of any interior life and of all

dynamic force. 1 But God is life: life, not being, if by this term the

rational_concept of beingjs__understood. Being is secondary, not

primary; it comes to light after the division between subject and

object; it is a product of thought, of rationalization . In this respect

Indian religious philosophy attains greater heights and goes deeper

than Western ontological philosophy which is too much subject

to the categories of Aristotle.2

The only true patli is the path of intuitive description of spiri-

tual experience, and along that path it becomes clear that in revel-

ation both God and man arc active, that revelation has a divinc-

luunaii character. The religious phenomenon has two sides; it is

the disclosure of God in man and ofman in God. The yearning of"

man tor God comes to light in it and the yearning ofGod for man.

Traditional rational theology denies this yearning ofGod for man
from the fear of introducing affective passionate life into God. For

the rational concept of perfection docs not admit of yearning and

need in the notion of completeness; it prefers the perfection of a

stone. In that case the relations between God and man cease to be

a drama of two which is capable of resolution in a third. Revela-

tion is a creative act of the Spirit; it has both a thcogonic and an

anthropogonic character. It is only mysticism, which found an-

other language, and Christian thcosophy which have risen above
the naively realistic interpretation ofrevelation, above the rational

and naturalistic understanding of God. It was perhaps Jacob
1 Franz Baader understood this admirably.
2 Sec the most interesting of contemporary Indian philosophers Aurobindo,

L'hha Upanshad, he Bhagavad-gita. See also a recently published book: O.
Lacombe, L'Absolu selon le Viimta.
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Boehme, the great mystic-thcosophist, who was most successful

in giving symbolic expression to the mystery of the divine life.

Spiritual experience is expressible only in symbols, not in_con-

cepts. But a philosphical critic must understand this symbolic

character of the language of religious metaphysics. The most

important question in the critique of revelation, however, is a

question not of metaphysics but ofmeta-history.

In the critique of revelation the problem of the relation of

revelation to history is ofimmense importance. Christianity is the

revelation of God in history, not in nature. The Bible tells the

s7or/~oTthc revelation of God in history. The mystery of Chris-

tianity is bound up with the Incarnation of God. It is usual to say

that Christian revelation is not a revelation of the Spirit in the

abstract, but of the Spirit operative in history. God enters into

history; meta-history enters into history. The coming of Jesus

Christ is a historical phenomenon. It is a historical fact in time.

But this fact gives rise to a particularly complex problem which

has been made acute by biblical criticism, by the investigation of

Christianity from the point of view of scientific history. Chris-

tianity took shape and crystalized when men trustfully accepted

myths and legends as reality, when historical criticism and histori-

cal science did not yet exist. Can it be that my faith, upon which

my salvation and eternal life depend, itselfdepends upon historical

facts which are subject to dispute? Can my faith be preserved if

historical enquiry, owing to the appearance ofnew facts and new

material, proves scientifically that certain things which Holy

Scripture relates as facts, had no existence, that they are not

historical events but myths, legends, theological doctrines created

by the believing Christian community? Official Church history

does not recognize that such a problem arises, for it does not allow

historical criticism to lay its touch upon sacred things. The way in

which history has been falsified on this basis is well known. But

spiritual religion is bound to acknowledge that no religion stands

16
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on a higher level than truth, for God is truth and is known in

spirit and in truth.

This means that the concept of historical revelation involves a

contradiction and is a product of religious materialism. It corre-

sponds to stages of revelation which lie in the past, Only spiritual

revelation exists, revelation in the Spirit, whereas historir.il rrw| a-

tion is the symbolization in the phenomenal historical world of

events which take placein the noumenal historical world . But the

whole mystery lies in the fact that the noumenal events break

through and enter the phenomenal world. The mcta-historical

breaks through and enters the historical world. There is no

absolute breach between these two spheres. But wben meta-

history enters into history, not only is it revealed in history but it

is also adapted to the limitation of historical time and historical

place. Light shines in the darkness. The infinite God speaks with a

finite human tongue within the limited conditions of a certain

period and a certain nation. Revelation is always concealment

also; in revelation there is both the exoteric and the esoteric.

Scientific historical criticism ought to be absolutely free, for

its work may have a_purifying and liberating sumificance_for

Christian, thought. But historical criticism cannot decide any

sor: ofrcligious_and spiritual question. It hasjtsjimits in principle.

These limits may be seen in what_is_knQWJi as the mythological

theory which denies the historicaj__existence of J
esus. 1 The

mythological theory, which is open to grave doubts on historical

grounds, was even ofsome use, in revealing the limits of historical

criticism.

What is called 'the problem ofJesus' is not soluble by historical

investigation; it eludes its grasp. There are no adequate historical

data for writing a biography of the man Jesus; and religiously

1 Guignebcrt, Le probleme dc Jesus; M.Gognol, Jisus it Nazareth; Couchoud,

Le mystere ieJesus; A. Drews, Die Christu! Mythe; Bitiffol, Orpheus et I'Evangile;

A. Schmeitzer, Geschichu der Ltben-Jcsu Forschung; D. Strauss, Lebenjesu. This

was a book ofimmense importance.
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speaking that is how it ought to be. 1
It is a mystery which is not

visible from without in history, but has been disclosed in the

religious experience of the Christian community. The solution of

'the Problem of Jesus' lies in that sphere in which the historical

comes into touch with the mcta-historical. But for historica l

science the mcta-historica^exists not

j

is_a_reality_but as the beliefs

and ideas of ecclesiastical societies. The error of the period which

liad as yet no knowledge of historical science and historical critic-

ism lay in the fact that the historical was regarded as mcta-

historical, that is to say as sacred, and, therefore, elements of

human origin and human distortions were considered an in-

defeasible part of divine revelation. This is especially clear in the

Bible, in which the world of tcligion and phenomena of the

religious otder arc to be seen, but very much mingled with that

arc ordinary historical events, and distortions due to the limited

thought of the Hebrew people. The ancient Hebrew understand-

ing of God was the product of the still unenlightened mind of

the Hebrew people, and only in the prophets docs an upward

movement above this limited thought take place. Thus upon the

Gospel also, in which the story of mcta-historical events is told,

there lies the stamp of the limitation in language and conception

of the Hebrew people at a certain period of their existence. In

it the eternal divine world only breaks through in flashes. The

Bible, the Gospel, were composed as a matter of history, with all

the limitation and complexity of the historical. But the supra-

historical shines out in them.

There cannot be any historical authority, but it is owing to the

fact that the meta-historical is rooted in liistory, that the historical

lcceivcs a meaning. Christian revelation both acted in history and

"was distorted in history. In this lies the complexity of die relation

between the divine and the human, the complexity of the inter-

» In this connection Guignebert's last book, Le Christ, is curious; there is a

helplessness to be felt in it.
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action ofGod, human freedom and necessity. The infinite revela-

tion docs show itself in the finite, but the finite can never find

room for the infinite in itself. The vista of the infinite always

remains, infinite creativity, infinite revelation. Man is not a static

creature presented once for all in a ready-made aspect. Man is a

dynamic creature, creative and developing. Infinity is hidden

within him. The scope ofhuman thought changes; it may expand

and it may contract; it may become deeper and again be thrown

up to the surface; and by this fact the gradualncss of revelation and

its incompleteness are determined. Infinity is possible in the revela-

tion of the Spirit and the spiritual world. Crystalization of the

finite distorts the view not only of the future but also of the past.

Limited thought, restricted and superficial, the thought of the

everyday man, of everyday life, receives the revelation which

corresponds with its own nature. Objection can be laiscd to the

possibility of a new revelation, a revelation which continues and

becomes complete, only if one adopts a static view of man and

allows him nothing more than an absolutely passive role in the

reception ofrevelation. But revelation is divine-human.

Historicity has a positive meaning and a negative. Everything

which exists, every living thing is historical and has a history.

Historicity indicates the possibility of new things happening, and

at the same time historicity indicates rclativencss and limitation.

Historicity distorts. Christianity is historical and therein lies its

strength and its dynamism, and Christianity is distorted by his-

toricity. It is distorted by historical time. It is made relative. His-

torism is in a deep-seated way a false philosophy of history, in fact

historism actually makes impossible the philosophy of history,

which always rises above the relativity of historism. Historism

takes no account ofmeaning. Only messianic thought h^rnnsfri'^j

the historical and makes possible the disclosure of die meaning of

history. Messianic thought awaits a revelation in a future mani-

festation which proclaims a higher meaning to history, it awaits _
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the appearance of Messiah and the messianic kingdom. Greek

thought knew no messianic expectation; to it history was a cycle

and the Golden Age was in the past, and, therefore, it had no

philosophy of history and had no knowledge of a meaning in

history. Messianism had ancient Hebrew and in part Persian-

Iranian origins. 1

Christianity remains messianic; it looks for the second coming

of the Messiah and the messianic kingdom. But Roman Catholic

theology opposes any introduction of the messianic idea into

Christianity from fear of prophetism. 2
It is beyond dispute that

primitive Christianity was constructed on an cschatological frame-

work. But the prospect of a long historical road between the two

appearances of Christ the Messiah was opened up; in the place of

the Kingdom of God, the Church took shape, and Christianity,

having become historical, began to adapt itself to this world, to

the kingdom of Caesar. Only a few within 'historical Christian-

ity' awaited the new revelation of the Holy Spirit and then fre-

quently in a distorted form. The prophetical side of Christianity

was weakened and disappeared almost entirely. Historical Chris-

tianity took on an organized dogmatic and authoritarian character.

The historical Churcli was regarded as the coming ofthe Kingdom

of God. The idea of the Kingdom ofGod with which the Gospel

is permeated is a prophetic idea
—

'Thy Kingdom come.' There is

still no Kingdom of God; our world is not like the Kingdom of

God; it can only be thought ofeschatologically.

H"he impotence of historical Christianity which is revealed in

our time isactcrmihed and cxplaincdby the cnfccblcmcnt ofthe

prophetic spirit, by a condition ofossification, ancTa "spirit which is

exclusively sacramental and sacerdotal. The expectation of a new

revelation of thcTIoly Spirit has sunk out of sight. I shall say

1 Sec the curious book, Autran, Mitra, Zoroastre et la pn'histoire aryennt iu

chriitianismc.

* See a book by the Dominican Feret, L'Apocalypse it StJean. Vision ChrM-

ennedeVhistoire.
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something about this in the last chapter of this book. At the

moment the problem interests me simply from the point ofview

of a critique of revelation. One cannot repeat often enough that

revelation is divine-human, that Christianity is the religion of

God-manhood, that it assumes belief not only in God but also in

man, and presupposes thejictivity not only ofGod but ofman as

well. Thus only can the tragic destiny of Christianity in history

be understood. In the fine words of Franz Baader, man wanted toj

be man without God, but God did not want to be God without

man, and_thwefor£_be£ame_Man,. The idea of continuous revela-

tion must not be confused with Lessing's rationalistic idea of the

religious training of mankind. There exists a complex existential

dialectic of the divine and human, and it is to be seen most dis-

tinctly in the German mind.
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CHAPTER II

The Dialectic of the Divine and the Human
in German Thought

The Significance of Nietzsche

The Dialectic of the Doctrine of the Trinity

The theme of God-humanity is the fundamental theme of
Christianity. I should prefer to say not God-humanity, a

favourite expression of Vladimir Solovcv, but rather God-
manhood. Christianity is anthropocen tric; it proclaim s the libcra-
tion of man from the power_ofcosnuc forces and spmtTlTprc-

~~? supposes belief not only in_God but also in man, and this distin-
• guishes it from tlic_abstracT monotheism of Judaism andjfsIanT

and from Brahmanism. It must be emphatically said that Chris-
tianity is not a monistic and monarchical religion; it is a religion
of God-manhood and it is trinitarian. But the vital dialectic

between the divine and the human has been so complex that the
human has often been debased in the history ofChristianity. In the
destiny of God-manhood in history at one time the divine has
swallowed up the human; at another the human has engulfed the
divinc

-
The very dogma of the divine humanity of fesus Chri st

expressed the mystery ofGod^manhood^of the union of the two
namres without confusion orjdcntity. It was a symbolical expres-
sion of the mystery. But the monarchical and monistic tendency
always existed in Christian history and sometimes it predominated.

In a former book of mine, The Meaning of Creativity, I said that

to correspond with the Christological dogma there should be a

new anthropology, a Christology of 'man. But that can only be
completely disclosed in the future. There is still no real Christian
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anthropology. Among patristic writers St Gregory ofNyssa came
nearest to it. He was the greatest philosopher among the doctors
of the Church and he endeavoured to raise the dignity of man. 1

But he had few followers. Christianity alone teaches thatGod
bjcamcjnan^Ijic^ulf between God and man was bridged. The
humanity of God was r^a1cd\ not oruVThc" divine in manbj^
also the human in God

:
IfthHmmility of Christ is thought out

to the end it hasjobc recognized that the Second Person of the
HolyjrnnjtyiTMan fr^nTqcnmy^ mysrrry by nn
means indica^Tan̂ nowTc^gl^roTthe'idcntitv of man and
God,_which would bejhxeq^nvajejuofa drastically rational &Zal?r

'

of the mystery .

—
•*>

During the first centuries of Christianity, when dogmatic
'

controversies were carried on and dogmatic formulas worked
out, in which men set themselves to express in symbols the events
of the spiritual world, a complex dialectic of the relation of the
divine and the human was developed. Both the rise of heresies
and the condemnation of heresies were alike connected with this
theme. Arianism, monophysism, monothclism, Ncstorianism—
all these were heresies concerned with the theme of God-man-
hood. The controversies were carried on in connection with the
Christological problem, that is to say tliej)roblem ofdiejglation
bJ! ĉ£!llllcjwojiaiurcsjn_Cjirist. Buuhejxal problem is broader
and_dccpcr; itJ)roachcsjhc_ subject of thc_rclation_bctwecn the
divine ancTtlic Tuiman in general: Let ifbTgrantcd "that tic
Christological problem was solved in the first centuries and a for-
mula expressing the relation ofthe divine and the human in Christ
was found which lay beyond monism and dualism. But in our
epoch-I speak of the epoch of the Spirit—tlic question presents

1 Sec two new Catholic books on St Gregory of Nyssa: Hans von Balthasar.
Presence et Pcnsie. Essai sur la philosophic religieusc dt Grfyire de Nysse; Jean

Cr7^deNss7
me

" '
"'>

'*"''
7'"' *""' " '" ***** ***** * S'

' In India the idea ofdivine incarnation has an entirely different meaning.
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itself in another way. For the problem ofman is posed with a keen

urgency hitherto unknown. It is a problem which the patristic

period did not know in such form, and thought about God itself is

changing as an effect of the change in our thought about man.

The new soul has an awareness of freedom, of the quest for

freedom, and the seductions and slavery arising out of it, of an

acutencss and at a depth ofwhich the Christian soul had previously

no knowledge. The soul of man has not grown better, but it has

developed and become much more complex, and to this fact a

different thought corresponds.

Man lias become less integrated, more divided in mind, and he

has come face to face with new disquieting questions. The cate-

chisms do not answer these questions. Men of the prophetic type

have appeared in world culture, in literature and philosophy, men
such as Dostovcvsky , Kierkegaard, Nietzsche , Vladimir Solovev

,

Leon Bloy and others. The fathers and doctors of the Church,

scholastic theologians have no reply to the subjects brought for-

ward by such men. The prophetic fire has always been a regener-

ating force in a benumbed and chilled spiritual life; and another

regenerating force has been mysticism.

Mysticism has a very close connection with the subject of the

relation of the divine and the human. Mystics of a certain type

have a tendency to monism, to the recognition ofone nature only,

to the extinction of human nature in the divine. All forms of

quietism are of this kind. Jansenism is of interest in the dialectic

of God-humanity. We meet with the classical pattern of mystical

monism in the religious philosophy of India. Such is the religious

philosophy of Shankara, who regards our soul, Brahman, the

One, Sat, as the antithesis ofany sort ofhappening and becoming.1

The most remarkable among the present-day religious philoso-

phers of India, Aurobindo, teaches that the idea that we are the

l See the book referred to above: Lacombe, L'Absolu scion It Viianta.

Romanudja is opposed to Shankara.
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authors of our actions must be rejected,—it is the universal which

acts through our personality. Impersonality is the essential qualifi-

cation for union with the divine. It is necessary to attain imper-

sonality and apathy. 1 The soul is a particle ofthe divine.

Mysticism is often accused ofan inclination towards pantheism,

and on this account it is frequently mishandled. This is due to a

failure to understand the language of the mystics. But it must be

said that when pantheism is actually presen t, it is not so much a

heresy about God as a heresy about man, a diminution of tje

significance of man, a diminishing of the role of human freedom

and human crcatiycncss. The evolution of European humanism,

its inner drama, states an absolutely new religious theme; and that

theme too is the theme ofGod-manhood,

The evolution of German mysticism and German philosophy

is of enormous importance in the dialectic of the human and the

divine. In German thought the category of fate (Schicksal) plays

an immense part. This word is constantly used in German books

on philosophy. There is nothing like it to be found in French and

English books; and this is no matter of chance. The German

people are a people of tragic destiny . This is linked with spiritual

qualities inherent in that metaphysical people and with a sort of

spiritual sickness in them. The notion that German thought and

German mysticism are always inclined to pantheism and that the

properties of the German spirit arc of that kind has become wide-

spread. Notwithstanding the undue extent to which this opinion

has spread there is an element of truth in it which we will en-

deavour to make clear. I should say that the destiny of German

thought is a drama in three acts mid tUr whole drama is played out

on the theme of the mutual relation of the divine and the human.
Kroner, who wrote a most remarkable history ofGerman idealis-

tic philosophy says with enthusiasm that the metaphysical renais-

sance in Germany at the beginning of the nineteenth century was
1 Le Bhagavad-gita, interprM par Aurobittdo.
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of a prophetic, messianic, and eschatological character,1 and this is

absolutely true. No such spiritual exaltation is to be found in

French or in English philosophy. In France messianic and pro-

phetic ideas were associated chiefly with social thought. The

spiritual break-down ofGerman thought is due to the extraordin-

ary difficulty it finds in recognizing the mystery ofGod-manhood,

the mystery of two-in-one, in which the union of two natures

takes place without any confusion of them. But this indicates a

difficulty in recognizing the mystery of personality. Anti-pcrson-

alism is a property of all German idealistic metaphysics, with the

exception of Kant who occupies a peculiar position. But we arc

bound to recognize that in German thought, in German spiritual-

ity, there has been a dialectic of genius which lias had enormous

importance for the destinies of European thought. How arc wc

to describe the Acts of this great drama which is not only intellec-

tual but spiritual too?

Act I. German mysticism and Luther . German mysticism means

above all Mcister Eckhardt. He is more complex than was pre-

viously supposed. He was not only a mystic but also a theologian,

though he was greater as a mystic than as a theologian. 2 As a

theologian he even comes near to Thomas Aquinas. But he inter-

ests me only as a mystic; he interests me when he speaks the lan-

guage of mysticism and not the language of theology. In that lay

his genius and his importance. And here in Eckhardt the mystic,

there was an undoubted tendency towards mystical monism. It I

has been suggested that his teaching should be called not pantheism

but theo-pantheism, but this makes very little difference. Eckhardt

stands in the line ofdescent from neo-platonic mysticism; he shows

kinship not only with Plato but also with Indian religious phil-

osophy. This in no degree throws doubt upon Eckhardt's Christ-

ianity. I am quite sure that the religious philosophy of Thomas

1 See Kroner, Von Kant bis Hegel.
1 See a new book, A. Dempf, Meisler Eckhardt.
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Aquinas was not more Christian than the religious philosophy of

Eckhardt, who in any case went down into the depths of spiritual-

ity in Innerlichkeit.

The most profound and the most original tiling in Eckhardt is

the idea of Gottlwit, Deity, which opens up greater depths than

the idea of God the Creator of the world, and lies outside the

antithesis of subject and object. God is already secondary, not

primary. Gottheit can only be thought of absolutely apophati-

cally. The breakdown of Eckhardt did not lie in the fact that he

asserted complete monism in regard to Gottheit. It lay in the fact

that he affirmed monism in the relation between man and God,

that is to say he was a monophysitc. To him Creation was nothing;

it lacked essential reality and value. Anything created is a mere

nothing. The very existence of man is a sort of sin. Here the

contradiction in German thought already comes to light. The

great trccdom of man in his movement inwards, towards spiritu-

ality, towards God is asserted, and at the same time flic indepen-

dence of human nature, the freedom of man, hinnai' freedom, is

denied. A mystical determinism is affirmed. Rudolf Otto, who
compared the mysticism of Shankara and Eckhardt, says that both

are in search ofsalvation and ofBeing, and that to them knowledge

is the way of salvation. 1 In Otto's opinion Eckhardt's mysticism

docs not belong to the gnostic thcosophic type of mysticism, as

Boehme's mysticism docs. The distinction is truly grasped but it

is exaggerated, for in Eckhardt there is a powerful metaphysical

element which distinguishes it from Christian mysticism, which is

occupied exclusively with a description of the spiritual path of

the soul to God. German mysticism is always metaphysical and

cosmological.

Luther is very important for the existential dialectic of the

divine and the human. He had links with German mysticism

though he himself cannot be called a mystic. Particular interest

1 See the book quoted, R. Otto, Wat-<)stliche Mystik.
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attaches to his book De servo arbitrio which was directed against

Erasmus. It is a very incisive book. There is a paradox in the fact!

that in the battle he fought for the freedom of the Christian

against the power of authority over conscience, Luther absolutely

denies the freedom of man and asserts the exclusive action ofGod

and divine grace in the religious life. The one thing which must

issue from man is faith; faith alone saves and faith also comes from i

grace; and this was in Luther's eyes emancipation from the power

of authority. Man has no independent standing of any sort in

relation to God. In relation to God there can be nothing but faith.

But in such conditions man can be very active in the world. The

traditional catholic doctrine of freedom of the will, on the other

hand, and of good works which flow from it and are necessary

for salvation, appeared to Luther as wcllnigh a blasphemous

mockery and an infringement of the almighty power and majesty

of God. He not only denied the freedom of the will, but also

regarded human reason as a devil. He accused Catholicism of

Pelagianism. Luther's teaching about the slavery of the will has

often been crudely interpreted and how profound and complex

a metaphysical dialectic derives from him has certainly not been

observed. It was difficult to foresee what German metaphysics of

the beginning of the nineteenth century would inherit from this

in the long run. The divine engulfs the human. This is an inward

process in which the human is not subjected to force from without,

but the mystery of God-humanity disappears as it disappears in

Eckhardt.

The last and most interesting manifestation of Protestantism in

Europe, the dialectic theology of Karl Barth and those who agree

with his opinions, follows the same trend of denial of God-

manhood. To Karl Barth God is everything, while man is nothing

at all. And here we meet with a paradox in which everything

turns into its opposite. Karl Barth is a dualist, not a monist. He
affirms a breach between God and man, an abyss which divides
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man from God. But ifman is nothing and God is everything and

the one and only reality, this is another, concealed, form of

monism and even of pantheism. If monism and pantheism are to

be avoided, it is necessary that man should not be nothing, that

there should be dignity and worth in man and that there should be

freedom for him. Thus Calvin too was an extreme foe of pan-

theism, but paradoxically it can be said of him that he was a pan-

theist because he degrades man and lessens the reality of him, and

because to him real being is God alone, and God is everything.

So complex and involved is the dialectic of the divine and the

human, so difficult it is to find a place for the mystery of God-

manhood. This is revealed with genius in German philosophy of

the nineteenth century. The only German thinker who came very

near to the idea ofGod-manhood and divine-humanity and there-

fore came nearest to Russian religious philosophy, was Franz

|

Baadcr .
1 But he stood apart from the main route upon which the

dialectic ofthe divine and the human has been revealed.

Act II of the drama is German idealist philosophy, the most

remarkable phenomenon in European philosophy. What is the

link between Act II and Act I? The connection with Eckhardt

was easy to understand, but the link with Luther is not to be

grasped at once. The most profound influence upon German
metaphysics was indisputably that ofJacob Boehmc , but this h
connected with another theme, not with the one which mest

interests me at the moment. The whole originality of Germ: ;

metaphysics, the difference between it and Greek and mediaeval

metaphysics, the different understanding of the relation between

the rational and the irrational are due to Boehme. But in the prob-

lem of the relation between the divine and the human in the prob-

lem of divine-humanity Boehmc was much more of a Christian

than Hegel or Fichte and less ofa monist. It is very frequently said

1 See a new and very thorough book on Franz fiaader: E. Susine, Franz von
BaaJer tt le romanlisme mystique, 2 vols.
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that Luther was the father of philosophical idealism and that

German philosophy blossomed on the soil ofProtestantism.

At first sight nothing could be more contradictory than Luther

and Hegel. The former cursed reason, as a devil; the second made

a god of reason. To the former everything is due to grace and this

is certainly not favourable to mctaphysicnl knowledge. But if one

looks at the matter from a deeper point of view, it is possible to

understand why his repudiation of reason was turned into a bold

affirmation of reason. Luther was not a philosopher; his was a

prophetic nature and he could not reflect philosophically upon

his malediction upon reason, nor did he desire to do so. But the

reason of Luther is entirely different from the reason of Hegel.

Luther's reason is human while Hegel's reason is divine, as is the

reason of Fichtc and all the idealists of the beginning of the nine-

teenth century. Hegel's reason, which is of the greatest interest in

this connection, is not the reason ofLuther but the grace ofLuther.

With Hegel it is not the human reason which apprehends, but the

divine reason, and with him everything issues from grace. The

act of knowing, a religious act, is accomplished not by the indi-

vidual man but by the universal spirit. In the same way the ego

in Fichte is not individual and not human, it is the divine, the

>
^
universal ego. In German metaphysics of the beginning of the

<-*^ninetccnth century everything is on a razor edge and may be

^ toppled over on to one or other of opposite sides. The philosophy

of Hegel, which was its crowning manifestation, may be inter-

preted cither as the final engulfing ofthe divine by the human and

as an expression of the pride of man, or as the final engulfing of

the human by the divine and as the denial of human personality.

Both interpretations of Hegel arc possible. The revolt of Dostoy-

evsky and Kierkegaard on behalf of the individual man was a

revolt against Hegel, against his universal spirit, against die tyran-

nical domination of the universal over the individual. The expres-

sion that 'He Religion als Selbstbewusstsein Gottes belongs to Hegel.
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E. Hartmann, who was inspired not only by Schopenhauer but

also by Hegel, constructs his religion ofthe Spirit on this Hegelian

interpretation of religion and the relation which exists between
the divine and the human. 1 German metaphysics creates the actual

myth, which can be made to serve both optimism and pessimism.

Hartmann interprets it pessimistically. An unconscious God in an
outburst of mad will created the pain of being . But in man the

primordial unconscious God arrives at consciousness and the pos-

sibility of liberation from the suffering of being is revealed.2 But
in the optimist Hegel also God arrives at consciousness in man and
this consciousness attains its summit in the philosophy of Hegel
himself. 3 Thus was accomplished the deformation of rhc theme
enunciated by the greatest mystical genius of the gnostic type,

Jacob Bochmc. According to the latter, who was permeated by
Christianity and the Bible, out of the Uiigmnd, which preceded the

being of the world, in eternity and not in time there takes place the

birth of God and the Holy Trinity is unfolded, and the Holy
Trinity creates the world. 4 In German metaphysics, which was
full of themes of the old mysticism, the ideal succession is altered.

Out of the Unwind, out of the dcpth_of the dark unconscious,
the world is created, and in this wor!d~God is formed. FichtcT

Hegel and in part Schelling teach the becoming of God. The
world process is the becoming of God; in man God finally be^

"

comes conscious. Both a deification of man and a repudiation of
man take place. There is nothing which is purely human, dis-

tinguished from the divine and standing before God in a drama
which is being played out. The results of this become clear in

1 Sec Edu.ird von Hartmann, Die Religion da Ccistes.

» This is very well expressed by a pupil ofE. Hartmann's: Drcuss, DitRtligion
als SclbsttKWUsitstin Colics.

3 On the interpretation of religion, sec Hegel, Vorksungm iibcr die Philosophy
der Religion.

r

4 See N. Berdyaev, 'Studies in Jacob Boehme. Essay No. I. The doctrine of
the Ungrund and freedom.'
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Act HI. The principal dcficJCTcy_o£_Gcrman metaphysics^ that

exhibition of human thought stamped with the mark of genius,

was its anti-personalism.

The philosophy of Hegel which strove after the concrete but

did not attain it and which crushed human individuality, evoked

a reaction of the human against the universal Spirit. The divine

was interpreted as an expression ofthe enslavement ofman.

The third act of the drama began with Feuerbach, a very re-

markable thinker.1 According to Feuerbach man has created a

God for himself in his own image and likeness, and alienated into

the transcendent sphere his own highest nature. Man's alienated

nature ought to be restored to him. Beliefin God is an outcome of

the weakness and poverty of man. If man is strong and rich he will

have no need of God. The secret of religion is anthropological.

The idea of God is replaced by the idea of man; theology passes

into anthropology. According to Hegel God_arrives at sclf-

consciousness in man. According to Feuerbach the self-conscious-

ness of man is enough. The self-consciousness of God in man is.

merely the self-consciousness, of man himself, of his own human

nature. In the one case and in the other there is but one nature.

The absolutely divine is replaced by the absolutely human.

Feuerbach proclaims the religion of humanity. The book which

Feuerbach, the materialist, wrote on the nature of Christianity is

written in the style ofbooks on mysticism. Fcuerbach's own nature

remains religious. But the deification of the human is with him

the deification of the race, of society, not of the individual man

and not of personality. In this sense his philosophy no less than

Hegel's, remains a philosophy of the general, of the racial, of die

universal. He was not a pcrsonalist. This was the transition from

Hegel and Feuerbach to Marx. Feuerbach marks an important dia-

1 Feuerbach's chief book, Das Wesen des Christenthums, has been unjustifiably

forgotten; it is as a matter of fact one of the most remarkable books ofthe nine-

teenth century.^*~» h.6. U *%SDt—4. ^t
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lcctic moment in the relation between the divine and the human in

German thought; the thought remained monistic in its tendency;

there was no God-manhood in it. Hegel renders to God what be-

longs to man whilst Feuerbach renders to man what belongsto

God. Both ofthem jumbled up the divine and the human andthe

transition from one to the other was not so difficult. Khomyakov

already foresaw that Hegel would beget materialism. Feuerbach

was the child of Hegel, as was Marx later on. Thus did destiny

overthrow that dialectic ofgenius.

The final step was taken by Max Stirncr and in the end by Marx

in one direction and by Nietzsche in another. Max Stirncr tries

to be more consistent than Feuerbach. He denies the reality ot

man, of society and other forms of community. To him the only

real thing is one's own ego, the unique one, and the whole world

is simply its property. His book. The Unique and its Property, Some-

times reminds one of the old German books on mysticism in the

same way as Fcuerbach's The Nature of Christianity does. But

this is the astonishing thing. It might be expected that Max Stirner

would be an extreme individualist and that to him the highest

value would be the individually unique. Nothing of the kind. In

actual fact he is the same sort of anti-personalist as Hegel. It is

absolutely clear that the Unique of Max Stirner is not the single

man, not the human person, but a pseudonym of the divine. Max

Stirner, like Feuerbach, conveys the impression of being a materi-

alist. But on deeper investigation the Unique has an almost

mystical character, and in the book about the Unique there are to

be heard the tones of the old German mysticism in which the

whole dialectic process of thought was conceived. The Unique is

the universal, not even a microcosm, but the macrocosm. There is

a certain element of truth in the desire that man should be master

of the whole world, but Stirner's philosophy was powerless to

establish this.

In KarTMarx the divine-universal and the general appear in
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another form, as the social collective, as the perfect society of the

future, in which also human personality may founder, as it

foundered in Hegel's absolute spirit and in Stirner's Unique.

Marx's origins were humanist.1 He made his attack upon capital-

ism because the alienation of human nature takes place in capital-

ism, dehumanizingpecurs and the workman is turned into a thing

(Verdinglichung); and he wants to restore to the workmajTETs

alicnatednaturc. Thisjwas_a_notable idca^andjt was an extension

into the social sphere of the thought ofHcgcl and Fcucfbach about

alienation. It is whaTTcalTobjcctivization. But in Marx there is

rcvcalecTonc of the limits of dialectic humanism, in which he

passes over into anti-humanism. This process has a profound

metaphysical basis. When the human is affirmed as thc^iniquc and

tjic highest, and theTTivine isjlenicd, the human in turn Begins to

be denied and to be subjected to the common, whether to the

Unique of StimcrT or to the social^oTTcctivc qf_Marx. Anti-

pcrsonalism always triumphs. This is revealed in another way, but

with the greatest acutcness and genius in Nietzsche, and in his

tragic destiny. Nietzsche demands special attention. Before passing

on to Nietzsche I will note that Kierkegaard who although not a

German was associated with German thought and German roman-

ticism, experienced the same difficulty in affirming God-manhood,

that is to say, the two natures. He would seem to deny the human

nature ofChrist .

f The life of Nietzsche was the life of a sick and feeble privat

docent, in retirement among the mountains of Switzerland; a

lonely life without any occupation except the writing of books.

And at the same time the history of the whole world was throb-

bing in him, and the destiny ofman was realized by him more than

by men of action. Nietzsche writes of the last things and of final

destinies. It might be possible to define the fundamental theme of

1 See a particularly interesting essay in 'Nachlass', Philosophic und Nazional-

okonomie.
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the life and creative work of Nietzsche thus: How is the divine to

be experienced when there is no God? How is ecstasy to be ex-

perienced when the world and man are so base? How is one to

reach the summit of the mountain when the world is so flat?

Nietzsche was tormented by a problem which was religious and

metaphysical in character . The theme of Nietzsche was above all

of a musical nature and in this he was a typical German. But there

was an astounding lack ofcorrespondence between his philosophy

and the depth of his problem. It was a biological philosophy,

Lebensphilosophie rather than Existcnzphilosophie, and it was

linked witli Darwinism and evolutionism. The cschatological

idea of the superman was based upon biological selection. In

Russia Nietzsche was always understood, in a different way from

the way lie was interpreted in the West. To us he was above all a

philosopher ofculture.

The whole crcativc_work_of Nietzsche is occupied by thrccV^j

problems; tlic_rclajion_bctwccn the human and the divine, which Jj^
to him is the supcr-hi.man; the creative power of man, which **
ought to create new valu es; and suffering, the heroic powcr_of

holding outjigaiiw^jiiffcring. The aspiration o£Nictzsche towards

the divine heights was expressed in the will to rise abovejnan. He

preachcsThc superman which is for him a pseudonym ofthe divine .

Here the dialectic of the divine and the human is worked out to its

limit. Nietzsche was the child of European humanism, bone of its

bone and flesh of its flesh. But he arrives at the repudiation of

man. Nietzsche betrays man. To him man is a shame and a dis-

grace, a mere transition to the new race of the superman. Zara-

thustra says: 'Eine dicscr Krankheiten heisst zum Beispiel—Mensch,'

and again, 'Dcr Ubermensch liegt mir am Herzen, der ist mein Erstes

undEinziges, und nicht der Mensch. Was ich lieben kann am Menschen,

das ist, dass er Ubergang ist undein Untergatig.'

Both the human and the divine disappear in the superman. The

preacher of the superman enthusiastically acclaims Napoleon, on
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ground that he is composed of the non-human and the :

uman, that there is nothing human in him. Nietzsche has m
3r man and the human. He would take his stand under the ba

jO( fate (amorfati), and he did not desire the victory of man over

jr\lzx.c, as Marx desired it. In this he found the tragic sense of life;

*/i hence his animosity against Socrates, his idealization of the in-

/ ^>stincts, his mysticism of blood, which is akin to that of Gobineau.

f\l He is a defender of the principle of heredity and of aristocracy.

j He is considered an individualist, but he was an anti-pcrsonalist.

* He does not notice that Diouysism is democratic, not aristocratic. 1

Antagonistic as he was to Christianity, which he knew only in a

decadent bourgeois form which had lost all its heroism, he did all

the same understand something about it. I le understood that

Christianity is a revolution directed against the aristocratic prin-

ciple of ancient civilization—'the last shall be first'. With Nietzsche

as with all German thought before him, there arc not two natures;

there is no meeting; there is no mystery ofGod-manhood. There

is only one nature all in all. He is regarded as an atheist. This is an

over -simplification, it is a failure to understand that thought and

conscious ideas do no t exhaust the depth of a man. It was with

bittern ,-ss and suffering that Nietzsche said that God has been

killecL_There is an immense difference between the atheism of

Feueiba£h_and the atheism of Nietzsche. Nietzsche would like

God to return . Zarathustra said:

O komme zuriick

Mein wibekanter Gott, mein Schmerz

Mein letztes Gliick.

God torments him as He torments the heroes ofDostoyevsky . He

r
comes near to the theme of Kirilov. His quest was for the super-

man; but what must be sought for is man who is fully man

1 Such a notable specialist in the religion of Dionysus as Vyacheslav Ivanov
always said this.
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Present-day man is still net fully man; he is still half-beast and not

infrequently worse than a beast. There is a deep-seated contra-

diction injjietzschej_attitude to man/fo him man~isa shame and

a disgrace. He will have none of man; he looks upon him as a f*l

means. Yet at the same time he endows_man with a capacity forfcA
creation, for the creation of values, the creation of a new worlds '

and with a capacityjor heroic endirj^r^ofsiiffprin^

The greatest service which Nietzsche rendered was his state-

ment of the problem of crcativcncss, He sought for ecstasy and

for him ecstasy was connected with crcativcncss. I Ic was convinced

tli.it man can create new values. In his view truth is created and

not revealed. Truth is not a datum and is not received passively

by man. It is created in a vital process in the struggle for power-

And life is a creative process in which all values arc created. In my
own terminology it may be said that what is known as objective

truth is an illusion of objectivism. And Nietzsche was right in his

thirst for crcativcncss, in his belief in crcativcncss. And indeed

from that Christian point ofview which was so alien to him, truth

is the way and the life, not a thing, not a reality in the sphere of
things. Man is able to create i;ew values, he can create a new life.

But there are-limits to human creative power. A man cannot create

living beings; he can only beget them; he cannot create even _a

flea and there isjij^rofound meaning in this. A creature created

by man would have no living image; it would be a mechanism.

The breakdown in Nietzsche arises from the fact that he wanted
man to create superman, he wanted the divine , which was as"yet

non-existent, to be created by man, he wanted the lowertobcget
the higher. But from what source within himself is such a mere
nothing as man—and Nietzsche considered man a mere nothing
—to find power to create the superhumanly divine? In order to

justify the creativity of man, his creation of new values, a new
anthropology is needed.1 But Nietzsche's own philosophy on

1 See my book, The Meaning ofCreativity, an Essay on theJustification ofMan.
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which lie based his anthropology was old. It could see no creative

power in man. Man, the mere nothing ofa creature, is to create God.

The dialectic of the divine and the human leads to the denial both

of the divine and the human and to their disappearance in the

phantom of the titanic super-human. The disease from whichhg

suffered is givciws an explananon_c£Niejzschg; s madness, butjt

ought to be seen also, from the spiritual point of view, as the

fSuFoT^jnhuman Overstrained effort to rise to dizzy heights

whcTTairthc same time there arc no heights. It was an instance of

that aspiration towards a heroic nothing which is characteristic of

the German spirit.

Such was Nietzsche's stupendous vision of a dionysian world.

TV„ iA~.
r
»«;« him—the idea of thcjaernal return and the

idea of the superman. These two ideas arc inconsistent with each

other. The idea of the eternal return is the ancient Greek idea of

cyclic movement. The idea of the superman is a messinaic idea,

and like every messianic idea has Persian-Jewish-Christian sources.

It is not by chance that Nietzsche took the name in the title of the

4 greatest production ot his genius from the Persians, who brought

the eschatological idea into religious thought. I attach little impor-

tance to the gloomy idea of the eternal return, but therlfea of the

superman is immensely important. In Nietzsche orientation to the

future and to the past were combined, Prometheus and Epi-

mcthcus. There were combined in him both revolutionary and

reactionary elements of the spirit. He was a victim of the denial of

human crcativenes by historical Christianity.

The other probbm raised by Nietzsche is the problem of sugcr-

ing. Helnmsclf suffered a great deal; he sufferedjrom hopeless

aisegglrom hopeless loneliness. He waged a heroic fight

^^HulcTm^No pain prevented his creative work^ T^e

r^T^hoM out against suffering was to him the measure of the

value of man. He desired to bear suffering with no consolation at

X"lj7nV1W aF;ainst Christianitv because h wouM -gjxe- 3

—
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meaning to suffering and in so doing provide consolation. Irwas_

only the endurance of suffering without any consolation, without

any_hopc of another life that he considered heroic, and with him

this wasconnectcd with a tragi^fcehngjorjjfc. Hc_soughj_ojit

dangcrThcTovcd" to walk on the edge of the abyss; he wanted no

guarantee of life.
1 How is Nietzsche's attitude to Christianity to be

understood inks deepest sense? He was an enemy of Christianity;

he regarded himselfas its most terrible foe. He wrote about Christ-

ianity in very ugly and unjust terms. He wrote Antichrist, probably

the weakest of all his works. But at the same time Nietzsche was a

man who felt the wounding touch of Christ and the Christian

theme. Anti-cros was linked with cros. 1 le fought against Christ rt/.

but he fought as a man to whom Christ was dear in the vcryjicpth Ajl

c£hisbcing. When he was already in a st?tc of madness he signed ^
his letters 'The wounded one'. There is undoubtedly a Strong fa

Christian clement in him although it is distorted. pr.

Nietzsche, the foe, is much nearer to Christianity than Goethe, *r

the well-disposed, whom the Christian theme left absolutely

untouched. Goethe was indifferent to it. He is perhaps the one

man of the Christian period of history who passed by Christianity

and si'T ed nothing from it. He could arrange his interior life

without Christianity. For that reason he is sometimes called the

great pagan. But in Greece too he was unaware of the tragic reli-

gion of Dionysus. It is well known that Goethe had a great fear

of suffering and strove to escape it; nor was he fond of tragedy.

Klcist repelled him and he was very unjust to him. Sometimes his

'

attitude to suffering conveyed the impression of cowardice al-

though he was a strong man. On the other hand one cannot

imagine Nietzsche outside the Christian period of history, how-

ever much he may have turned his attention to ancient Greece.

1 There is a link between this and the contemporary French movement which

is representeJ by Battaille, L'txpfricnce inttrieure, Camus and others. L. Sheitov

also had some influence upon this movement
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His lot is the lot of a European in the Christian world. It is one of

the paths that Christian man follows, a summit of his existential

dialectic.

The case of Nietzsche is essentially connected with the dialectic

of the divine and the human. This theme had already been set

forth in the old German mysticism. In Eckhardt and in Angelus

Silesius the very existence of God Himself depends upon man.

This was always very disturbing to the theologians, who sought

to find an intellectual and ontological meaning in it, that is to say

a heretical meaning, whereas it was an expression of spiritual

experience. When the mystics said that God depends on man, the

statement can be interpreted in two ways, either it is recognized

that two natures exist which meet in love and are found in inter-

action, or that one nature exists, for some only a divine nature,

for others only a human. The path of German metaphysics led in

the last resort to Nietzsche, with whom the human which he

created means the disappearance ofGod and man. The significance

of Nietzsche is immense. In him the inward dialectic of humanism

reaches its completion. His appearance leads to the possibility

and the necessity of a new revelation concerning man and the

human, to complete the dialectic of the divine and the human.

Kierkegaard proposcsthat a start be made not from doubt but

fromho£elcssncss. Hopelessness to himjsjhc distance between the

subjective and tlicobjcctivc_. But in the experience of hopelessness

truth should be revealed. Thejnward cannot be completely ex-

presscd in the outward. To me this means that spjrit, which is

always hidden in the subjective, cannot express itself in objectiviz-

ation; inohjecitvization it is distorted . Kierkegaard is one of the

sources of existential philosophy. This is apparent from the fact

that according to him man and his existence cannot be an object.

Existential philosophy is connected with religious unrest, and in

Kierkegaard himself, it i; determined by Christian experience.

Men and their general vit .7 of life differ from one another radi-
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cally according to whether they recognize the existence of 'the

other world' or only of 'this world'. Kierkegaard's own experi-

ence was Christian, but it was the experience of a religious nature

which moved forward through division, through the rupture of

God-manhood, through God-forsakenness.

In Heidegger, the most vigorous of modern 'existential' philo-

sophers, we see already a different state of affairs. Kierkegaard had

some influence upon his problems, but with him God is replaced

by the world, and hopelessness does not break through to some-

thing different. He wishes to construct an ontology, and to con-

struct it by the same method and in the same way as rational

academic philosophy constructs it. This is a radical contradiction

of exisential philosophy, which docs not admit the possibility of

ontology, the latter being always based upon objectivization and

rationalization. 1 Heidegger passed through the school of Catholic

theology and this makes itself felt in his teaching about the Fall,

the Gcworfcnhcit of the Dascin. But the breach between human

existence (Dasein) and the divine, reaches its extreme expression

in him. Dascin is only in-dcr-lVclt-scin. Nothingness is the basis of

Dascin. It is a philosophy of nothingness. Dascin replaces the sub-

ject. With him as with Sartre, phenomenon, that which discloses

itself, has a different meaning from that which it has in Kant.

To-be-in-thc-world is anxiety, being indeed is anxiety. Hence

arises the sense of time. Heidegger's thought is oppressed by the

object world of anxiety. With him there is no spirit, no freedom ,

no personality. Das Alan is dull prosiness. and the subject of an
,

every-day existence from which in actual fact there is no egress . His

metaphysics is the embedding of human existence in the chaos of

crude existence .

Heidegger's philosophy belongs to an altogether different epoch

1 See M. Heidegger, Sein und Zeit, and the excellent book, Waclhcns, La
philosophic de Martin Heidegger. Sec also Sartre, L'flre et le niant. Sartre decisively

rejects 'the other world' and his philosophy is sheltered by such terminology as

'ontology', 'transcendent', which leads to misapprehension.
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from that of the positivists, materialists and atheists of the nine-

teenth century. We find original sin in him, a legacy from

Catholicism. With him the existence of man and the world is

Vcrfallen, fallen. But whence did the Fall come to pass? Where

are we to look for the blame for it? There are such things as moral

values in disguise. As a legacy from idealism there is this, that truth

is not correspondence with an object, that man communicates

truth to the knowable world. But there is no justification of the

possibility of knowledge. At the same time Dascin is historical

being. History reveals the universal in the one. The creation of the

future is the projection of death. Heidegger speaks ot Frcihcit zum

Todc. The aim of our existence is freedom to look death straight

in the eyes. Art,^politicsL
philosj^ry_s^ru£glc_with chaos, with

crude p rimordial being. But whence are we to find the strength

for this? Heidegger's metaphysics arc linked with the finitudc of

human existence. There is in man no break-through into the,

infinite; the world is a world of care, of fear, of abandonment, of

the dull prosaic—a terrible world. It is the metaphysics of God-

forsakenness at its extreme limit. But the divine docs not appear

under any sort qfjjseudonym as in Fcuerbach, Stinicr, Nietzsche

and Marx, and there is no satisfaction at^all to be derived from the

world. Heidegger s pessimism is more consistent and more tcr-

rible than the pessimism of Schopenhauer, who was aware of

some consolation.

The triune being ofGod is not only a dogmatic formula, it is a

truth of theological scholasticism, and it has a profound existen-

tial meaning. Three is a sacred number because it indicates com-

pleteness, the surmounting of all duality and division. The whole

distinctive character ofChristianity lies in the fact that it is not pure

monism; it was precisely this which aroused the opposition and

hostility of conservative Judaism. The purely monistic tendency

in Christianity is Islam or else a return to Judaism. The triune
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nature of God points to an interior spiritual life in Him and this

life is in the whole world. The revelation of the Triune God is the

antithesis of the conception of God as pure act, as abstract being

which does not display within itself any concrete existence. There

is in the Holy Trinity the One and there is his Other, and there is

an egress, an issue, a solution in the Third.

It is said of Hegel that he replaced the Christian religious

Trinity by a purely philosophical trinity in which the religious

meaning is lost. But it would be truer to say that Hegel's trinity

was taken from Christian religious experience and given a philo-

sophical expression. The philosophy depends upon religion. The t

eternal Humanity is the divine Other, the Second Person of the

Godhead. Human andcosmiccommunity in freedom andlovc is the

solution of the divine Trinity, the Third Person of the Godhead.

That which, cxotcrically, is called the creation of the world is

the interior life of God, and this must not be reduced to iden tifi-

cation, to monism, to pantheism. Here we arc faced with an

antinomy which is rationally insoluble. Pantheism is rationaliza-

tion. There arc two natures, the divine and the human, which are

not to be identified. But both these natures arc in the divine Trin-

ity. The divine Other is eternal. Divine humanity and divine

Trinity arc mysteriously united, the mystery ot two (God-man)

and the mystery of three (the divine Trinity). The mystery of the

divine Trinity is the antithesis of the conception ofGod as master

and a wicldcr ofpower, as an autocratic monarch. In God there is

not only unity but also ideal plurality. In all the heretical devia-

tions of the first centuries which quarrelled about the intellectual

expression of divine mysteries there was partial truth. Especially

in Sabcllianism, condemned as it was by the mind of the Church, i

there was truth, though not the complete truth. The Trinity is a

modus of revelation of the one God and of the epoch of revelation.

But for rational thought which is accustomed to think in concepts,

here everything is on a razor edge and what is true easily passes
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into error, and the erroneous may disclose what is true. The dis-

tinction which Eckhardt and German mysticism make between

Gottheit and Colt, and which derives from apophatic theology, has

been of immense importance. There is a divine Mystery which is

inexpressible, and lies beyond the Creator and creation, and there

is the Mystery of the Trinity which is directed towards the world.

The God Who rcvcalsHimsclf to the worldand to man isjiotjhe

Absolute; the Absolute cannot have relation within anything at

all; the Absolute is an inexpressible Mystery. The Godhead

{Gottheit) is an inex pressible Mystery in which, we believe, every-

thing will be resolved. But God (Gott) is a Mystery whichjends to

reveal itself.

We arc not speaking of various Gods but of one and the same

God Who hides Himself and reveals Himself in different degrees.

And the distinction here lies not in the object but in the subject.

In the history of the religious thought of man and human societies

an objectivation of God takes place. Kataphatic theology is con-

cerned with a God who has been objcctivizcd . To this corresponds a

certain stage in the socialization of Christianity. But apophatic or

mystical theology surmounts the limits of the objectivized con-

ception of God, and liberates it from distorting anthropomorph-

ism, from the interpretation of the relations between God and

man in terms ofstate and authority, of legal procedure and punish-

ment. Fcuerbach's idea that manjiscribcs to God his own highest

nature, is not an argument in favour of the den ial ofGod; on the

comraryTit is more the gthcr way. It docs no more than point out

that there docs exist a commcnsurability between God and man,

not man however as a natural and social creature, but man asjree

spirit. The existential dialectic of the divine Trinity, as also the

dialectic of the divine and the human, takes place in the very

depths ofexistence.

r The dialectic of the Divine Trinity presupposes epochs of

trinittrian revelation, that is to say it leads to the admission of the
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possibility, and even of the necessity of a third revelation. But this

means that the two preceding epochs arc to be interpreted in the

light of the Trinity, that is to say in the light of the revelation of

the Spirit as the final revelation. It is onlv in the Spirit that the

revelation of the Deity and of God-manhood is completed and

crowned; and this is a revelation of freedom, of love, of creative-

ncss, a revelation of that which God created. Tims there comes

about the combination of apophatic mystical theology with exis-

tential kataphatic anthropology. The controversies about the tran-

scendent and the immanent which led by way ofGerman idealism

to a number ofmovements in Catholic and Protestant modernism

are entirely out of date. 1 The doctrine of immanence in Hegel or

E. Hartmann, of a clear-cut monistic type, lies outside the prob-

lem which interests me now, the problem ofGod-manhood.

The old doctrine of immanence, like the old evolutionism, did

not understand the catastrophic interrupting moment in spiritual

experience and the break on the spiritual path. In this respect the

appearance of Kierkegaard was of great importance. Existential

philosophy, if it goes deep down into the existence of the subject

and is based upon spiritual experience, cannot be an immanent
philosophy in the nineteenth century sense. But here wc encounter

contradictions and antinomies. The revelation of the divine in

man and the exaltation of the human to the divine is in character

an interruption, an act of transcending. There exists a spiritual

experience of the transcendent and of transcending in man. This it

is impossible to deny without violence to the reality ofexperience.

Man is a creature who transcends himself, who goes out beyond '

his own limits, and has eager aspiration to mystery and infinity, ^x^
But die experience of the transcendent and of transcending is an <W*+

inward spiritual experience, and in this sense it may be called ^j^
immanent. And here by immanence is meant not rest within its

1 On the other hand such existential philosophers u Sartre (but not Heidegger)
wed the word 'transcendent' completely incorrectly and arbitrarily.
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own boundaries but a going-out beyond those boundaries. The

transcendent reaches mall not from without but from within, out

ot the depths. GodjsjiioTejccr>] y. _w.ith i" me than I am lnyscjf.

That was already saidJiy--SLAMK"stiuc>LmusLirauscaid-.tQ-Jiiy

very self. The deep may be concealcdJn ?uan t and this deep rc-

f quires a break-through, a transccndin^Tjhrough the transcending

the mysterious becomes clear, and this is revelation.

The revelation of the transcendent is not an evolutionary pro-

cess; it is_a_tragic process in the world. Revelation is objectivized

and socialized and then it becomes immanent at the level ofhuman

/ thought and society. Prophet, apostle, saint, mystic pass beyond

d* the frontiers of this evil immanence. People speak of the imman-

* , cntism of the mystic, but this immancntism has nothing in com-

/ mon with the immancntism of the dully familiar cvery-day socia l

experience, the immancntism of limited consciousness. The re-

velation of the transcendent in the world is not evolution, but it

k
presupposes epochs, degrees, both in relation to the individual

man and in relation to the history of mankind, and we stand on

the borderline between the dying old epoch and the rise of a new

epoch of revelation, of a new a;on. That which comes to pass in

the depths of man comes to pass in the depths ofGod also. When
we think about matters which reach out beyond the limits of

thought, outbreaks, which may take various directions, always

+ happen as the outcome of attempts to rationalize the mystery, in

which we find support; that is to say from the translation into the

language of concepts of that which is inexpressible in concepts.

But this docs not mean that we can say nothing in human speech.

In human speech the Logos is present, although not completely,

and movement towards the frontiers, towards the mysteryT is

» ' possible in thought and speech. The final ideas exist. But the

process of thought must be impregnated by integral spiritual

experience. Agnosticism is an erroneous limiting ofhuman possi-

bilities. Gnosticism must be affirmed but it must be existential
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gnosticism. Tjic_^_gnostrasm_of the first centuries, in which

there was a warping oCspiritii.il experience, dealt with myths. We
also have to deal withjnyths, we must not be limited by concepts.

But our my ths arc of another kind, not the old cosmic myths

associatedjvjth paganism . No, the fundamental myth is the myth

of the divine-human and God-manhood, and this myth is realistic.

A sUHcccnicxB^QD_of God cannot be maintained. The Chris-

tian God in particular, the God of the religion of crucificdJTruth

can be understood only dynamically. In_God there is a creative

dynamic process which is accomplished in eternity. This must not

be understood as meaning that God depends upon the world and

the process that goes on in the world, but that the process which

goes on in the world is inwardly linked with the process which

goes on in God, in eternity not in time; that is to say it is linked

with the divine drama, and it is on this account only that what

happens in the world and in man acquires an eternal meaning.

A world and man which were on no grounds at all necessary to

God would be a mere matter of chance and by that very fact

would be destitute of all meaning. We must be bold enough to

recognize God's need of man, and such a need by no means limits

God. What actually would not only limit God but also degrade

Him is a stony, insensitive immobility and self-sufficiency. There

is in God a yearning for the loved one and this confers the highest

significance upon the loved one. Beliefin God is belief in the high-

est Trutn_and Right, exal ted above the wrongncss of the world.

But this Truth demands the creative participation of man and of

the world. It is divine-human ; in it the ideal humanity opcratcj .

In this conjunction of the absolute Truth of God with human
truth is hidden the whole mystery of religious life . Various intel-

lectual and optimistic justifications of life have been put forward

by men; they have justified life either by the traditional theologi-

cal idea of divine Providence which is everywhere present (God

in everything) or by means of the idealistic pantheistic idea of a
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world development of spirit, of Reason, which is the idea of

Hegel, Schelling and other great idealists, or again by means of

the positivist idea of world progress towards a perfect, more

rational, free and just life in the future. What in actual fact these

forms ofjustification did was to reflect the irrational principles in

this phenomenal world. They have not explained the existence of

the evil which triumphs in the world; they have not discerned the

tragic character of the world process, and they provided no possi-

bility of constructing a theodicy. To me what seem most incom-

prchcnisble arc all forms of historical pantheism, which is more

widespread than is commonly understood, and which makes its

appearance in even the most orthodox theological teaching. Not

pantheism, but dualism is true for our phenomenal world, for

within it a struggle of polar opposite principles is going on. But

this dualism is not final. The last word, the word asjmmsrjoken,

belongs to God and to divine Truth, it lies beyond human ojJtimr

ism and pessimism; and this is our final faith. This overcomesjhe

tragedy born of freedom which has been the path of man and of

theworld included in him. To that world beyond, no dualism,

no division into paradise and hell, which smacks too much_of

here and now, can be transferred.

The fall of man gives rise, not to a legal process between God

and man, in the sort~of way it ap£earsjo_ limited consciousness,

but to a~clran i n tic~striTpgTc, the creativ^erforuifman rcsjjonckto

thc_appcal ofGod . It is not only God Who acts in the world, nor

only the freedom of m an, but also Fate. This Fate indicates a

falling away into the external sphere; it signifies a mysterious

God-forsakenness. Bu t this is only the path. For Christian con-

sciousness, for the religion of the Spirit, Fate is a thing which can

be overcome . As a matter of logic, it would be inconsistent to say

that the process in time enriches eternity, for eternity embraces

time. But what is inconsistent in the sphere of logic may have an

existential meaning for us .

a~ ^^a*~6±/'**+~~i-'-%



CHAPTER HI

Development and Newness

It
is impossible to deny the actual fact of development and

recognition of it certainly docs not mean the recognition of

the theory of evolution as it was expressed in the evolutionary

theories of the second half of the nineteenth century. The life of

the world is above all, movement, change of position in space and

time, and it is an astonishing thing that the fact of development

was so tardily observed by human thought. Though it must be

said that already in Greek thought there were the germs of a

doctrine of development. In the opinion of Hcraclitus everything

is a stream ofchange, all things arc in a state of flux. But it was the

static ontology of Parmcnidcs and Plato which prevailed. Aris-

totle's doctrine of potency and act may be understood as an

attempt at an explanation of the change which takes place in the

world. The great idealists of the beginning of the nineteenth

century, Schelling, Hegel and others had a doctrine of develop-

ment, but it was not put in a naturalistic form. In their view it was

development of spirit.

The naturalistic doctrine of evolution, on the other hand, had

its source in the biological sciences. And this is easily understood

since that which develops is, above all, life. Life always has a ten-

dency cither to growth and development or to decay and death.

Everything which is alive develops. There is no immobility in the

world, everything changes and develops, but there exists also a

vis inertiae which is opposition to all change and hostility to every-

thing new. Life in the world is organized and develops in the

direction ofhigher forms. The irrational elemental is the source of

life which can be organized, but at the same time it puts up a
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resistance to final rationalisation. It is not only development,

the rise of that which did not exist before, which belongs to

human life; there is also a process of hardening, of mineralization.

Two diametrically opposed principles struggle in life. One's

attitude to the change which takes place in the world must be

two-fold. Life is change and without the new there is no life.

But change may be betrayal. The realization ofhuman personality

presupposes change and newness but it also presupposes the un-

changing without which there is no personality. In the develop-

ment of personality man must be true to himself; he must not

betray himself; he must preserve his own features which arc fore-

ordained for eternity. It is a necessary thing in life that the

process ofchange which leads to the new shall be combined with

fidelitv.

I have already said that the recognition of the fundamental fact

of development in life by no means requires an evolutionary

theory in the manner of Darwin, Herbert Spencer and Hacckel.

That kind of theory of evolution is out of date both scientifically

and philosophically. The evolutionism of the nineteenth century

was a form of naturalistic determinism and was never able to

explain the origins of evolution. It spoke of the results of evolu-

tion, of forms of change, but not of origins and causes. In the

evolutionary theory of the nineteenth century no subject of

development existed, no inner factor of development. Evolution-

ism is, in fact, a conservative theory and it 'denies creativeness in

the world. It recognizes merely a redistribution of the parts of the

world. Change takes place as the effect of impulses from outside,

and no change is ever detected which happens within, from

interior activity, from freedom. The external influences, die jolts

from outside go on for ever, the inward is never reached, there is

no core of any sort which poscsses creative energy. But the real

development, which the evolutionary theory takes as coming

from outside is the result of an inner creative process. Evolution is
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merely the expression in the horizontal plane, of creative acts

which arc accomplished in the vertical, in depth.

Dialectic materialism in the form it has taken in Soviet Russia

has heen an attempt to introduce correctives into the theory of

evolution and to recognize self-movement within. Thus matter

was endowed with qualities of spirit, with creative activity, with

freedom, and intelligence. In this way violence was done to lan-

guage. A thoroughgoing transvaluation of naturalistic determin-

ism is required. Laws of nature do not exist, laws that is, which

dominate the world and man like tyrants. All that exists is a

direction in the action of forces which in a given co-relation act

uniformly as regards their results. A change in the direction of the

forces may change the uniformity. In the primary basis of these

forces there lies a spiritual principle, the noumenal. The material

world is only the exteriorization and objectivization of spiritual

principles. It is a process of induration, of fettering. It might be

said that the laws are only the habits of the acting forces, and fre-

quently bad habits. The triumph of new spiritual forces may

change the effect of the measured tread of necessity. It may bring

about creative newness.

Hegel's doctrine of dialectic development went a great deal

deeper than the evolutionary teaching of the second half of the

nineteenth century, and it is not naturalistic in character. It is

dialectic development of spirit, and it takes place in accordance

with a three-fold scheme of thesis, antithesis and synthesis. De-

velopment is conditioned by interior opposition which demands

solution. The pain of denial plays an enormous part in Hegel's

dialectic. The dialectic, the dynamism, are determined by the

fact that there is an other and this goes very deep. To the smooth-

working evolutionary theory there is no other and, therefore, no

real dynamism. Hegelian monism, which affirms the unity of

being and non-being, the identity of opposites, as distinct from

the monism of Spinoza, is dynamic. In Hegel's philosophy
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explosive materials were in preparation, in spite of the fact that

Hegel himself was a conservative in politics. His mistake was that

he believed in an immanent resolution of the dialectic ofoppositcs,

whereas the dialectic of oppositcs requires the transcendent.

Immamentism blunts the edge of the dialectic contradictions. The

smooth naturalistic evolutionary theory recognizes no contradic-

tions at all. Dialectic development through contradiction con-

tains a great truth. The path of history lies in it, and in it the des-

tiny ofman is worked out.

But with Hegel freedom is not a cause of development, it is a

result of development. Freedom is the outcome of necessity, it is

recognized necessity. The Hegelian doctrine of dialectic develop-

ment is, all the same, determinism, not naturalistic determinism,

however, but logical. The process of becoming is the logically

necessary and inevitable result ofjhejg^relation ofbeing andnon-

being. Kierkegaard sought to break free from determinism and in

his view everything new happens through leaps, but this means that

everything new happens as the result of freedom, and through

freedom. Evolution in whatever way we understand it is always

objectivization and it is this which distinguishes it from creative-

ness. The title of Benson's book, L'Evolution creatrice, is debatable

and is evidence of the naturalistic elements in his metaphysics.

Crcativcness belongs to the realm of freedom while evolution

belongs~to"th~c rcalm'cTncccssity. fhavc already said that the old

evolutionism is obTTgcd toTlcny the possibility of creative new-

ness. It is shackled in the immanent to the cycle ofcosmic forces.

The rise of what is new, of w_hat hjid_j^ .keenjjejgreijsjhe.

greatest mystery in the life of thejworld. Not only the closed

circle of naTuTe7EuTaTso~thc deepcTcloscd circle of being, cannot

permit and cannot explain the rise ofnewness. The mystery of the

rise of nc\vncssjsjconncctcd with the myjtsry of ficr rtom . which

is not to bTdcrived from being . Thccrcatiy^act^fjrccd^rn^is^a

break-through in the natural phenomenal world. It issues from
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the noumcnal world. Tlie creative act offreedom is not a result of

development. Development is the result of the creative act of

freedom which is objectivized. It is a mystery which begins to

reveal itself through movement into the depth, into the fathom-

less deeps, not through movement into the external, as in the

evolutionary theory. The fall of the objectivized world, in which

necessity and fate reign, was determined by the direction of free-

dom in the depth, by the disrupture of God-manhood; and the

uplifting impulse is achieved through the rc-cstablishmcnt of the

divine-human link. The created world is a world of possibilities;

it is not a ready-made finished static world. In it the creative pro-

cess has to be continued ard it has to be continued through man.

All the possibilities ought to be disclosed and realized. And, there-

fore, creative development in the world must be understood as the

eighth day of creation. The creation of the world is not bnjy_a

process which movesjrom God tojnan. GodLdemands creative

newness from man; He awaitsthe works ofhuman freedom.

The process ofdevelopment must be applied also to the history

of religion and the history of Christianity. It is impossible to

understand Christianity in a static way. As I have already said

there exist epochs of revelation, there exist aeons ofworld history.

There is creative inspiration in the acceptance of revelation; and

its humanizing in terms of the highest humanity, which is God

humanity, is also a fact. Development in Christianity has been

two-fold. On the one hand it has been improvement, enrichment,

crcativcncss, real newness has made its appearance; and on the

other hand it has also been deterioration, distortion, adaptation to

the average human level, treachery to its origins, departure from

its primitive nature. And one must be able to draw the distinction.

Cardinal Newman and Vladimir Solovev recognized the possi-

bility of die development ofdogmas, the fuller disclosure ofwhat

had hitherto been insufficiently disclosed. But they did not give

this adequate recognition, they did not draw thoroughgoing
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conclusions from it. The development of Christianity in the

world is a complex divine-human process and it must be under-

stood in the light of divine-humanity. The sources of revelation

ought ever to be understood in a newer and stronger light. Change

of consciousness, the unfolding disclosure of the real human

nature, the growing complexity and refinement of the soul lead to

this, that new light is shed upon religious truth; which is to say

that revelation, which issues from eternal Truth, is not given

statically in a final completed form, and that it has an inner history.

Connected with all this is the question ofmodernist movements

in Christian thought during the nineteenth and twentieth cen-

turies. The very word 'modernism' has the defect ofproducing an

impression of the subjection of the eternal to the temporal.

Whereas the very point under discussion is emancipation from the

claims of the power of the temporal and historical, and growth

towards the eternal. What has given itself out as eternal in reli-

gious life has too often been the power of the temporal, that is to

say, a deficiency of spirituality. For this reason I prefer not to

make use of the word 'modernism', but to use the word 'pneu-

matism'. Modernism is right in this respect, that changes in human

environment and human consciousness take place, and in depend-

ence upon those changes the reception of revelation also changes.

The burden of historical stratification is overcome; the way is

made possible for new revelations, or more truly, for the one

revelation, for the crowning revelation of the Spirit.

Modernist movements have been particularly concerned with

the relation of Christianity to the terrible increase of scientific

knowledge and to changes in social life. These movements have

not reached down into the depths, but they have been of use as a

purifying and preparatory process. The faith of man has to go

forward through criticism, through struggles of the spirit; it is

only dius that it acquires the highest value. Man moves forward

through doubt, dirough dichotomy, through suffering, and only
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in the overcoming of tlicm all docs lie become spiritually tem-

pered aiul rcadyjor the highest degree of spirituality. Dostoycv-

sky was fond of saying that his faith passed through a refining

furnace ofdoubt, ofwhich the superficially godless wci . unaware.

That which takes place in man and with man in history has an

immense importance for the plenitude of divine-human truth.

The world changes in accordance with the standpoint from which

it is viewed, from what stage ofgrowth, what environment, what

class, what religious confession, etc. Nor is it only the view of the

world which changes; the view of what is revealed of the other

world, the higher world, changes also. Everything changcs_in_

dependence upon the height to which men rise or the depth to

which they sink, upon the creative development ofman or upon

the low level of man and his fall. Men have desired to stabilize

the truth of revelation in correspondence with the average normal

thought of man, which they have identified with eternal human

nature, and the truth ofrevelation has appeared in a static, petrified

form. A veto has been imposed upon crcativencss. Men have not

desired it. They have been afraid to acknowledge the creative

nature of man and the possibility of the new. The new that was

bad has all the same come to pass, but the possibility of what is

new and good has been suppressed. In this way an ossification of

Christianity has been brought about, a mortifying and extin-

guishing of the spirit. But it was said: 'Quench not jhe Spirit/

That which docs not move forward, which docs notacvclop

towards the newness of the Kingdom of God, goes backward and

is turned into mineral. Truth is the way and the life and not a thing

in the world ofobjects.

The history of the European soul has been dynamic, and great

changes have taken place in it. By no means the same soul now
faces Christianity which faced the Christianity ofthe Middle Ages

or of the first Christians. An entirely different sensitiveness has

been revealed in it. Much that is new in the human soul has been
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disclosed in Petrarch, in Rousseau, in the Romantics at the be-

ginning of the nineteenth century, in Dostoycvsky, in Kierke-

gaard, Nietzsche, Ibsen, and the Symbolists at the end of the nine-

teenth century, and in the generation of Communists at the be-

ginning of the twentieth century. It is impossible not to take

account of the experience which has come to light in the most

significant intellectual movements of our time. Such are Heideg-

ger and existential philosophy, Freud and psycho-analysis, Karl

Barth and dialectic theology, Husscrl and phenomenology, raci-

alism and totalitarianism, marxism and communism. Those who

have had the most influence, and have wielded power over the

soul, were Nietzsche, Marx and Kierkegaard. The old Christian

catechisms had no answer to give to the new problems and the

new restlessness. In the early centuries of Christianity the doctors

of the Church gave answers to the problems which were raised by

the heresies of that time. Our era knows no heresies like the ancient

heresies, but heresies of a quite different character arc arising, of

which those who remain within the Christian dogmatic system

are not aware, and they demand a Christian answer. Such an

answer cannot be provided by necrotic forms of historical Chris-

tianity. Such subjects as the creative venturesomeness of man, the

entirely new forms of evil, do not lend themselves to solution by

the old standardized ethics. The attraction of the abyss of non-

being, the unprecedented freedom unknown to former ages, the

transition from freedom to slavery, the mystery of personality

and its destruction, contemporary society on earth and its tempta-

tions; and many other forms of human self-assertion and pride

have become different and more frightful than they were in the

past.

In a word the psychical element in man has undergone great

changes. The anthropology of the old patristic literature does not

now correspond to the state of contemporary man, who has

undergone a complex development. Energies which had been
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hidden in the deep strata of the soul have been brought out into the

open. But this development is highly complex and has two sides

to it. On the one hand man is being deepened; on the other hand

he is being thrown up on the surface. The emotional side of man's

nature on the one hand, from the time of Rousseau and the Ro-
mantics, has been much strengthened and developed in comparison

with previous centuries. On the other hand it is weakened and

oppressed by the power of technical skill, by the chilling touch of

metal.

This complexity is particularly evident in relation to moral

development. It would be untrue to say that there is such a thing

as a process which brings man and human societies to a state of

moral perfection along a progressively rising line. Moral regress

also takes place. All the time newer and newer forms of human

brutality are being revealed, forms more subtle and repellent.

Moral consciousness in the past permitted torture, and this was

due to beliefs which were superstitious. But in the light ofpresent-

day moral consciousness torture shows itself as a much more ter-

rible thing. In former ages men were often better. Nevertheless,

progress in moral consciousness does exist. Humaneness is a new
phenomenon; it is a result of the inner underground activity of

Christianity. Man is becoming more abominable morally than in

tllg less humane and harsher past, But it is a new consciousness

which now passes judgment on him. Modernism can be bad be-

cause it can be associated with fashion and imitation, with slavery

to time. Aesthetic sensitiveness and refinement may grow, but a

shift of diiection in art docs not mean progress. It is quite impos-

sible to say that present-day writers stand on a higher level of

development than Sophocles, Dante or Shakespeare. The succes-

sive changes which run through classicism, romanticism, realism,

symbolism, surrealism, expressionism, and the rest, do not repre-

sent development, but the history of the human soul and they arc

a reflection of its quest. Evolution does not unfailingly mean
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progress, movement towards the highest goal, to the Kingdom of

God. It may even mean regress. Newness docs not without fail

mean amelioration and the attainment of higher value. The cult

of the new, qua new, is just as bad a thing as the cult of the past,

qua past. Real religious newness can be associated only with a new

era of the Spirit. And that is a new era of revelation, which cannot

be the action ofGod only, but must be also the action ofman, his

creative act. It is possible to talk about this only if a dynamic con-

ception both of the life of the world and of the life of God be

admitted. The prospect of unending development in the future, as

accepted, for instance, in the doctrine of progress advanced by

Condorcet and others, is. false. But the idea of progress may find

support not in another infinity, but in an end. For that reason a

deeper conception ofdevelopment relies upon eschatology.
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CHAPTER IV

W
Fear

e have spoken so far about that which is above. Now
something must be said about that which is beneath.1

Fear lies at the roots of thejifc of_this world. There

was the 'terror antiquus—the ancient fear, which corresponds to

the German Angst and the French angoisse. The actual terminology,

which dintinguishes between Angst and Furcht, is derived in the

main from Kierkegaard. Among the many definitions ofman one

may be included which defines him as a creature who is put to the

test of fear. And this might be said of every living thing. 'the fear

felt by animals is horrible. It is a grievous thing to look into the

eyes of a frightened animal. Fear is due to the dangerous and

threatening condition of life in the world. And the nearer to

perfection the life is, the more individualized it is, so much the

more it is liable to threat, and exposed to great dangers, so mu~h

the more is death its lot. The necessity of defending oneself agains.

danger is always present. The organism is to a remarkable degree

constructed for defence. The struggle for existence, of which life

is full, presupposes fear.

It is a mistake to think that courage and fear entirely exclude

each other. Courage is not so much the absence of fear, as victory

over fear, and what is more, over fear acting in a particular

direction. A man may be very brave in one set of circumstances

and a coward in another; for example, very brave in war, and a

coward when facing his own wife. He may be a hero and show no

fear of death, and yet experience fear when face to face with a

1 See Keyxrling, Mediationsmd-omtrlcaines; Kierkegaard, Le concept tTangoisse;

Heidegger, Sein und Zeit.
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mouse, or a caterpillar, or an infectious disease. He may be extra-^

ordinarily brave in a batde of ideas, and be afraid when faced b

material difficulties. There are people who arc very brave in

physical sense and very cowardly in a moral sense, and vice versa.

A man may attain a high degree of bravery in one particular

sphere of life, and abandon other spheres in a state of fear.

But everywhere and in everything, victory over fear remains a

spiritual problem, the problem of conquering a thing which

debases man. An incalculable amount of violence and cruelty in

human life is the outcome of fear. 'Terror' is not only a cause of

fear in those against whom it is directed, but it also indicates fear

in those who practise it. It is well known that people who are

possessed by a persecution mania not only experience fear, but

also start persecuting others and throw them into a state of fear.

The most terrible of people are those who are possessed by fear.

Fear operates destructively. Fear is indissolubly linked with time,

with what the future will be, with what is a menace arising from

change in time. In the future there may be suffering, and there

certainly will be death, which is the most terrible of the things

which threaten life. A great number of ancient pagan beliefs and

superstitions were connected with fear and strong desire.

In Kierkegaard's view, and in . Icideggcr's who in this respect

follows him, Angst places us face to face with the abyss of non-

being. 1
It is an event on the boundary, on the frontier line be-

tween the external primitive world and the supra-cgo. To these

philosophers angoisse is our reaction when faced by somebody or

something which seems to us to threaten to destroy our own

Dasein. Angst, on the other hand, is not evoked by anything

definite; it places us face to face with the world pure and simple.

According to Heidegger Dasein takes refuge in Das Man, from the

unknown and the strange. Fear is an oppression which has fallen

upon the world's heart. In his view Dasein is anxiety, i.e. being

1 See the excellent book, Woehlens, La Philosophic it Martin Heidegger.
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which is thrown out into the world, in whicli it is lost. Anxiety is

continual death. The acceptance of death is something akin to

Nietzsche's amor fati. Moral consciousness rises above Das Man
and destroys him. Where does this idea ofHeidegger's come from?

Angst is connected with nothingness. Das Nichts sclbst nichtct. In

Kierkegaard Angst has more of a psychological character, whilst in

Heidegger it is cosmic. But horror in the face ofdeath and nothing-

ness can only exist when personality exists, such horror exists for

personality only.

In Heidegger everything comes from below, not from above;

indeed for him there is no above in any sense. It is left unexplained

where the higher and discriminating element comes from, but all

the same it is there in his thought. This is a point which Nietzsche

also does not explain. In this respect Kierkegaard's position is

better. Fear is the outcome of being Godforsaken. But whether

it is a matter of the world and man being abandoned by God, or

ofGod being abandoned by the world and man, in any case a state

of being Godforsaken presupposes the existence ofGod. Faced by
the abyss ofnothingness, man experiences fear and horror because

he is separated from God. Fear is the result ofsundering, separating

alienation, abandonment. Psychologically, fear is always the fear

of suffering. Man experiences fear and horror when through

suffering he comes upon an insurmountable wall beyond which is

non-being, emptiness, nothingness. This has nothing in common
with the Nirvana of Buddhism, which is egress and enlighten-

ment.1 Neither is this horror-fear to be confused with what Otto
calls Mysterium tremendum, and which means a primary sense ofthe

Divine.*

The paradoxical nature of the position lies in the fact that it is

precisely that which liberates from suffering, namely non-being,

emptiness, nothingness, which also evokes the greatest horror.

1 See Suzini, Essais sur Ic Bouddhisme, Zen.
• See R. Otto, Das Htitigt.
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A distinction must be drawn between animal fear, which is

associated with a lower condition oflife, and spiritual fear which

belongs to the higher conditions. There is a fear which is born of

the menace of the lower world. And there is a fear which arises

from the force exerted by the higher world, the fear of God, for

which another word is needed. God is a consuming fire.

Epicurus thought that he was overthrowing religion when he

said that it had its origin in fear. But fear is a much more serious

and profound condition of the spirit than he supposed. He had not

read Kierkegaard and many others. The first stages of the revela-

tion of the Divine in the world are associated with fear. They were

conditioned by the low state of man, by his submersion in the

lower world, by the feebleness of his capacity for thought, by-

darkness, which stood in fear ofthe light. The primitive Mysterium

tremendum was mingled with fear. The fear of God was confused

with fear of the world. The religious life ofman was filled to the

full with fear, although it might be said that the goal of religious

life is victory over fear. At the first beginning ofthings God had to

arouse fear although He is also that beneficent power which should

free man from that deadly fright which arises from life in the

world. Emancipation from fear, from fear of the devil and fear of

hell, the liberation and cleansing of the idea of God from the

distorting effect of fear, has taken place but slowly even in the

thought which is most Christian. The great spiritual task with

which man is faced is to achieve emancipation from fear, from

superstition, from the tormenting of the devil and of demons,

from servile fear ofpower and might, from the fear of a merciless

judgment, from fanaticism and intolerance, from hatred of the

foe and from revenge, from the objectivization of evil in oneself.

Fear is always fear of the base and the evil, and only in a darkened

mind can it appear to be fear ofthe higher.

Fear governs the world. Power by its very nature avails itself

of fear. Human society was built up on fear and, therefore, it was
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built up on lies, for fear is the father of falsehood. There is such a

thing as alarm lest truth should lessen fear and prevent the govern-

ment of man. Pure truth might lead to the fall of kingdoms and
civilizations. Therefore, even Christianity has adjusted itself to

fear. Periodically government by fear leads to a totalitarian

regime and to Terror. The element of fear enters into all forms of

authority, and freedom is the antithesis of fear. The truth about

freedom is hidden through fear. The accommodation of truth to

the prosaic dullness of everyday experience has taken place from

fear. Fear always conceals truth and truth tends to reveal itself

when the experience of fear lived through, leads to the overcom-

ing of it, to emancipation. Fear is connected not only with false-

hood but also with cruelty. It is not only those who inspire fear

who become cruel, but also those who feel it. The masses are not

only governed through fear but the masses themsclvc? govern by
fear. Fear in the life of society is the mistrust of man; and fear is

always conservative although outwardly it has at times been

revolutionary in form. The fear of hell in religious life, the fear of

revolution, or the loss of property, in social life, lowers the value

of everything. Man lives in fear of life and in fear of death. Fear

reigns alike in the life of the individual and in the life of society.

Anxiety, insecurity of life, in the last resort give rise to fear. But
what is most serious is this; fear distorts thought and hinders the

knowledge of truth. Man stands face to face with a conflict

between fear and truth. Tormented man fears the truth; he thinks

that truth will injure him. Fearlessness in the face of truth is the

greatest achievement of the spirit. Heroism indeed is fearlessness

in the face of truth, in the face oftruth and death.

Religious life has been distorted by fear, which has been made
use of to uphold various forms of evil, and the unjust ordering of
society. When the ancient world was coming to an end it was
tormented by the fear of demons and the spirits of nature; and it

sought salvation in the mysteries. One ofthe greatest achievements
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of Christianity, one which even those who arc not Christians are

bound to acknowledge, has been to set man free from demono-

latry and the fears with which it had enslaved him. Magic did not

help, it simply meant dependence upon cosmic forces. But the

ancient fear made its way even into Christianity and the old

demons and their chief, the devil, began to torment Christians

too. The fear of the lower was intermingled with fear of the

higher, and fear of the devil with the fear of God. The distinction

between Ftircht (peur) and Angst (angoisse) slipped into the back-

ground; the emotions aroused by the lower cosmic and social

forces were transferred to God, and this is what I call cosmo-

morphism and sociomorphism. The ancient fear was crystallized

into doctrine, and so it is not so easy to free Christian doctrine from

fear. Fear was placed on a higher level than the virtue ofkindliness,

which was looked upon with dread as though it were a weakness.

Christian theology has been accused ofintcllectualism, andjustly

so; the intellect can never be divorced from feeling and will.

Official theological doctrines have been distorted by the emotion

of fear, and this emotion determines them to a much greater

degree than the intellect. Present-day psychopathoiogy is doing a

great deal for the study of fears, and of every kind of phobia, and

in this way it can render the service ofpurifying religious thought

and liberating it from the fears which harrow it. Within the con-

fines of tins phenomenal world it is probably impossible to be

finally set free from fear, for the position ofman remains menacing.

But it is possible to be freed from the transference of those fears to

religious life and to one's relation to God. It is possible to be

liberated from a confusion of the lower fear with the higher con-

dition of shrinking awe and anguish. Kierkegaard defines Angst

as the dizziness of freedom. With him nothingness, non-being,

acquires a positive meaning also, and does not remain simply

negative. This could not be said of fear. But Hegel understood

better than anybody that without non-being there is no becoming.
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Fear always lias a relation to suffering; it is experienced as

suffering, and it is the dread of suffering. Of suffering I shall speak

in the following chapter. But it is impossible to dissociate fear

from this central fact of human life. Man is dragged away from

the higher world and subjected to the lower world. This inevit-

ably gives rise to fear and suffering. But the connection with the

lower world is so close that the higher world itself begins to pre-

sent itself in the fashion of the lower world. Fear and suffering,

the products of the lower world which enslaves man, may be

experienced as though they were derived from the higher world,

which ought to be a liberating power.Jacob Boehme very well said

that the love ofGod operates in the darkness, as a burning fire. Fear

lowers the dignity of man, the dignity of free spirit. Fear has

always been regarded as shameful in war; it is then called cowar-

dice. Man has reached the stage ofovercoming fear in war, he has

performed miracles of bravery; he has become a hero. But great

difficulty has been found in extending this to all the rest of life and

especially to the life of the spirit. One cannot repeat often enough

that emancipation from fear is the chief spiritual taskjjfjnamThe

attainment of fearlessness is theThighest condition ofman, and it is

a question of attainment, for no one can say that fear is entirely

unknown to him.

The fact of fear is connected with the inter-relation among the

conscious, the sub-conscious, and the supra-conscious. Fear issues

from the depth of the sub-conscious, from the ancient origins of

man. Consciousness may enhance fear, a quickened consciousness

is associated with fear. It is only from the supra-conscious that the

final and decisive victory over fear comes^It is a triumph of the

spiritjt has been said that 'perfect love casteth out fear', but per-

fect lovels so rare that fear continues to govern human life. The

fear in eros love is very powerful; it exists in the depth of the sex

life. Fear distorts the human, and in this lies the complexity ofthe

God-human process.
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CHAPTER V

Suffering

I

suffer, therefore, I exist. This is truer and more profound than

the cogito of Descartes. Suffering is liimed with the very exis-

tence of personality and personal consciousness. Bochme says

that suffering, Qual, Quelle, Qualitat, is the source of the creation

of things.1 Suffering is associated not only with the helpless animal

condition of man, that is to say with his lower nature, but also

with his spirituality, with his freedom, his personality, that is with

his higher nature. The refusal of spirituality and of freedom, the

refusal of personality might mitigate suffering and lessen pain, but

it would mean a refusal of the dignity of man. And indeed the

precipitation of man into thelower animal state saves him from

nothing whatever, because life in this world docs not take care cf

itselfnor protect itself. The wastage oflife in the world is appalling,

the meaningless perishing of innumerable lives which arc doomed

to carry cjn a torturing struggle for existence. No salvation from

suffering is to be found by plunging into the biological sphere of

existence. Suffering is the basic fact of human existence. In this

world the fate of all life which has attained to individuality is

suffering. Man is born with pain, with pain he dies, suffering

accompanies the two most notable events in human life. Sick-

ness, perhaps the greatest of evils, continually lies in wait for

man.

It is not without good grounds that psycho-analysts speak of

the traumatism of the process of birth, of the fright and the an-

guish which man experiences as soon as he arrives in this world.1

1 Hegel speaks of this in his great Logic.

1 See Otto Ronx, Lt Traumatism if la naissance.
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Buddha taught that all desire begets suffering; but life is desire;

die acceptance of life is the acceptance of suffering. One's dis-

quietude about the suffering which goes hand in hand with life,

and one's sympathy, ought not to be limited to the human world

alone. The fear of animals is horrible and they are more helpless

than human beings. There is nothing more absurd than the Car-

tesian teaching that animals arc mere automata. The duty of man

in relation to the animal world has not been adequately brought

to light in Christianity. In that respect Buddhism has been on a

higher level. Man has his obligation to cosmic life; the guilt lies

at his door. When my dear Muri, my favourite cat, died, and cried

out in its death agony, I felt die suffering of the world, the suffer-

ing of every living diing, and I was a sharer in that suffering.

Everyone shares or ought to share the suffering of others and that

of the whole world.

Suffering is a fundamental theme in all religions of redemption,

and indeed it is a basic religious theme in general. In suffering man

passes through momen ts of Godforsakenncss. OnjJv* other hand

dirough suffering he arrives at communion with God. Suffering

may pass over into joy. Man is terribly unhappy on this earth,

terribly frightened; he experiences horror and agony^and every

hying thingjs in the same position . But man posscssc7tIie
~p~ower

to create, to rise to heroic achievements, to experience ecstasy.

He is a degraded creature and also an exalted creature. Pascal under-

stood this better than anyone. The impossibility of enthusiasm

and of ecstasy is a source of suffering, it is a state of division,

an enfeebltment of the creative life. Unhappiness is above

all a state of disruption and division. The fundamental and

most serious question of human existence is, how is one to

triumph over suffering, how is suffering to be endured, how

is one to avoid being crushed by it, how is the amount of

suffering for all men and for the whole of life to be decreased?

There were already religions ofa suffering god before Christianity,
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such as the religions of Osiris, Dionysus and others. There

is a suffering of the god himself and it is a saving suffering.

The mystery of Christianity arises from this. But theological

doctrines have always been afraid to recognize suffering in God,

and have condemned what is known as patripassianism. But here

too, as in every case which brings us into contact with mystery,

everything is on a razor-edge, for the suffering of the Jon of God,

of the God-man, is acknowledged. Here everything turns upon

the union of the suffering of the human with the suffering of the

divine, for in thatthedisruption and alienation between the human

and the divine is overcome.

Why is it that man suffers so much in this world? And is it

possible to justify God in view of such an amount of suffering?

That is the question which Dostoycvsky set so painfully before

himself. Radishchev, the father of the Russian intelligentsia, was

from his early years profoundly shaken by human suffering. It is

a very Russian theme. Pity_ for those who suffer, sympathy with

those^who suffer undeservedly, is experienced to begin with as

Godforsakcnncss, and later leads to the struggle against God. The

fundamental question here is the theme of unmerited suffering.

It is set out in the Book ofJob, and God forbid that we should be

likeJob's comforters. There is suffering in the world which is not

a punishment for sin. The most obvious suffering is that con-

nected with the body, that body which sets bounds to the infinite

aspirations of man, which is sick, grows old, and dies, and with

which the painful struggle for existence is associated. Man carries

the cimeofjljc_body,jyhicli prmnisc^tran sjent illusory pleasures

and is the cause ofmuch suffering. Man is born because sex exists,

but for the same reason, he also dies. There are moments ofjoy,

but the fundamental background of life is anxiety and suffering.

The Greeks, who are accounted to have been enjoyers of life say

through their greatest creative achievement, in the voice ofGreek

tragedy, that it were better for man not to be bom. Goethe and
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Tolstoy were most fortunate and externally happy men of genius,

but one says that throughout his whole life there had in all been

but a few happy hours, while the other wanted to put an end to

himself.

By what is suffering to be explained? The contemporary

Indian philosopher, Aurobindo, says that suffering is the rejoinder

made by the All, the Whole, to the vain attempt of the ego to

bring the universal within the possible limits of purely individual

jov Maxjchelcr says that suffering is the experience of sacrificing

t'ic part for the sake of the whole, the sacrifice of the lower value

tor the jakc of the higherjjic connects suffering with sacrifice. The

possibility of suffering is also connected with a discord between

the independent parts and their functional position in the whole.1

These solutions cannot satisfy human personality set face to face

with its own individual fate. They are based upon the complete

overwhelming of the individually-personal by the universally-

common. Kierkegaard's thought goes a great deal deeper when

he saysthat the suffering of man is connected with the fact that

he is lonely. Human beings arc divided, as it were, into two classes.

There arc thosewho arcpainfully conscious ofthe sufferings of the

world and of men, and there arc those who arc comparatively

indifferent to them. In the history of European man through the

centuries, sensitiveness to suffering and the feeling that it is in-

tolerable have greatly increased. This is true, at least, in respect ofa

certain more refined section of mankind. It was only after a long

delay that man became conscious of the fact that torture and exe-

cution and the cruel treatment of criminals was a thing that can-

not be permitted. And at the same time we are living in a period

which is very cruel, in an epoch ofunprecedented suffering.

One must sec the source of suffering in the lack of correspon-

dence between the nature of man, and the object world of his

environment into which we are thrown; one must sec it in the

1 See Max Scheler, he sens it la souffrance.
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unceasing clash of the ego with the non-ego which is alien and

indifferent to it, with the opposition of objectivity; that is to say
,

it is to be seen in the obJcctivization_of human existence^ If one

may speak of a distinction between harmonic and disharmonic

human types and states, the fact that man by his position in the

world finds himselfin a state of disharmony goes still deeper. The

pain ful self-contradiction in man which is the cause of suffering

consists in this, that he is in his unrcvcaled depths a being who is

infinitcand who is strainjngjowards infinity; a being who is in

quest of eternity and is forc-ordaincd to it; and at the same time^

by the very conditions of his ex istence, a being who is finite and

limited, temporal and mortal. Man comes crashing against a wall

which there is no breaking through. In the depth of human

suffering is the experience of insurmountability, inevitability and

irrevocability.

The dualism in which man lives in this world is also a source of

incalculable suffering. The experience of suffering is the antithesis

of the experience of integrality. The violation of the integrality

and harmony of the world also gives rise to suffering. But this

happens because man meets with a world of objects and only

rarely breaks through to the world of subsistences. Within me

myself there is much which is alien to me, which is not mine

(the 'Es' of Freud) and this clement in my very selfwhich is alien

to me is a source of suffering. The struggle for the realization of

personality is a struggle
against the alien in me, wh ich makes a

slave of me . There ought to be present in me the whole of God's

world and instead of it there is the non-ego, the objectivity which

deadens. The source of suffering in man is two-fold; it lies in an

insurmountable wall outside him and in an insurmountable wall

within him; in the degrading slavery imposed by the alien nature

of the world, and in the still more degrading slavery imposed bx.

himself, by that which i: non-ego, but appears to man to belong

to his ego. It may be accepted as beyond doubt that a large amount
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ofsuffering and unhappiness is due to being engulfed by one's ego,

to egoism. At the extreme limit this leads to madness wliich is

always a state of being engulfed by one's ego, of being incapable

of getting out of it. The capacity to issue from the ego, to escape

engulfment by it, is a condition of the realization of personality.

The ego is not yet personality. Pascal says that 'le moi est hafssabk'.

This could not be said about personality.

The physical and psychical organism of man is only partially

adapted to the surrounding environment, which is always a threat

to him. Indeed it is a matter of wonder that man acquires the

possibility ofstable existence in the phenomenal world, in which he

finds but few points ofsupport and meets with only a few who arc

his neighbours. When hecxpericnccs the whole cosmos as neigh-

bour to him, as divine, then he finds not thi s world nf nhjectSj

this world which is_ajicn to him, but already the other worldj

which lies beyond this. And the dissociation of man from the

primary
-
source of life, from other human beings, from cosmic

life, gives rise to suffering. Whereas communion, the finding of

community and neighbourjimess. arc the reverse of suffering .

Death is the greatcsLsugcr'^g, probably her.imc it is the passing

through a moment of, as it wcre
J
jibjsoluic dissociation, rupture and

isolation. A state of harmony, that is to say the discovery of pro-

pinquity and communion, arc the antithesis of suffering. The

greatest sacrament is the sacrament of Communion, and it is nqt_

only a human but also a cosmic sacrament. The fate of man from

birth to death remains incomprehensible to us, and the sufferings

which fall to his lot arc incomprehensible. But this is only a very

small fragment ofman's destiny in eternity, ofhisjourney through

many worlds. If we take a single day of a human life, detached

from the days which precede and from those which follow it, we

shall understand but little of what happens to the man. But the

whole life of a man from birth to death H only a short day in his

destiny from the point ofview ofeternity_.
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Hegel had some remarkable ideas on the subject of the 'un-

happy consciousness'.1 The unhappy consciousness is separation,

dividedncss. It has to be passed through in order that the higher

consciousness may be readied. But is not all consciousness un-

happy? Consciousness always presupposes division, a falling apart

into subject and object and a painful dependence upon the object.

Dostoyevsky considered suffering as the sole cause of die rise of

consciousness. Dostoyevsky, Kierkegaard and Nietzsche are ot the

greatest interest in this connection. Nietzsche's fight against

suffering, against terrible sickness and loneliness, his resistance

to them, is the most remarkable thing in his life, and it

imparts a heroic character to it. The ethics of antiquity and

especially the classical ethics of Aristotle saw in man a being

who searches for happiness, blessedness, harmony, and is capable

of finding it. This view remains also in Thomas Aquinas,

and in official Catholic theology. But in actual fact Christianity

has made breaches in this conception. In respect of this the evi-

dence of Kant, Schopenhauer, Dostoyevsky, Kierkegaard, and

Nietzsche is important. It is not by chance that man, in order to

mitigate pain and extinguish sulieriiig^seek s to forget IiimscTfanTL

to refuse consciousness, to blunt the edge of it. He tries to do this

at times by sinking into the sub-conscious, for example by the use

ofnarcotics, or through the ecstasy which comes from submersion

in the elemental animal; at. other times by rising to the supcr-

conscious, to spiritual ecstasy. tofusion_with the divine. There is a

limit to the possibility of bearing suffering. Beyond that limit

man losesconsciousncss and in thatway, as it were, saves himself.

It is by no means the worst people who suffer most; those who

suffer most are the best people. The capacity to suffer may be a

jr sign of greater depth . Development ofthought and refinement of

soul go hand in hand with intensification of suffering, with

greater sensitiveness to pain, not only spiritual but physical pain

1 SeeJean Wahl, he malheur de la conscience dans laphilosophic de Hegel.
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also. Unhappiness, suffering, evil, arc not direct causes of the
awakening of strength in man, and of spiritual growth, but they
may contribute to the arousing of his interior strength. Without
pain and suffering in this world nun would droop and the animal
in him would be victorious. This obliges us to think that suffering
in this world is not merely evil, the result ofevil and the expression
ofevil. It is entirely wrong to suppose that suffering falls to the lot
ofman in proportion to his guilt and sin, although this is the theme
of many sermons. When we think in that way we are like Job's
comforters, but God justified Job, not the comforters. The Book
ofJob is the great witness to the existence of unmerited suffering,
and of the innocent sufferer. Greek tragedy also bears witness to
the same thing. Oedipus was not guilty, he was the victim of fate.

But more important than all is the guiltless suffering of thc.Son of
God, of the righteous man. Jesus. Divine sufferin g exists and rift
di vine suffering is evoked by a lackjofcoiigniity between God
and the condition of the world and mam fKcrc is a dark suffering

which leads to ruin, and there is a bright suffering which leads to
solvation, dnjstianitj^ciia^^ suffering into the path
of salvation. It is divinc^Iiuman suffering, and that answers tV~

tormenting question of theodicy . Human life is filled with the
existential dialectic of suffering and joy, of unhappiness and
happiness.

In all this human questioning about suffering, the greatest
interest attaches to Buddhism, Stoicism and Christianity, and the
three answers which these give arc fundamental even to-day. The
Stoic conflict with suffering is to be found in the experience of
some who know nothing at all about die Stoics. Buddhism and
Stoicism do not accept suffering; they seek to get away from it,

and by so doing to secure relief from it. Christianity accepts
suffering; it accepts the Cross and in the enlightened bearing of
suffering it seeks liberation and salvation. Buddhism does not
accept the world. It would conquer desire which tics one to the
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world and seeks to attain Nirvana, which is not non-being, as

Western people commonly suppose, but lies beyond being and
I

non-being; it is neither existence nor non-existence. Japanese

Buddhism, Zen, expounds the teaching of Buddha not as the

repudiation of the will but as illumination, that is to say, as, above

all, victory over egoccntricity.1
It might be called modernism.

Buddhism has ceitain great advantages over Brahmanism—it

involves sympathy, for instance, a sense of the evil of the world;

there is further an absence of ritualism in it, and of the intolerable

pride of the Brahman hierarchy. But Buddhism moves away from

the life ofmen and of the world; it does not want man to take its

burden upon himself and to bear the cross. Stoicism accepts the

world and seeks to reconcile the life of man with the law of the

cosmic mind. But it seeks to attain inward liberation from suffer-

ing through a change of attitude towards everything which arises

from the life of the world and is capable of bringing suffering

upon man; it seeks to attain to 'apathy'. Neither Buddhism nor

Stoicism seeks to change the world, or to transform it. They take it

as it is, and deal with its suffering by changing their attitude to the

world, whether by repudiating it or by the attainment of a state

of indifference to it. Stoic moral philosophy was a noble thing,

but the 'apathy' of Stoicism is non-creative and decadent in

character.

Both Buddhist and Stoic elements may be met with even in our

entirely different Christian moral philosophy and our Christian

attitude to suffering. Christ teaches us to bear the cross of life.

Does this mean that we must increase suffering and go in search of

it? Ofcourse such is not the meaning ofbearing the cross. Bearing

the cross which falls to our lot means an enlightened experience of

suffering, and that means a lessening of suffering in comparison

with the unenlightened, sombre and gloomy experience ofit.

1 On Buddhism, in addition to the classical book by Oldcnbcrg, see De la

Valle'e-Poussin, Nirvana, and theJapanese, Zuziki, Essais sur le Bouddhisme Zen.
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Elements of sadism and masochism play no small part in reli-

gious life and that is one reason why the history of Christianity is

so complex. Christ turned suffering into the way of salvation.

That which is true and right is crucified in the world. The one

sinless righteous Man was crucified. But this does not mean that

suffering must be sought, that we must torture ourselves; nor does

it mean that it is necessary to inflict suffering upon other people in

the interests of their salvation. But all the same there have been

profoundly convinced Christians who have at times been very

cruel precisely as a result of their faith and on behalf of it. The

Inquisition, the use oftorture, thcjustification of the death penalty,

and the infliction of cruel punishments, have been based upon this

belief in the saving nature of suffering. St Dominic was a cruel

Inquisitor, St Theresa behaved cruelly to the insane, Joseph

Volotskoy was very cruel and demanded the torture and execution,

of heretics. Thcophan Zatvomik propagated a policy of cruelty

Christians have sought after suffering, sickness, self-torture and

the torture of others. This was due to a distorted sense of sin and

to fear. In the inquisitors individual personal kindliness might be

combined with sadism. The primary source of the terrible gloomy

error lay in the assumption that the suffering of man is pleasing

and acceptable to God, that is to say in the transference of sadistic

feelings to God. Christian souls of earlier days felt suffering less

keenly than those of the present day. They were more acutely

conscious of the sense of sin; therefore they were less sensitive to

suffering. But human life is dependent not only upon necessity;

it depends still more upon chance which cannot be explained,

upon what is called the ill-starred coincidence of circumstances.

The problem by which man is confronted by no mcansJiciin.

finding an explanation of the suffering of his life, of its meaning-

less chances, and its crushing necessity, in the fact of his sins, and in

seeing all this as a punishment ofthem. It is the spiritual problem of

bearing suffering worthily and of turning the dark and gloomy
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suffering which leads to perdition into an enlightened suffering

which leads to salvation.

Man is an unconsciously sly and furtive creature and he is

badly understood, indeed he has but a poor understanding of

himself. Man may intensify his suffering in order that he may

suffer less; it is a psychological paradox. It is the existential dialec-

tic of suffering:—while suffering from one cause a man consoles

himself by suffering from another. He is capable of performing

heroic feats in order that he may suffer less. He goes to war and

performs miracles of bravery; he becomes a monk and achieves

great feats of ascctism, in order to find distraction from the suffer-

ing which has been the outcome of an unhappy love affair, or

caused by the death of someone near and dear to him. Or he

begins to torment the place where he has a pain; he starts intensi-

fying the pain in order to alleviate pain. He not only flees from

what causes him pain, but he is also attracted to pain and concen-

trates upon it. Masochism is very much inherent in man; and

masochism, like sadism, is a perversion which is begotten by

suffering. And this has a mysterious connection with sex, which is

a thing which wounds man.

Man is a sick creature, and to this is due the fact that the greatest

psychological discoveries have been made by psychopathology.

At one time he is easily disposed to persecution mania, at another

he has a mania for greatness; the two manias arc linked witli cacli

other in such a way that a man who is possessed by a persecution

mama readily begins to persecute other people. The human con-

flict with suffering is time and again pathological in character.

Madness can sometimes be a way of escape from the unresolved

conflicts of life, and may provide relief. The most horrible thing

/\ in human life is the autonomy and isolation of the various spheres

oflifeofthesoul , the breakaway from the centre which subordin-

ates to a higher meaning, and~the formation of isolated worlds..

Thus the autonomy and isolation of the sexual life leads to the
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monstrous world depicted by the Marquis de Sade.1 In the

opinion of de Sade man is essentially evil, cruel, and sensual. He
thinks that vice and virtue are indifferent from the point of view

of Providence. But the formation of other autonomous and iso-

lated spiritual worlds is just as horrible, for example, the world of

ambition and love ofpower, or the world ofgain and enrichment,

or the world of hatred. The man who in the grip of passion has

formed his own autonomous world sutlers himself and causes

suffering to others. An isolated unspiritualizcd passion evokes an

end less intolerable craving; it is the outcome of a break with the

spiritual centre of man and a rupture between the very centre it-

sclfand the primary source of lite in the world, that is to say in die

last resort it always leads to the break-up ofGod-manhood.

The fear of death is fear of the most intense suffering. To die is

to pass through the severance of soul and body, severance from

the world and man, and severance from God. The suffering which

arises from parting and separation is suffering of a very intense

kind. But still greater is the suffering which arises from remorse of

conscience and the poignant sense of guilt , the suffering which is

born of the irrevocable and irreparable. This is, as it were, an

anticipation of the pains of hell . Man seeks for restoration and

preservation in the memory of past experience, and many memo-
ries are sweet to him. But to a still greatci degree he seeks to for-

get, to let go the memory of what is evil and degrading, and if

memory retained the whole past unbroken, man would not be able

to bear it. In the same way he would be unable to bear the know-

edge and prevision of the future, ofsufferings to come, and ofthe

hour of death. Man and the world inevitably pass through cruci-

fixion and death, and this must be accepted in an illumined way.

Death exists not only because man i< 3 mortal frwmn- ;n tUU

world, but also because he is an immortal being who cannot,

1 See Marquis de Sade, Let infortunes de la vertu: One must not deny the talent

ofde Sade.
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within the conditions of this world, bring to actual realization

j

he

fullness and eternity of life .

It is merely an exoteric idea that suffering is a punishment for

sin. Devilish perversions of Christianity have been the result of

the persuasion that suffering is a consequence which sin has earned,

that it is a punishment from God. From that it was possible to

draw the conclusion that one must cause the greatest possible

suffering. In France and England in the Middle Ages the con-

demned were refused any opportunity of sacramental confession

in order that the assurance of eternal hell might be added to

the pains of death. The sublimity of Christian Services for the

dead and Christian funeral rites provides a striking contrast

to this perversion of Christianity with its callousness and lack of

pity.

Suffering is of two kinds. There arc sufferings which_are re-

moved and overcome by changes in the social order and the de-

velopmen t of scientific knowledge; it is a necessary thing to carry

on the fight against the social causes of suffering and against those

sufferings which arc due to the boorish ignorance of man. The

abolition of social slavery (to which the slavery which exists

within the capitalistic systcirLbcloiig s.) ; \W guarantee of rhenght

to work and ofjLJfl^hy^cxistcncc; the spread of education and

technical and medical knowledge; victory over the elemental

forces ofjuturc^llj&cjie^ajijcjse^

you cannot organi ze the simply of happiness, any more dian_you

can organize_truth. Happiness isb«towed_jojily^s_a_4y^ous

moment. Thcj^ftjjfjruth comes only as the resul t of a quest and

ofaspiration_to the infinite; it is given as a way and a life; and it is

always debatable. It is only the lower, not the higher, that can be

organized. Moments of the experience of happiness have some-

thing mysterious about them, they are like reminiscences of para-

dise or a presentiment ofit.

Butjhere is a sortoFsurtering which is connected with the tragic~~
78"""
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basisjofUfeandhas a deep-seated origin. It is not the outcome of a

bad social order and cannot be removed by the amelioration of it.

ft is the suffering which is our tragic lot in the world; it is our fate,

anTthTs fate we can overcome only by overcoming this world. A

number of Marxian-Communists ire arriving at a new humanism

and claiming a final victory over fate without having recourse to

myths (Christianity in their opinion vanquishes fate through

myths). They would vanquish the source ofsuffering and organ-

ize the universal happiness of mankind. It is a mistake to think

that Marxism is a social Utopia. There is a great deal which

Marxism desires which is capable of realization socially, and it

ought to be so realized. But Marxism is a spiritual Utopia for it is

based upon a failure to understand the spiritual conditions of

human existence. It is impossible by social means to overcome that

fundamental tragic conflict which arises from the fact that man is

a spiritual being who has within him aspirations towards the in-

finite and the eternal, and that at the same time he is placed within

the restricted conditions of existence in this world. Suffering which

belongs to death, surTcriiig_which_dcrivcs from love, from the

conflict between love and political and religious convictions, from

the enigmatic nature "of life, fronTinability to comprehend one's

own destiny, suffering which comes from an evil will to power

and violence, suffering which arises from jealousy, from self-love,

frttn^cnv^r^mjh^wuiKleTTeelings ofa man who does not

play the part which he would like to play, andjromjthc lowering

of his position in society, the suffering which arises from fcaFas

man faces life and faces death, suffering which is due to meaning-

less chance accidents, to disillusionment about people, to the trea-

chery of friends, to a melancholy temperament, and many other

forms of suffering, all such are not removable by any sort of new

social order. When the social problem has been solved and all men

are settled in the conditions ofa worthy existence, when there is no

suffering which is due to a lack of guarantee of one's position
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in society, or to hunger, to cold, to illiteracy, to sickness, to injus-

tice, then, precisely then, the feeling and consciousness of the

insuperably tragic nature of life will be intensified. It is precisely

then that an agonizing yearning will lay its hold upon not only the

chosen few but upon the many. The social conflict with suffering

gives ananswer to the subject of suffering in general terms, but

not to the suffering ofconcrete creatures. The laws of society may

be a guarantee against social manifestations of cruelty, but they

cannot destroy cruelty in the human heart, and that will always

find formswhich arcliot social tor its expression. And in the same

way the establishment of a social order with its guarantees of

freedom for man and the citizen still will not deliver man from

all possibility ofslavery .

It docs not, of course, follow from this that there is no need to

make social changes of the most radical kind for the lessening of

human suffering and human slavery. On the contrary everything

ought to be done and the spiritual problems of man ought to be

liberated from distorting social influences. The optimistic theory

of progress which belonged to the nineteenth century was per-

meated by a belief in the possibility of abolishing suffering and in

the progressive increase ofhappiness. This belief has been shattered

by catastrophic world events. The old idea of progress is inadmis-

siblc. But there was Christian truth in it too.. There was in it

unperceived aspiration towards the Kingdom of God. The exis-

tence of an irrational principle in the life of the world has to be

admitted, one which is not open to rationalization and belong s to

no kind of progress^ No sort of progress, no kind of social_rccoii-

struction can vanquish death, the chief source of suffering, or

abolish the fear of the future. N. Fedorov understood this better

than anyone else.
1

Intensity of suffering is linked with intensity of life, with the

expression of personality. To refuse intensity of life, and to refuse

1 See N. Fedorov, Philosophy of the Common Task.
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personality may be to mitigate pain . In that case man moves away
from the world into himself, away from a world which is full of
suffering and causes suffering to him, but in withdrawing into

himself and isolating himself he begins to experience new suffer-

ings, and to feel a need to go out from himself again, to escape

from the torturing cngulfment in self. The man who is suffering

seeks to overcome his suffering, and find relief from it in various

ways, and it is not always the case that he turns his attention to the

highest, it is not always that this attempt of his bears witness to the

high stature of man. Victory over suffering is sought by means of
fusion with the social group, with the collective life: men try to

find it by way of indifference or of apathy; it is sought through

the regimentation of life or by submerging oneself in the hum-

drum, the trivial and banal. It is sought for in the forgctftilncss of
the moment. Men seek to conquer suffering by blunting the edge

of consciousness, by a return tolnc sub-consciou s, and it is but

rarely that they seek relief and li beration in an uplifting im pulse

towards the supraconscious and superhuman. His own suffering is

relieved when a man begins to experience sympathy with another.

Most of all perhaps sufferingls" vanquished!^ contemplation of

the Cross .

But man is so strange a creature that he not only seeks for libera-

tion from suffering; he seeks out suffering also, and is ready to

torture himself as he tortures others. Dostoyevsky understood this

better than anyone. Even in the religious life, in its highest form,

in the Christian life, men sec not only the liberation from suffering

which it promises to man, but also an intensification of suffering,

the preaching of self-torture and the torture of others. There is in

human beings a need to kill and torture for the sake ofan idea and

a faith. A new Christian consciousness ought to free man from
these nightmares. It is not only external and physical tortures

which arc repulsive, but inward spiritual tortures also. It is above

all a question of freeing the knowledge ofGod and the apprehen-
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sion of God from the sadistic and vengeful instincts which have

been transferred to Him. The most sadistic form ofcruelty is to be

seen among people who exercise power, any sort of power

—

religious, national, political, economic, or family, and it is pro-

vided with a basis in the realm of ideas. Power drives men mad, it

is an endless longing desire. Some of the Roman emperors dis-

played the madness of cruelty. There are regimes which represent

a crystallization ofsadistic cruelty.

Man experiences suffering in very different ways according to

whether he accepts it for the sake of his faith and his ideas, in which

he will endure tortures; or whether he suffers from the ill-starred

coincidence ofcircumstances and the senseless cruelty of the people

who sunound him and ofthcrcgimc under which he lives. Thcte is

a difference between the suffering in which a man considers himself

guilty, debased, vile, and suffering in which he heroically endures

oppression and persecution. Suffering cannot be measured and

compared, just as it is impossible to compare and measure joy and

happiness. Suffering is experienced in different ways by women,

by people of creative intellectual work, by those who belong to

the simple folk, and so on. It is difficult for the present-day man,

complex, subtlizcd and physically enfeebled to understand how it

is possible to bear the suffering which a Protopopc Avvakum or a

Stenka Razin endured. Even in civilized man there remains from

ancient days a thirst for blood, a longing for cruel spectacles,

gladiatorial fights, bull fights and the rest. Mcphistophclcs says:

'Blut ist cinganz besondcrer Saft'. There is an clement of mystery in

blood. The ancients located the soul in the blood; the cessation of

life is also connected with it. Morally it was an immense step for-

ward when the conviction of primitive people that the unfortun-

ate were forsaken by the gods and ought to be shunned by men

was overcome. Suffering is vanquished by love, but at the same

time love may be a source ofnew suffering. I am not now speaking

oferos love but ofcaritative love, love which is pity and sympathy.
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It is very difficult for a man to go through suffering alone and in

no way to give expression to it. Loneliness is one of the sources of

suffering. In a certain sense it may be said that the creator is always

lonely and always goes through suffering. The need to share one's

suffering with others is expressed in complaint, tears and cries.

In this way, so to speak, man asks for help. But there arc reserved

people who proudly bear their suffering inwardly, who try not to

reveal it in any way. For that reason it should always be thought

that people are very unhappy and that they arc suffering, although

we do not notice the fact. It might be well to behave to every man

as though he were a dying man. There is nothing more painful

than to see the vigour, bloom and joy of an exuberant life side by

side with cnfceblcmcnt of life, with withering and the process of

dying. But such is the fate of life, the fate of every developed

individuality. Suffering and death arc linked with love, which

oughtto conquer bom su ffering and death.

1 lappincss is not the conscious aim of human life, and I have

already said that happiness cannot be organized. Blessednessmay be

thought of as the attainment of fullness of perfection, but that is

not to be found upon earth. Here only separate moments of it arc

possible. But we can strive to lessen the amount ofsuffering and we

ought to do so. Compassion is an absolute command . .No-onc

ough t to increase die-amount of suffering icu:Jnimrlfr^ inflict-

suffering upon himself, but he aught to bear the suffering which

may be sent from above__with an enlightened mind as something
which has a meaning in his destiny . The tormenting problem of

suffering is not to be finally solved within the confines of this

phenomenal world. The contradiction bxtMttaa the Uggd r»f man

andthc conditions of his finite existence in the natural world is

insoluble and presupposes the necessity ofan act of transcendence,

and of an end. Is it possible for the Good to save from suffering?

ItTdoes not save and it cannot save and, therefore, redemption and

a Redeemer are necessary; it is divine love and not only human
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which is needed. There is a powcrlcssness ofman in the face of evil

and suffering. But there is a powcrlcssness even of God Himself as

Creating Power. Only God Who has become Man and taken upon

Himself the suffering of man and of the whole creation can van-

quish the source of evil which gives rise to suffering. No theo-

logical system and no authority can put an end to human suffering

and torment. Only the primary realities of religion, only the

divine-human link, only the divine-human love, can bring them to

an end. Man, who is finally severing this divine-human link, stands

racing the abyss of non-being and his suffering becomes un-

endurable .

All love brings new sufferings with it, and at the same time only

love conquers suffering. It is divine-human love which conquers.

Eros love has endless suffering. iiiiujlicrcTs an clement of insatia-

bility in it. Love which is agape, the love which moves downward,

not upward, does not include infinite craving. 1 For this reason the

two sorts of love ought to be combined, otherwise fullness is not

attained. The crea tive power of man also conquers suffering, al-

though crcativcncss knows sufferings oFTts own. The mean ing of

suffering is to be fo hi u^vlicjrc_its_ca iiscjhjo_b_cfound. If, given the

condi tjou of disparity between the highest aspect of man 's nature

and the circumstances of his existence in this world, there were no

suffering, man might sink into a wretched condition. And when
1 —a— — *

all is said and done suffering remains a mystery to us. It is indeed

the mystery ofredemption.

The word redemption itself is too much associated with the very

anthropomorphic and sociomorphic concept ofransoni. To under-

stand redemption as a ransom given to God in order to allavHis

wrath is degrading both to God and to man; it assumes that the

sufferings of human beings and of the world are pleasing and ac-

ceptable to GodTBut a deeper and worthier conception is possible. .

Suffering is the testing of man, an assay of his spiritual strength as

1 Scr Nygren, Eros and Agape, an interesting but arbitrary book.
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he follows the paths of freedom. Wjiat is pleasing to God is not

the man's suffering, but the transfiguration of his spiritual powers

by the testing which suffering brings, by the inevitable results of_

freedom which is directed in a certain way, a freedom which in

its origin is still pre-mundane. The stress mustalways belaid_upon

enlightenment and transfiguration.
^y.iVM . 1 .I ^ a u » v »gu>» m
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CHAPTER VI

Evil

Suffering and evil arc connected with each other, but they are

not identical. Suffering may not be an evil; it may even be

a good. The existence of evil is the greatest mystery in the

life of the world and causes the greatest embarrassment to official

theological doctrine and to all monistic philosophy. A rationalis-

tic solution of the problem of evil is just as beset with difficulty

as a solution of the problem offreedom. It can beasscrted and with

good grounds, th at evil has no positive existence and that it can

only allunTby wh at it filches from good. 1 But none the less evil

noToiily exists but it prevails in the world. What may be called

non-being may have an existential significance; nonentity has

great existential significance, although it would be untrue to say

that it exists. 8 One of the attempts to solve the problem of evil,

and to reconcile it with the possibility of theodicy, amounts to

this, that evil is present only in the parts, whereas in the whole

there is only good. It was thus that St Augustine thought, and

Leibnitz, and indeed in the last resort, most forms of theodicy

adopt the same position, for they admit that God uses evil for the

purposes of good. But that sort of doctrine is based upon the

denial of the unconditional significance of all personality, and

it is a characteristic rather of ancient moral philosophy than of

Christian. It means the prevalence of the aesthetic point of view

over the ethical.

1 St Gregory of Nyssa, St Augustine and other doctors of the Church con-

sidered that evil is non-being.

2 Bergson in Evolution Creatrice rejects nonenity, non-being (niant), but his

arguments are not convincing. Heidegger and Sartre as^gn great importance to

it
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It is in fact true that in this empirical world there is no good

divine ideological principle, and indeed there cannot be in a world

which is recognized as fallen. It might be said that such exists for

separate groups ofphenomena but not for the whole phenomenal

world, not as a connecting link among these phenomena for the

sake ofGood. The traditional doctrine of Providence is compelled

to deny the evil and injustice ofthe world and it finds a way out of

the difficulty in the fact that instead of evil it recognizes simply the

existence of sin. There is in our world an insurmountable conflict

between the individual and the race. The individual life, both

human and animal, is fragile and menaced to an extraordinary

degree, but at the same time our racial life has an extraordinary

productive power, and is always begetting life afresh. The doc-

trine which sees evil only in the parts and docs not sec it in the

whole, is at the mercy of race and is indifferent to the individual.

The genius of race is cunning; it is always prompting unhappy

man to accept raise justifications, and by means ofthesc it holds him

in"bondage ; and historical- and social life is, therefore^ based upon

an accumulation of such falsehood. A lie may be self-deception,

when a man becomes the plaything of the commonplace social

forces of life. A lie may also take the form of a defence of life

against attacks upon it. The question of truth and falsehood is a

fundamental moral question.

Man seeks to find refuge from the tormenting question of evil

in the realm of neutrality, and by doing so seeks to conceal his

treachery to Cod. Put in the deeper sense there is no neutrality;

the neutral is on the surface. It might even be said that the devil is

neutral. It is a mistake to suppose that the devil is the polar opposite

ofGod. The pole which is the direct opposite ofGod is again God,

the other face of God; extremes meet. The devil is the prince of

this world and he takes cover in neutrality. In religious life in

general, and in the Christian life, belief in demons and in the devil

has played an enormous role. It has been one of the solutions of
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the problem of evil. When the devil is regarded as the source of

evil, objectivization of the interior drama of the human soul takes

place. The devil is an existential reality but is certainly not an

objective reality in "the world ot things like the realities of the

natural world. He is a reality ot spiritual experience, ot the path

along which man goes. The idea of the devil has been greatly

abused socially. Men and women have been held in fear by it, and

the kingdom of the devil has been expanded to enormous dimen-

sions, new areas have been continually added to it. Thus a real

spiritual reign of terror has been established. Liberation of the

soul from the demons which torment it is possible only in a puri-

fied spiritual religion. Dcmonology and dcmonolatry have existed

only on the path which man follows towards the kingdom of

spirit, towards the kingdom of freedom and love, towards the

Kingdom ofGod.

The fight against evil easily acquires an evil character itself; it

becomes infected by evil. There is a sinister moral dialectic of

Manichxan dualism. Too great foes of evil become evil them-

selves. This is a paradox of the conflict with evil and_with_cvil

men and things. The good become ev il for the sake of victory

over evil and do not believe in the use of other methods than evil

in the conflict against evil. Kindliness invites an attitude of dis-

dain, it appears to be uninteresting and insipid. Malice, on the

other hand, imposes itself and appears more interesting and more

attractive. Those engaged in the struggle think that malice is more

intelligent than kindness. Here the problem lies in the fact that

actually it is impossible to give effect to the purposes of good, to

good ends; this too easily leads to evil and the employment of evil

means. It is necessary to be within the good and to radiate the good.

It is only the Gospel which overcomes this rebirth of the conflict

with evil in the form of a new evil, and regards the condemnation

ofsinners as a new sin. One must behave with humanity and kind-

liness even to the devil. There is a dialectic of one's behaviour to
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the enemy and to evil. You begin by fighting in the name ofgood

against the enemy, against the evil, but you end by being yourself

permeated with evil. The problem of one's attitude to the enemy

is the fundamental moral problem of our time. The enemy is

ceasing to be regarded as a man, there must be no human attitude

towards him. In this respect the greatest apostasy from the truth of

the Gospel has taken place. I do not think that there arc any hope-

lessly demoniacal natures, that is to say natures over whom the

doom of demoniacal possession hangs, just as I do not think that

demoniacal nations have existed. What exists is simply a de-

moniacal condition of people and nations and, therefore, a final

judgment is possible upon nobody.

As there is a dialectic of the attitude to the enemy in virtue of

which he who fights an evil enemy in the name ofgood becomes

evil, so also there is a dialectic of humility in virtue of which it is

turned into passivity in the face of evil, and into accommodation

to evil. In the same way there is a dialectic of punishment for

crime which turns the punishment itself into a crime. There is in

human beings an irresistible need for a scapegoat, for an enemy

who is to blame for all their misfortunes and whom they can and

even should hate. It may be the Jews, heretics, masons, Jesuits,

Jacobins, Bolshevists, bourgeois, international secret societies, and

so forth. Revolution always requires an enemy for its nourish-

ment and if there is no enemy it invents one. The same is true of

counter-revolution. When the scapegoat is found man begins to

feel better. This is an objectivization of evil, an ejection of it into

external reality. The State rightly carries on a fight against crime,

and against external expressions of evil which arc unduly vigor-

ous, but nevertheless the State itselfcommits crime and does evil.

As 'the most cold-blooded of monsters' (the expression is Nietz-

che's) it commits crime, it creates evil without passion and in the

abstract. In upholding law and right the State defends the good

but it creates its own particular evil. The evil need to experience
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hejoy ofcruelty is objcctivizcd, the collective sense of satisfaction

in being the cause of pain, in having the right to punish and to be

present at the infliction of punishment.

The relations between good and evil are not simple and there is

a complex existential dialectic in them. Good may be reborn as

evil and evil may be reborn as good. The very distinction between

good and evil has been an unhealthy and morbid division and has

borne the impress of having passed through the Fall.
1 There is

something servile in the interpretation of sin as crime which

infringes the will of God and calls for lc^al proceedings on the

part of God. To overcome this servile conception means move-

ment within, movement in depth. Sin is dividedness, a state of

deficiency, incompleteness, dissociation, enslavement, hatred, but

it is not disobedience and not formal violation of the will of God.

It is impossible and inadmissible to construct an ontology of evil.

The idea of an eternal hell is, therefore, absurd and evil. Evil is

but a pathwayijL.tcst 'n g. a disruption; to fall into sin is above all

else a testing of frcedoni
:
_Man moves towards the light through

thedarknes^. Dostoycvsky revealed this more profoundly than

anyone.

Evil is usually explained in terms of freedom. This is the most

widespread explanation of evil. 13ut freedom is a mystery which

does not lend itself to rationalization. The traditional doctrine of

the schools aboiuthe freedom of the will is static and reveals very

little of die m ystery of t l»- rise of evil. It remains incn inprchen-

siblc how out of the good naturcoj' man and of the devil himself.

out of heavenly lifcju_t]ic rays of the ligh t of God, there could

arise—thanks to the freedom of the creature (freedom which it

understood to be the highest gift ofGod and a mark of likeness to

God)—howthere couJd_arisc_eyjlnnfl the evil life of man and of

the world, evil which is reminiscent of hell. It is necessary to con-

cede die existence of an uncreated freedom which precedes being

1 See ray book, The Destiny ofMan.
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and is submerged in the irrational sphere, in what Bochtnc calls

the Uiigrwid, though he gave a somewhauhffcrcnt meaning to it.

Tlic recognition of such a freedom, preceding being, preceding

creation, prcmundane, sets before man the creative task of con-

tinuing the creation of the world, and makes evil itself a path," a

grievous experience, but not an ontological principle which passes

over into eternity (hell). Freedom must be understood dynami-

cally, as engaged in a dialectic process. There are contradictions in

freedom, and varying conditions and laws belong to it. Evil

raises the cschatological problem in an acute form and it is removed

and overcome only eschatologically.

The fight against evil must be carried on and evil must be finally

overcome, and at the same time the experience of evil has been a

path which leads not only downwards but upwards also. It is not

evil itself-which has been an upward path, but the spiritual strength

of the resistance aroused by it and the knowledge which was born_

of it. Evil is^ncamnglcss, and at the same time it has the highest

meaning. In the same way frccdom is the antithesis of necessity

and bondage, but it can TxTreborn as necessity and bondage, it can

pass into its opposite. Man must go through the testing of all

possibilities, he must pass through the experience ofthe knowledge

of good and evil, and evil itself may become a dialectic moment

of good. And evil must be overcome immancntly, that is to say.

there must take place what Hegel called Aiiflwbung, when the

negative is overcome, and all the positive enters into the subse-

quent stage. Thus even atheism may become a dialectic moment

in the knowledge of God. It is the lot of man to pass through

atheism, through communism, and many other such things in

order that he may move out towards the light by an immanent,

enriching, act of overcoming. What is needed is not the destruc-

tion of those who arc 'evil' but their enlightenment. Evil can be

vanquished only from within , not by violent prohibition alone,

nor can it be destroyed by force. Yet at the same time external
*
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limits ought to be set to the manifestations of evil which arc

destructive of life. Both a spiritual and a social conflict ought

to be carried on against evil, and the social conflict cannot avoid

having recourse to force in the conditions of this world. But the

Spiritual conflict, on the other hand, can only be carried on as a

process of enlightenment and transfiguration, not by resort to

violence.

The experience of evil cannot in itself enrich, if one surrenders

to it. It is only that positive radiant spiritual power which is

brought out in the overcoming of evil, which is able to enrich.

Light presupposes darkness, good presupposes evil, creative de-

velopment presupposes not only 'this' but also 'the other'. It was

Bochmc and Hegel who understood this best. Evil has the mastery

in this world, but it is not to evil that the last word belongs. Evil

can be a dialectic moment in the unfolding development of

created things, but only because through it the good which is

opposed to it is disclosed. The idea of hell and the torments of hell

was an ctcrnalization of evil; it represents a failure of strength in

the face of it. Evil presupposes freedom and there is no freedom

without the freedom of evil, that is to say there is no freedom in a

state of compulsory good. But evil is directed against freedom;

it seeks to destroy it and to .enthrone slavery . According~tb

Kierkegaard man becomes an ego through sin; only he who goes

down into hell knows heaven, and he who is the farther from God

may be the nearer to God. In Kicrkegaard's view the Ecgetting_of

children is the primary sin. Baader says that life is born in pain

and makes its appearance only after a descent into hell. There is a

flash of light on the frontier between the world of darkness and

the world of light. At the outset evil behaves towards us as to-

wards a master, later on it treats us as fellow-workers and in

the end itself becomes the master. All ideas are dynamic, they

presuppose contradiction and a process which arises from contra-

diction.
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Two opposite causes give rise to evil in man. Either a vacuum

is formed in the soul and proves attractive to evil, or a passion

which has become an idee fixe, and crowded out everything else,

degenerates into evil. Such passions arc, for instance, ambition,

avarice, jealousy, hatred. The passion is not yet evil in itself but it

easily becomes an evil and leads to the loss of inward freedom.^

passion for death is also possible. 1
It is difficult for a man in whom

moral and religious consciousness has been already formed to

commit the first transgression, but the first offence easily gives rise
^

to the second offence, and the man enters into a magical atmo-

sphere ofdelinquency. This is admirably depicted by Shakespeare

in Macbeth. It is difficult to enter upon the path of terrorism, but

afterwards it is difficult to stop and bring it to an end. Evil is above

all the loss_of_intcgrnlity; it is a breaking away from the spiritual *H

centre, and tl)c_forination_of autonomous parts which begin to "

carry on an independent existence oftheir own. The good in man, fj

911 the other hand, is inner integrality, interior unity, the subor-

dination of the life of the soul and of bodily life to a spiritual

principle . Evil belongs to this world and, given an apophatic

interpretation of the divine, it cannot be transferred to the life

beyond. The idea of hell was not a victory over evil but rather an

immortalization of it.
f

In the face of the tormenting problem of evil, both optimism

and pessimism are alike untrue. What is needed is to be more ofa

pessimist in the recognition of evil in this phenomenal world

where the prince of this world reigns, and more of an optimist in

the denial of it in the world beyond. The concrete knowledge of

life, the vision of all its secrets in detail, is a very bitter knowledge.

The coming of a better life is merely symbolized in revolutions,

political or religious, the better life itself does not come, the en-

1 Ribault defines passion as a protracted and intellectualized emotion. It must
be said that an emotion does not exist in a pure isolated aspect; the whole man
is always present also, even if in a tormented state, and there is an intellectual

element in the most mad and most irrational condition ofman.
~*
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tirely new man docs not make his appearance. Always the very
basest expressions ofhuman life come to light anew; in oppression

and persecution, whether it be religious, national, or political,

whether it be the outcome of class feeling or belongs to the realm
of ideas. Collective enthusiasm easily ends in the setting up of a

Gestapo or a Chcka. The life of man in civilization has an irresis-

tible tendency to disintegration, corruption, to collapse into fatuity .

Then appears the desire to save oneselfby movement in the oppo-

site direction, to take refuge in nature, in the country, in labour,

asceticism, monasticism; but this movement also easily leads to

ossification or to dissolution.

It is an astounding thing that when people repent they do not,

as a rule, repent for that for which they needed to repent. Torquc-
mada did not repent of his actual sin as an inquisitor, he was con-
vinced that he was serving God. Christian people desire not so

much a real change and transformation of their nature as absolu-

tion for their sins . Religious ideologies and beliefs become a

matter of fresh hatred and hostility. The religion of love and for-

giveness enshrines a struggle for power. States and societies arc

always offensive and aggressive, so that human personality is

obliged to be always on the defensive. The love of woma:i may
have a redemptive saving significance (in The Flying Dutchman;
in the case of Sollwcg in Peer Gynt; or Jouhandot in Verouiatie).

Here the image of the Mother of God is, as it were, always
meeting us. But the love of woman can much more often be a

cause of ruin. Propitiatory blood sacrifices should have had a re-

demptive significance, but, as it was, they expressed the cruelty

and bloodthirstiness ot man. And to this very day bloody human
sjKnficcs_arcoffcrcd for the sake of ideas and bclicfs~wliich^hay^
all the appearance of nobility. All this bitter knowledge of life iT
not final knowledge, it is not knowledge of the last things. Behind
all the darkness of the world and human life a light is hidden, and
there are other moments when this light is so strong that it blinds
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us. Man ought to look evil straight in the face, to allow himselfup
illusions about it, but never to be overwhelmed by it. Truth lies

beyond optimism and pessimism. The absurdity of the world is

not a denial of the existence of meaning. The exposure of lack of

meaning presupposes the existence of meaning. The evil of the

world presupposes the existence of God, without it it would be

impossible to get to know Him.

Nobility, the quality which I call true aristocracy, requires of a
|

man the recognition of his guilt
1
In its depths, conscience, which I

is frequently covered up and suppressed, is always a consciousness

of guilt. The necessary thing is to take upon oneself as much guilt

as possible and to put as little as possible of it upon othcrj^opje.

The aristocrat is run one who is proudly conscious of himself as

first, as a_pjTyijcgg_d_being^aiidLwhojiafcguards his position as

such. Tjic aristocrat is the manjwho is aware of the guilt and sin-

fulness of this first place, this privileged position of his . The sense

that one is being continually affronted is on the other hand,

precisely a plebian feeling. But it is all too easy to condemn the

ressentimait of the oppressed and those whose position in society

comes last. Max Schclcr lias done this, and most unjustly, from the

point ofview of a Nietzschcanized Christianity. 1 The ressentimait,

into which envy enters is indisputably not a noble sentiment, but '

there may be all too good grounds for its existence, and it is not

for him who is to blame for the ressentimait of the humiliated, to

busy himself with accusations of it. None the less the most pro-

found thing is not the consciousness ofone's own sinfulness (which

may remain in the sphere ofpsychology and ethics), but the meta-
physical consciousness of the position of man in the world; man '

who has infinite struggling aspirations while placed in the circum-

stances of. a finite and compressed existence . In this lies the fall of
man, and in this lies the origin of the formation by unenlightened

passions ofillusory false worlds.

1 See Max Scheler, L'Homme de Rcsitntiment. *
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Man finds difficulty in enduring the fact that he is in this world

as a mortal creature and that everything which happens in him
and with him is mortal. Hence the problem of evil is above all the

problem of death. Victory over evil is victory over death . Evil is

dea_thj_victory over evil is the resuscitation of life, rebirth to a new
life- Murder, hatred, revenge, treachery and perfidy, debauchery,

slavery, arc death. The victory of God-manhood over the last

enemy, death, is victory over evil. It is the victory of love, of

freedom and crcativcncss, over hatred, slavery and inertia, the

victory of personality over impersonality. The last enemy, death,

has a positive meaning too. The tragic sense of death is connected

\yith_an acu tcjenjej^f person ality, of personal destiny. For the life

c£jJicjrjKc.lh^cJs^mlnn^jragic in death. The life of the race

always rcncwsitself and continues, it finds compensation for itscTfT

Death appjTThemost developed and ' individualized organism

most of all. Wuh_an acute sen se^ of personality is associated an

acutc_sense of evil also. The positive meaning of death lies in the

fact that itsjucvitabilityjoTtliej^

c^enc^^fllicjmmajnabjhtyj^tJic infinite cntcrprizcTof TifiT,

a^c^iemTpossibility ofrcajhzjmffijlln^^

ofthis^world and tliBumc 1

Death, that final evil, h one of the paths to^tern ity. Endless life

in the conditions of oiirTimitcd existence would be a nightmare.

X^-ES^lJJlIgHglLJgi^liliHEL^lilSg-gS^y f°r our personal destiny

in eternity, as the end of the world is necessary for the accomplish-

m^t_ofjtSjCtonaHcjtmy_. The antinomies and problems of hu-
manjife and of the life of the world arc insoluble in this aon. and .

tjierejorej^ajransition to another aron is necessary,_For this reason

Jear of death is not thej^nlypossibility; there is also an attraction

of death. The thought_o£dcjtriisjomctImes a consolation to a

man when the contradictions of hisjifcjjecome intolcrable/whrp

the evil around him grows too dense. Freud regarded the instinct

1 See my book, The Destiny ofMan.
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o£dcathnot_onlx_aLgf a higher order dianjliejcxualjnstinc t but
as thejole_e]evated instinct in man. 1 Heidegger is likewise com-
pelled to recognize death as higher than Dascin, which is submerged

'

in the humdrum and prosaic, in das Man? The last word in his f.

philosophy belongs to death. It is an interesting fact that to the
German spirit there is in general something attractive about death,

victory and death. Wagner's music was permeated with the sense

of victory and death; Nietzsche preached the will to power and
an ecstatic joy in life, but in his perpetually tragic feeling about
life the most profound and final thing was Amorfati. There has ^

been depth in the German spirit but there has been no resuscitating

strength.

That resuscitating strength docs exist in the Russian spirit, and
Fcdorov represented the summit of its expression. Andit is not a '

matter ofchance that the principal festival of Russian Orthodoxy i

is the Feast of the Resurrection of Christ. It is thus that Christian-

ity is understood. The sourceof victory over the cvijof life in this

^JgjMii-HgJ j"_jcatli and it is not in birth, but in resurrection.

The experience of thc^yilofthc world destroys^ but the creative

power of resurrection conquers evil and death. Christian ethics in

respect of evil as a whole and of individual evils can but be para- |

doxical. In Christ the God-Man and in the divine-human process,

the transfiguration of the whole cosmos is being made ready. It is

impossible to think of evil and of freedom, which is connected
with evil, in an ontological and static way. They must be thought
ofdynamically in the language ofspiritually existential experience.

1 See Freud, Essais de Psychologic.

* See Heidegger, Sein uniZeit.
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CHAPTER VII

War

Wat is a basic fact of our world era. It is a fact not only

of the social and historical life of man, but also of

cosmic life. Hcraclitus said that war has a universal

character and that everything is destroyed as the result of dissen-

sion. The cosmic character of war in his opinion is a result of the

fact that the world is movement and is embraced by fire. Hobbcs

maintained that the primitive state was one ofwar. War exists not

only upon earth but also in heaven; the angels and demons wage

war. The history of. the world has to a very large extent consisted

of war; it has been a history of wars. Short periods of peace, for

example the last quarter ot the nineteenth century, have given the

false impression that peace and not war is the normal thing in

history. The outlook of the humanists in the nineteenth century

was in this respect false.

War is waged between peoples, between funilics, between

classes and estates. There arc wars within social groups and politi-

cal parties, wars between nations and states. Finally there is among

men no less an inclination to wars of religion and ideological wars.

In fact there has never been a stabilized order; there has always

been war, an internal state of war. War is the final expression of

every way of realizing one's end by means of force. And every

man who is permeated by an integral idea which he desires at

whatever cost to realize, for example to assure a dominating

position for the Christian Church, to create a great empire, to

bring about a great revolution, to win a war, may indeed display

heroism; but he may also easily turn not only into a man of vio-

lence but even into a wild beast. War takes plaCc because there is
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'this' and there is ' the other', because every course of action meets
with opposition, because contradiction is of the essence of the life

of the world. Human beings cannot live in harmony with one -

another; they cannot live in harmony in any group whether in a

family, or in some economic, political, social, religious or ideo-

logical association. For two friends, or two lovers, for parents and
children, for two people who hold the same beliefs, two of the

same way of thinking, transition to a state ofwar is easy. Egoism,
self-assertion, envy,jealousy, self-love, self-interest and fanaticism,

readily lead to war. ^

There is an existential dialectic of union and division. People
-y

preach the brotherhood of man, but there can be no brotherly

union between those who uphold the brotherhood ofman and of
peoples, and those who oppose it; and the advocates of brother-

hood resort to war against the opponents of brotherhood. People
preach freedom, but in regard to dangerous opponents offreedom "

they arc obliged to resort to force and to deny them their freedom

.

People strive against evil in the name of good, and then begin to

create evil by their attitude towards the representatives of evil.

People and nations may be permeated by the pacific idea of
abolishing war, but for the sake of that idea they arc driven to

declare war upon those who uphold war. A vicious circle is the

result. The psychology of fanaticism, of a fanatical and exclusive "

adherence to some idea or other, religious, national, political, social,

inevitably leads to war. To act is to meet with contrary action, to

quarrel, and in the last resort to wage war. There is in men a deep-
seated need to quarrel; there are warlike instincts which are not to ]

be uprooted. The Indians, who arc most peaceful people, justified

war and killing in war1 in their religious poem the Bhagavad-gita.

War creates its own types of society and every state adopts the

symbolism ofwar. In war human blood flows abundantly. But the
shedding ofblood has a quite peculiar and mysterious significance.

1 La Bha^avad-giia, imerpritk par Shri Aurobinio.
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The shedding of blood envenoms whole peoples and gives rise to

ever more and more bloodshed. Although they recognize murder

as a sin and a crime, people are none the less fond of idealizing

certain forms of murder— the duel, war, capital punishment, the

disguised murder of political persecution; and blood always

begets blood. 'They that take the sword shall perish with the

sword.' The shedding of blood cannot fail to arouse alarm and

consternation. In ancient orgiastic cults blood and sex were associ-

ated;1 and this mysterious link docs exist. The shedding of blood

regenerates human beings.

The difficulty of solving the problem of war is due to its two-

fold nature. On the one hand war is a zoological stage in the de-

velopment of mankind; it is a sin and an evil. On the other hand

wars have provided a way of escape from the humiliating prosi-

ncss of every day; they have lifted men up above the pettiness of

life. War has provided men with the possibility of performing

heroic feats; it has demanded from them courage, fortitude,

sacrifice, loyalty and the refusal ofsafety. And yet again war has un-

bridled the very lowest instincts ofman—cruelty, bloodthirstincss,

violence, rapine, and the will to power. 2
1 Icroism itselfcan be nega-

tive as well as positive. The seductive lure of military glory is anti-

Christian in character. The demand for the deification of Caesars,

generals, leaders, for the deification of antichrists, is connected

with war. This must be distinguished from the reverence paid

to geniuses and saints. Two fates lie in wait for man, cither war,

violence, blood and heroism which merge into the seductive lie of

majestic greatness, or pettiness, complacency, the enjoyment of life,

and the power of money. Men and peoples oscillate between these

two conditions and with difficulty attain a third and higher state.

War—I am talking about real war as we know it—is an extreme

1 See Vyacheslav Ivanov, The Religion ofDionysus.
1 On the twofold nature of war there are some remarkable thoughts in

Proudhon. See his La Guerre tt la Paix.
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form of the domination of society over the person. This may be

expressed in another way by saying that it is a manifestation of the

hypnotic power of the collective over personality. Men can wage

war only under conditions in which personal consciousness is

enfeebled and group consciousness, collective con scjcjusncss, is

strengthened. The developmen t and the perfecting of the means

of waging war arc always greatcr_than its objectivization.1 The

process of perfecting the technical side of war leads to this, that it

moves ever further and further away from the warfare ofchivalry

in which the principle of individual personal valour and honour

was strong. It was the use offire-arms which began the destruction

of knightly warfare. Earlier wars, which were waged by profes-

sional armies were localized; they did not involve whole countries

and peoples. But the perfecting and the objectivization ofwar have

made it totalitarian; there is no shelter from it anywhere. The
highly complex art of war is, nevertheless, the art of killing

people.2 War is a great evil or rather it is the outward manifesta-

tion of an evil which has been seething in the depths of the

external world. But total war is becoming a total evil.

The exposure of the great evil and sin ofwar ought not to lead

to abstract pacifism in all circumstances. Given the evil of the state

of our^world, war may be a less evil. If aggressive and enslaving

war is an absolute evil, defensive war or a war for liberation may
be not only justified but even holy. The same must be said of

revolution which is a form of war. Revolution is always cruel but

it may be a blessing too. Patience is a virtue but it may turn into

a vice and connive at evil. Good operates in the concrete world

environment which is complex and dark, and the action ofgood
cannot take place along a straight line. Good is compelled some-

times to try to attain what is the least evil. The final discontinu-

1 See Ullrich, La Guerre a Travers les Ages.

* I had already finished this book when the atom bomb was invented. Thil
marks a grave moment in the fatal dialectic ofwar.
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ance of war is bound up with a change in the spiritual condition

of human societies and of the social order. The capitalist order

inevitably gives rise to war. To overcome war means to overcome

the sovereignty of the State, and of nationalism; but to overcome

the wars ot revolution requires a radical social reformation of

human societies.

To justify war and even to be enthusiastic about it, and at the

same time to deny that revolution may bejustified and permissible

is to be guilty of a lie. Blood is shed in revolutions; but still more

blood is shed in wars. Revolution is always accompanied by hor-

rors but it may be a less evil than endless patience with slavery.

Thus small revolutions arc sometimes necessary within a family

or in a State institution or in a public or an economic establish-

ment. War and revolution are a judgment on people and nations

who live in a condition of the severance of the divine-human links,

in isolation not only from the human in general, but also from

various separate parts of the human. Proudhon thought that war

would be overcome when it is turned into revolution. But it is,

none the less, Utopian to think that the question of the structure of

human societies can be solved apart from a profound change of

spirit in ni am. War always brings barbarization with it; there is a

conflict between a flourishing culture and military power. Thus,

for example, more cultured peoples arc being crowded out by the

Turks. In the ancient world the Assyrians, who were the most

warlike and the most barbarous of peoples, conquered them all.

There is no ground for optimistically connecting might in this

world with right, although the waging ofwar to win freedom and

in defence of truth may be associated with real spiritual exaltation

and may reveal the strength of truth and right.

The only pacifist who has been thoroughly consistent is Leo

Tolstoy. His doctrine of non-resistance to evil by force, his

repudiation of the laws of this world in the name of the law of

God, gggj deeper than is supposed; he has been badly misundcr-
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stood. Tolstoy confronted a Christian world which had become

habituated to its own lying, with this problem: Is it possible to

attain happiness on earth by heavenly means? May spirit, even in

the name of spirit, use force and violence? Is there a divine prin-

ciplc in man which is stronger than all the violence perpetrated by

man? Is it possible to govern the human masses by divine truth?

Tolstoy was a great awakener of the sleeping conscience. He de-

manded that people who believe in God should live and act in a

different way from those who do not believe irTGod. What hurt

him_\yjis_diat_Christians, people who believe in God, live and

arrange their affairs on earth as though there were no God, as

though there had never been a Sermon on the Mount. Christians

and n pii^Chnstjansjilikc live byjhcjaw of the world and not by

the law of God. But the law of the world is war, and the use oT

force by man upon man. Tolswy^belicvcdjJiat if men cease to

oppose evil by forccywhich is also evil, there will be an immediate

intervention ofGod and the good will conquer. Human resistance

by the use of fqreejiinders the operation of God in men. One
may describe this point of view as quietistic mysticism applied to

history and public life. There was much critical truth in Tolstoy

but the root of his mistake is the fact that he does not understand

the mystery of divine-humanity, that is of the two natures, dis-

tinct but united. He was a monist and his position was nearer to

Indian religious philosophy and Buddhism than to Christian

religious philosophy. He exposed and attacked the evils of his-

torical life with enormous power, but he had no sense of meta-

physical evil. He was right in thinking that it is impossible to

overcome the evil in man by force. But the object of his exclusive

interest was the man who uses force in the struggle against evil

and the evil person; while he seemed to take no interest whatever

in the fate ofthe man uponwhom the evil men use force, andwhom
one ought to protect, and thus keep the external expression of evil

within bounds And so, in his view, a defensive war, or a war of
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liberation, is no different from an aggressive and enslaving war.

Tolstoy wants the law ofGod to reign, not the law of the world;

the law of love, and not the law of force; in this he expressed a

sacred truth. But how is this to be attained? The final triumph of

what he calls the law of the Householder of Life means the trans-

formation of the world, it means the end of this world, of this

earth, and the beginning of a t>vn world and a new earth. But

Tolstoy remains a great awakener for Christians.

The mctaphsycial problem of war is the problem of the part

played by force in the conditions of this phenomenal world.

When Tolstoy teaches that God is notin power but in truth and

right. he_is_setting_a. -Russian idea in anti thesis to a German idea',

he is_op_£osiiig both Hcgcljind Nietzsche. The real greatness of

Tolstoy lay in his exposure ofwrong and the utter insignificance

of every sort of greatness which belongs to this world. Every form

of the greatness of the world is paltry and wretched;—the grcat-

ness of kingly power, of illustrious birth, military greatness or the

greatness^of wealth and luxury, the greatness ofJulius Cacsarjind

of Napoleon. It is the greatness of a fallen phenomenal world

which has not risen to noumenal significance. Historical greatness

is too much associated with falsehood^malice, cruelty, violence

and blood^jrlTC^grcat' historic events are a stage-show behind

which an entirely different reality is concealed. The love of the

human masses and their leaders for ceremonies, for conventional

symbols, for orders, and uniforms, for high^flowjLrhetqrk and

for the useful lie, is evidence of the state of the world and ofman
in

-

the world, and teaches us how necessary it is to govern the

world with a lie. Not only Tolstoy's religious and moral treatises,

but War and Peace also are full ofexposures of the falsehood of this

world, the falsehood of history and civilization.1 There is no

stronger evidence of the degradation of man than the difficulty

1 The best book of a religious and philosophical character by Tolstoy is

Concerning Life.
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he finds in standing the test of victory. Man has discovered in

himself heroic strength to bear persecution, but he has not been

able to bear victory . After victory he sinks to a low level, he

becomes violent and takes to persecution. Christians who were
spiritual athletes in time of persecution, themselves became perse-

cutors after they had won the victory. There is no greater test

than the test which victory brings, and one might say, 'Woe to

the victors in this world.' There is a paradox in the dialectic of
power and victory. Victoryprcsupposc s power, but it is moral

power. P ut victory easily reincarnates power in the form^f
coercive force and destroys its moral character. All this leads to the

central problem"of the rcratiofTbctwccntEc spirit and power.

The overwhelming majority^fjicoplc. including Christians,

are materialists; they do not_bclieve in the power of spirit; dicjr

bclicvcj^ily^injna^al power, military^ or economic power; and
it is futile for them to wax indignant against the Marxists. The
very antithesis of spirit and power is conventional and inaccurate.

The concept ofpower has many meanings. People derive it from
the experience of muscular effort and of the capacity of the will

to realize so and so. But the philosophy of power is naturalistic

metaphysics. The philosophy of life is also naturalistic and leads to

the apotheosis ofpower. The naturalistic conception ofpower has

been transferred to social life also and even to ecclesiastical life.

The Church lias constantly had recourse to the power of the State,

that is to say to material power. One can, however, speak not

only of material power, but of spiritual power also. Christ spoke

as_one having authority, tha^is^^rwk^wjthjowcr. This was

power of another kind. We speak of the power of love, the power
of spirit, the power_Qfgrcat spiritual achievements, the power of
sacrifice, the power ofknowledge, the power ofmoral conscience,

the power of creative impulse. We speak of the power of truth,

the power of freedom, the power of a miracle which has over-

thrown the dominion ofthe power ofnature.
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power to use them, that the question of the spiritual state ofhuman
societies is raised in a peculiarly acute form. The romantic idealiza-

tion of war is bound up with the cult of heroism and of heroes.

Tins corresponds with something which lies very deep in human
nature. But hero worship is an ancient Gracco-Roman cult. It was

reborn in the Christian world as chivalry. In bourgeois civiliza-

tion chivalry disappears, but majestic greatness continues to be

associated with war. The last world war did indeed reveal extra-

ordinary heroism side by side with extraordinary brutality, but

the limits which the knightly mind marked out in respect of

behaviour to the enemy were violated. Transfigured Christian

heroism had very little chance ofshowing itself.

Fcdorov believed in the possibility of bringing war to an end,

and of directing the ineradicable fighting instincts of man into

another sphere of life, into a struggle against the elemental forces

of nature. This is evidence of the lofty moral thought of Fcdorov,

but at the same time it reveals his undcr-cstimation of the power
of evil in man and the world. Wat , I repeat, is an evil but it is not

always the very greatest evil; it is sometimes a less evil as for

instance when it brings liberation from the greatest ofevils. War as

a world phenomenon exists because there is an insufficiency of

spiritual power. Men do not believe in the power of spirit; they

believe only in the spirit of power. Instead of seeing their goal in

spiritual life and culture they see it irTthe State and in the increase

of itsjnight. The ends of life are replaced by its mean s. Th7s~sub-

stitution of the means for the ends in life, this turning of means
into self-sufficient purposes, is in its results one of the most serious

and distressing processes in history. It always means the deprecia-

tion of spirit. To bow before power is false optimism, false

monism. The shout of the conqueror which has resounded in the

world has all 'too often been a sign that the world is lying in

evil. Permission for the powerful to shed blood does not issue

from God, it indicates rather a breach with God . This world
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can be destroyed by the guns. The Roman soldiers were stronger

than the Son of God. Therefore the worship ofpower as power is

godless and inhuman. The cult of power is the cult of the lowej-

material power; it shows disbelief in thej^myer of spirit and in the

power of freedom. But obviously the antithesis of the false wor-
ship is not the defence of feebleness and impotence, it is spirit and
freedom, and in social life, right andjustice. The law ofthis natural

phenomenal world is the struggle of individuals, families, class,

tribcSjjiations and states and empires for existence and dominance.

This is the law of war. The demon of the will to power torments

men and peoples. But into this terrible world the principle of
spirit, freedom, humanity, and mercy can force its way. Christ was
against those who are '%t\jhat is to say the strong. Christianity

lsjnjruth radically opposed to the worship of power. It is against

natural selection. The cult ofpower is not a Russian cult.

War poses the even sharper question of one's relation to the v>

enemy. The dialectic ofwar leads to this, that the enemy ceases to

be considered as a human being, and so far as he is concerned every-
thing is permissible. Chivalry required chivalrous behaviour even
to the enemy, and this attitude held its ground for a long while.

The enemy was buried with military honours. But war has ceased

to be chivalrous and precisely because it has become total. Cruelty

is permitted and encouraged in regard to the enemy. If cruelty is

practised upon one's friends and neighbours they become one's

fees. The dialectic ofwar which is completely transforming it and
imjjartingjo it progressively less and less ofany human character.

is due to the extraordinary development of the technical side of
war. Destruction and slaughter which are monstrous in scale and
directed against whole peoples will lead in the last resort to the

self-negation of war. As a result ofnew weapons, poison gas and
the atomic bomb, war is being transformed into a new thing for

which there is as yet no name. Weapons of destruction are so

terrible when they fall into the hands of evil men who have
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The true antithesis is between power and coercive force. But
here too the antithesis is more complex than is commonly thought.

In addition to obvious physical forcc which lcapsjojhc eye, there

is also the less noticed psychological force to which people arc

constantly exjjgjscd/rhis sort ofcoercive force may be even more
horrible than physical violence. There is in this connection a com-
plex scale ofdegrees of violence. One's upbringing, religious fear,

family manners, propaganda, the daily suggestion of the news-

paper, the dominance of political parties, the power ofmoney, all

these may be forms of coercive force, and there are many others.

Man is exposed to violence not only through bodily acts but also

through act ions which work upon his mind and hold him in the

grip of fcarTA regime based upon terror is not only a matter of

actions in the material sphere, of arrests, tortures, and executions,

it is above all something which works upon the human mind and

spirit; it is the inspiring of fears and the keeping ofpeople in a state

of fear. Thus terrible force of this kind was exerted upon men in

the Middle Ages through fear of the pains of hell. There is always

this sort ofcoercive force when interior freedom has no part in the

influence which is exercised. Power in the bad sense is always associ-

ated with the denial of another's freedom. The man of violence

likes freedom for himself but denies it to others. The upholders of

despotic regimes always like freedom for themselves; they allow

themselves much too much freedom of movement; it would be

better to set bounds to it.

Power in itself is not a value; in itself it is not a good. The higher

values are in this world weaker than the lower values; spiritual

values are not so strong as material. 1 The prophet, the philosopher

or the poet is less strong than the policeman or the soldier. The
greatest power of all in this fallen empirical world is the power of

money and the power of big guns. The greatest spiritual values

1 There are some interesting thoughts on this subject in N. Hartmann, Das
Problem <Us geistigen Seins.
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is_an_cxpression of disbelief in the power of the very truth itself,

HL^lg-^owiLgLfEiEitj^jJl^c power of GodTIfspirlt is power
and the greatest power, it is power in a digercntjense from that

which is honouredjn the world. It is the power which might
remove mountains. The brcaj^through_p£spirit is possible in the

world and it is by these manjfcstttions that man has been kept
ahvcjmd_by which historyjias movedjowards a supcTTiistorical

end, towardsjhc Kingdom ofGod.

Is the victory of the human possible in the conditions of our
world? True humanity ought to assert itself even in the terrible

circumstances of war. But its final victory is an issue which lies

beyond the confines of this world. War in a ll its manifestations is

an outcome of the sevcranceof the divine-human link, ofthe goJ-
l«sjutonomy^ofjdfo^ and in men .

Victory o 'ic evil of war, and victory over evil in general,

alike presi' osc a radical change in human consciousness, they
assume the overcoming of objectivization as a false orientation of
consciousness. The enemy is one who is in the highest degree
turned into an object, that is to say, existcntially he is dissociated

and insulated from us to the utmost. You can fight with the object

only; to fight withthe subject isjmposlfcleTBut wc^vclnTwofM"
of objectivization, in a world of dissociation, and it is for that

reason that war holds dominion in it. The world oftrue humanity,
of spirituality, of beauty and of immortality, is a different world
from the world of fear and suffering, of evil and war upon which
I have been dwelling .

—
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CHAPTER VIII

Manhood

There does not exist as yet a real religious and metaphysical

anthropology. Neither the anthropology of the Fathers,

nor scholastic anthropology, nor yet the anthropology

of the humanists, can satisfy us. The traditional Christian doctrine

of man has not revealed the creative nature of man; it has been

overwhelmed by the depressing consciousness of sin. On the other

hand the conception of manhood has not gone right down into

the depths of its metaphysical and religious foundations. True

huiuan-ncss is likeness to God; it is the divine in mam The divine

in man is not 'the super-natural' and it is not a spcchhicj^ofgraccj

it is aspiritual principle which is iii nianjtsjyMrticular reality .

1 In

this lies the paradox of the relations between the human and the

divine. In order to be completely like man it is necessary to be

like God. It is necessary to have the divine image in order to have

the human image. Man as we know him is to but a small extent

human; he is even inhuman. It is not man who is human but God.

It is God Who requires of mail that he should be human; man on

hisjiart makes very little demand for it. In exactly the same way

it is God Who demands that man should be free, and not man

himself. Man himself loves servitude and easily comes to terms

with itT Freedom is not a right of man but a duty of man before

God. And the same must be said about manhood. In realizing the

iim^i- of God in himself nun realizes the human image, ajuHii

1 In this respect I atrrcc with S. Bulgakov, in spite of the fact that he dufen

greatly from nic in the doctrine of freedom, crcativcncss and evil. See the last

volume of his theological system, The ttridc ofllie Lamb, which I read after mv

book was written. There arc native traits of Russian religious philosophy which

distinguish it from Christian thought in the West.
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realizing in himself the human image he realizes the divine imapg
r

In this lies the mystery of God-manhood, the greatest mystery of

human life. Manhood is God-manhood . Man realizes in himself

the image of a beast much more than the image of God. Brute-

manhood occupies an immeasurably greater place than God-man-
hood.

The image of the brute in man certainly docs not mean likeness

to the beast, which is a beautiful creation ofGod. What is horrible

is not the beast but the man who has become a beast. A beast is

immeasurably better than a man who has become its like . The
beast never falls to such a dreadful level as that which man reaches.

In a beast there is a likeness to the angels; it bears within it a dis-

torted image ofan angel in the same way as man bears within him
the distorted image of God. But there is never in the beast such a

dreadful distortion of its image as there is in man. The man is

answerable for his condition of a beast in this world, whereas a

beast is not responsible; and this is determined by the fact that man
is a microcosm and possesses freedom which other parts of the

cosmos do not possess to such a degree. If there is no God, man is a

perfected, and at the same time a deteriorated, animal. God-man-
hood is a double mystery, a mystery of the birth of God in man

,

and ofman in God. There is not only man's need ofGod but also

God's need of man. Monism, monophysism, denies the double

truth and denies the independence of man. There arc two move-
ments,jhc movement from God towards man, and the movement
from man towards God. Man is necessary for the divine life, for

its fullness, and on that account only does the divine and human
drama exist. The relations between God and .man are not forensic

bu t dramatic .

The birth of man in God is a thcogonic process. In the eternal

idea of him, man is rooted in God-manhood and linked with the

God-man, and, therefore, it may be said that a prc-ctcrnal manhood
exists in God. The prc-ctcrnal Man exists, whom the Kabbalah

in
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called the heavenly Adam. Humanity exists in eternity and ought

to be realized in time. Tliis is a mystery of the paradoxical rcla-

tion between eternity and time. Eternity itself must be under-

stood dynamically, not statically; in it absolute rest coincides with

absolute movement. Humanncss is not what is called humanism

or humanitarianism, it is the God-manhood of man. Christologi-

cal dogma expresses the truth about God-manhood symbolically,

but it has not yet extended this truth to the whole of man, simply

because he is man, that is to say a potential God-man. This cannot

be comprehended in rational terms. If we conceive it in rational

terms we always tend to deviate on the one hand to monism or on

the other to dualism. It is very easy to give a rational exposition

in the spirit of monism of the truth that the image of man is

the image of God. But there is here the mystery of a union of

two in one, of God-manhood, of a double movement. Of the

doctois of the Church perhaps St Gregory of Nyssa alone de-

fended the freedom and dignity of man as the image of God. 1

His anthropology is the best there has been in Christian thought

about man.

Our understanding ofman in general and of any concrete man

in particular is very much confused by the fact that the composi-

tion of man is complex and it is not an easy matter to reduce the

complexity to a unity. Personality in man is the result of conflict.

It is the multiple composition of man that made possible those

ancient conceptions which admitted the existence of a shadow, of

a double ofman; and it was difficult to decide which was the prin-

cipal reality. There is no doubt a double ego in man—the true, the

real^^tluuleepjcgo, and the ego which is created by the imagination

and passions, which is fictitious and which drags man downwards.

Personality is worked out by a long drawn out process, by choice,

by the crowding out of tha t which is jnjngljuLjil not my egg.

1 Among us Nesmclov, who has written a book on St Gregory ofNyssa, very

greatly insists upon this.
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The soul is a creative process; it is activity. 1 The human spirit

must always transccndjtsclf and rise to that which is higher than

man; it is only then that man docs not loschimself and disappear,

but realizes himself. Man disappears in self-affirmation and self-

complacency, and hence it is that sacrifice is the path to the realiza-

tion of personality. Man docs not happen as an absolutely lonely

being. There is in him the voice of the daimon. The Greeks said

that the daimoncs arc the bestowers of happiness. 'Eudaimon' is he

who has received a good daimon as his portion. The complexity

of man's composition is made greater by this. Jung maintains that

persona is the mask of a collective reality.2 But this must on no
account be extended to the metaphysical core of personality.

Several egos exist but there is the profound ego. Man is confronted

by many worlds which correspond to various forms of activity:

—

the world ofprosaic everyday life, the world ofreligion, the world
of science, the world of art, the world of politics, the world of
economics, and the rest. And these various worlds stamp their

impress upon the formation of personality, upon the way the

world is represented; our perception of the world is always an act

ofchoice, an act of limitation, there is much that escapes from our

field of consciousness. Every act of ours, such as, for example, the

reading of a book, is like that. Aniiel truly says that each person

understands only what he finds in himself.

Man is both very limited and infinite. He has but little capacious-

ness and at the same time can find room for the universe. Poten-

tially he includes everything and he actualizes but little. He is a

living contradiction, a mingling of the finite and the infinite. In

the same way it may be said that man combines both sublimity

and baseness. Pascal expressed this better than anyone. The separa-

tion of the emotions, the will, or die intellectually apprehensive

1 Wundt says this and thus reveals himself as an actualist in his conception of
the spiritual life.

* See Jung, Le Moi et rinconscient.
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processes, exists only in abstract thought, in concrete actuality

everything presupposes the whole psychical life. The synthctizing

creative act creates the image of man and without it there would

be merely a collection and medley of bits and pieces. The cnfeeble-

ment ofspirituality in man, the loss of the centre, even leads to dis-

integration into bits and pieces. This is a process of dissolution and

dissociation of personality. But the emotional life is the basic fact

and the background of human life. Without emotionality, even

apprehension is impossible.1 Cams, an anthropologist and psy-

chologist of the romantic era, thought that the conscious was

individual, whereas the unconscious was supra-individual.2 This

is true only in the sense that in the depth of the unconscious man

goes out beyond the frontiers of consciousness and enters into

union witli cosmic elements. But the core of individuality lies

deeper than consciousness. The bitter truth must be recognized

that it is a natural thing for people to hate and kil l one another,

but a supra-natural, and a spiri tual tiling for them to love one

another, and help one another . For this reason gdhat shaujd_be

affirmed is not natural right, natural ethics and natural reason, but

spiritual right, spiritual ethics, and spiritual reason. The mistake

has been made of relating the integrality and freedom of man to

the primitive and the natural, to sources in the phenomenal world,

whereas it can only be related to spirit, to the noumcnal world.

Everything is determined by an act of spirit which rises above the

natural cycle. Ravison contrasts passion (where the cause lies out-

side the being who experiences it) and action (where the cause is in

the being himself). 3 But action has the primacy over passion, for

that which comes from without is a projection and an ejection

into the external of that which was within the being himself.

The painful and dramatic nature ofhuman existence depends to

1 Max Schclcr particularly insists upon the importance ofemotional intuition,

but intuition cannot be emotional in its pure aspect.
1 See Chr. Bernouilli, Die Psychologic von Karl Gustav Cams.
* See Ravison, De L'Habitude.
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a notable degree upon the scclusion^of human beings from one
another and the weakness of that synthctizing spirituality which

leads to inner unity and the union ofman with man. Erotic union
m actual fact leaves a dreadful dissociation and even hostility. Real
union among human beings is evidence of the divine-human link.

People can be united only in God-manhood, not in the human;
a unity of the human docs exist but it is a spiritual unity, a unity

of destiny. When men attempt to solve the problem of the perfect

human life while they arc absorbed in the path which leads to

individual moral and religious perfection, they sec that the path
of social change and perfection is also a necessity. When this same
problem is decided by those who arc absorbed in the path of
social change and perfection, then in turn the necessity makes
itself felt of a process for achieving the interior perfection of
human beings.

There is a true and a false criticism ofhumanism (humanitarian-
ism). Its fundamental falsity lies in the idea of the self-sufficiency

of man, of the self-deification of man, that is to say in the denial
ofGod-manhood. The aspiration ofman and his attainment ofthe
heights presuppose the existence of something higher than man.
And when man is left with himself, shut up in his humanity, he
makes himself idols without which he cannot rise. Upon this the

true criticism of humanism is founded. The false criticism on the
other hand denies the positive significance of humanistic experi-
ence and leads to the denial of the humanity of man. It may lead
to the brutalizing of him when an unhuman god is worshipped.
But an inhuman god is in no degree better and is indeed even
worse than a godless man. In the history of Christianity an inhu-
man god has very frequently been affirmed and this has led to the
appearance ofthe godless man. But it must always be remembered
that the denial of God and God-manhood at the surface of the
mind does not mean the absence of actual God-manhood in men.
The highest humanity is embedded in Christianity for it relies
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upon God-manhood and Christian personalism, upon the recog-

nition of all human personality as the highest value . But in the

history of the Christian world three stages may be recognized:

inhumanity within Christianity; humanity outside Christianity;

and a new Christian humanity. The humanity which lies outside

Christianity may easily mean not an attitude to the concrete

human being but an attitude to men and mankind in the abstract.

This is always liable to end in the fashioning ofidols, out ofsociety,

out of mankind, out of the idea ofjustice and so on and so on. But

the concrete living creature, this man here before me, is higher in

value than the abstract idea of good, of the general well-being, of

infinite progress and the like; and this is the Christian attitude to

man. 1 There is a real paradox in the fact that this is also the highest

idea ofhumanity and personalism.

It is only Christianity which requires a human attitude to one's

enemy, which demands love for one's enemies. But Christians

have continued to practise inhumanity in war, in revolutions and

in counter-revolutions, in the punishment of those whom they

consider criminals, and in conflict with those who hold a different

faith or are of a different way of thinking. In the life of societies

the human has depended upon the level of moral development in

the societies. Absolute Christian truth has been adjusted to the

sphere of the re lative and has rcad ily_fac.comc distorted. On the

other hand moralistic normativism and legalism may easily become

inhuman. In Kant who rendered great services in the sphere of

moral philosolhy it is not so much the concrete man who is of

unconditional value as the ethical and rational nature of man.*

Moralistic formalism always has bad effects and distorts the im-

mediate vital relation of man to man. The same thing has to be

said also of Tolstoy's moralism. The sociological view of the

1 See my book, The Destiny ofMan.
% See an interesting criticism of Kantian ethical formalism in Max Scheler,

Der Formalism!* in der Ethik und die materiale Wertelhilt.
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world, which is replacing theology by sociology, may inscribe
*

humanity on its banners but one cannot find in it any relation to «
the concrete man. The primacy of society over man, over human
personality, is maintained.

The existential dialectic which arises from the doctrine of
J. J.

I

Rousseau that the nature of man was originally good but that it

has been distorted by societies and civilization, is very interesting.

It must be said in the first place that in c msequence of the weak-'*
ncss of Rousseau's general philosophical position his opponents

have been given an easy opening for criticizing him. But this

ciiticism has always admitted an error. In Rousseau die good
nature of man is his nature before the Fall; it is a memory off
paradise. The state of civilized society is a fallen one. St Thomas,
Aquinas also considered that the nature ofman is good. Hence the

enormous role he assigns to natural reason, natural morals and
natural law. Evil docs not arise from nature but from will.

Rousseau starts from a revolt against the structure ofsociety as the

source of all evils, as that which oppresses man. But he ends in the

conclusion of a Social Contract which is concerned with a new «

structure of society. But this new state and society will oppress

man anew in its turn. The inalienable right and freedom ofman and
above all freedom ofconscience are denied. Rousseau proposes to

expel Christians from the new society. This bore its fruit in Jaco-

binism, which is totalitarian in character. Tolstoy was more con-

sistent and thorough-going. He has no desire to conclude any sort i

of social contract; he proposes point blank to remain in divine ,

nature. But on the other hand the doctrine of the sinfulness of
humarni aturc has readily len t itself to interpretation in a way that

is degrading to man and inhuman. In classical Calvinism and in the

Bartluanism of to-day man is debased, they look upon him as a

mere nothing. But where the audacity of man is exalted, as in

Kant, there also man is denied and destroyed; he disappears in the 4

superman. I have already spoken about the dialectic of the human
117
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and the divine in Nietzsche. Marx also in the same way starts with

the defence ofman, with humanism, and ends with the disappear-

ance of man in society, in the social collective. Along different

lines both Nietzsche and Marx arrive at a denial of humanity, at a

bread) with both the ethics of the Gospel and with humanitarian

ethics; but Marx denies humanity to a much smaller extent and

opens up the possibility of a nco-humanism, The whole creative

work of Dostoycvsky was full of the emotional dialectic of

the relation between the divine-human and the human-divine.

Humanity cannot be taken separately in disruption from the

supra-human and the divine, and the human which is self-asserting

easily passes into inhumanity.

For the construction of a religious anthropology it is of great

importance to understand the part which sex plays in human life.

The curse of sex hangs over man. Man is not a whole creature; a

whole creature would be androgynous; man is a being divided

into halves, that is to say he is a sexual creature. He yearns and

struggles for completion, for the attainment of the wholeness

which he never does attain or attains only for a moment. There is

no sphere of life in which so much that is ugly and banal has

accumulated as it has around sex. Man hides his sex as a thing to

be ashamed of. Sex is experienced not only as thejSQUxce^pLlife.

and of what may be an uplifting vital impulse^hut^lse-as the

degradation and slavery of man . The world is passing through a

crisis of birth, and it is very sick. This crisis is connected with

a sharpening of the individual personal consciousness. Man

can no longer live the old life in this respect and this is due

to the part played by the machine. The entry of the machine

jnto humanjifc is producing a terrible revolutionJLThe principle

of organism is being replaced by that of organization, and the

cosmic by the social.

One must not confuse the sexual and the erotic; they are two

1 Sec my pamphlet, Man and the Machine.
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principles which arc intertwined, but they arc distinct. The union

of the sexes is a biological, animal principle; the family is a social *

principle, linked with the begetting of children; love is a meta-

physical, personal principle. As regards the first, there should be

established a delimiting askesis, and even an askesis which sur-

mounts it completely; and for the second, a free comradeship and ^
brotherhood. For the third no standards at all arc possible, because

love is freely mystical and unrepcatably individual in character;

it is not subject to the laws of the world; and it sometimes

demands free sacrifice. Racism is anti-human and anti-Christian,

it is based entirely upon the principle of biological heredity which
is open to grave doubt from the biological point of view. 1

It is rM

extreme anti-pcrsonalism and looks upon man as a breed of ani- » ,.

nials. It is a mistake to think that through racial selection, which is

very reminiscent of cattle-breeding, an aristocratic race will be

created. Such a selection, which is biological and social is a

plebeian principle, for the desire to manoeuvre oneself into the first

rank is a plebeian desire. The aristocratic spirit can be nothing but tjgj?

original and innate. Aristocracy is spirit; matter is always plebeian. *

Real aristocracy is the aristocracy which stoops, an aristocracy of

sacrifice. There must be a feeling of guilt and of pity at the base of

it. Two ideas wrestle with each other in the world—

(

i) the selcc-

tion of the s trong, of the best, of the thorough-bred, ofthe aristo-

crats ofJ>lood and ^acc^jhcjordship of some human bcings~ovcr"

others, and (2) thc^othcrh^od~oTnian7 the dignity and value of S

every human personal ity, the recognition of the spiritual basis of

personality. For those who cherish the first idea man is merely

nature; for the second idea man is spirit. The truly human is

linked with the second idea; the first idea is unhuman.

But there is a dialectic of the first and the last. The last become
first and everything is left in a hopeless circle from which there is

no way out. And to this day racial ethics determine moral values;

1 See Jean Rostand, Hbiiiti it racism.
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to this day illusory feelings maintain their hold upon men. The

eth ics of the tribe arc still strong. With this is asjociajcd_aJalse

conccptionof honour, of family^tribj^ndji^

honour of claswnd of the army, which takes the place ofthc true

idea of the dignity and wortlyof personality.. Tojhisjhy_Cjiris-

tains have but a poor understanding of the facj^a^yvhatdegrades

a~man is what issues from him and not~what entersjnto jiim.

Idealized instincts of revenge even to this day take "possession of

Christians. The ethics of the truly human come into collision with

a moral contradiction and paradox. When a man strives after

purity and perfection, when he is wounded by the evil of the

world and professes a moral maximalism, not only docs this not

guarantee his true humanity but it may even lead to inhumanity.

The examples of the Montanists, Manichacans, Catharists, Puri-

tans, Jansci.ists, Jacobins, Tolstoyans, fanatical believers in com-

munism and many others, show how complex and difficult is the

attainment of real humanity. Tj^ejiim^Lgaradox is that pubjicans

andjinners may enter first into the Kingdom of Heaven. The.

distinguishing characteristic of Christianity is it s love for sinners .

It may be the case that no mercy is to be found among the pure,

those who have kept their garments white. Ijtjs^jm^take^ndeven

hypocritical to separate oneself from the world, as one whg_h.

pure. It is from this that the monastic disdain of the world and

men comes, and a puritanical appraisement of people. Such is the

existential dialectic ofstriving after one's own purity.

The most difficult thing of all is to defend and maintain the

human in the life of societies. Yet, as a matter of fact, humanity is

the basis ofthc society which men desire and which ought to be.

We ought to strive after a new society, one which recognizes the

highest value in man, not in the State or in society or in the nation.

The human masses have been governed and they continue to be

governed by scrambling bread and providing circuses; they are

governed through the agency of myths, of sumptuous religious
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ceremonies and festivals, and through hypnosis and propaganda, 'i

and most of all by bloody violence. This is manlike, all too man- Y

like, but it is not human. In politics an enormous role is played by

falsehood and there is but little room for truth. States have been

built upon lies and upon lies they have been wrecked. It is indeed
,

often said that without falsehood everything in this world would

perish and complete anarchy would ensue. Machiavellianism is

not some special sort of line in the politics of the Renaissance; it -^

is on the contrary the essence of politics, which are regarded as

autonomous and free from moral restrictions. Machiavellianism is

practised by conservatives and revolutionaries alike, and hitherto

there has been no revolution which has been directed against the
, ^

unrestricted power of politics, in the name of man and his true

humanity. Man ought not to endure the outrage of human dig-
|s,

nity; he ought not to endure violence and slavery; it is in this that "RE

the moral justification of revolution lies. But not all the means J

which revolution may employ can be justified. Revolution may

itself perpetrate outrage upon human dignity; it may ravish and

enslave. Clothes change but man remains what he was of old, and

the truly human docs not triumph. That demands a deeper and a Sp

spiritual revolution . Too often men have interpreted thc_bearing
A

of one's cross as meaning submissiveness to evil, and meek resigna-

tion in the face of evil. This has been one of the causes ofthe revolt

against Christianity. But the uncontaminatcd meaning of Chris-

tain humility is something entirely different. It means the inward

spiritual act of overcoming cgo-ccntricity, not a servile submis-

siveness. People constantly perform myth-creating actions in order

to please their cgo-ccntricity. They create myths about themselves,

about their ancestors, about their native land, about their class and

rank, about their party and their affairs, in order to improve their

position. There are almost no people at all who are free from this

creating ofmyths. Here indeed inward acts ofhumility arc needed, t

but it is precisely here that they arc least of all demanded.
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The will tojxnvcr both in oneself and in others nmstjbcjub-

d„cJ The deification of men of power, kings, captains, leaders,

is an anti-Christian, anti-human lie and enslaves man. It is the

worship of power and not of truth. The cultus of the saints has a

different meaning and has a positive spiritual significance. But

that also may assume false and idolatrous forms. In contrast to

what is almost a deification of men of authority and power,

reverence for the really great, for men of genius, for creative men,

prophets, apostles, reformers, philosophers, the learned, inventors,

poets, artists, musicians, and the rest, expresses a noble veneration

for that spiritual and creative greatness which is constantly per-

secuted in the world.2 We must not forget the fate of the greatest

philosopher of India and its religious regenerator, Shankara, who

was excommunicated as a heretic, and whose mother they even

refused to bury. People who are out of the ordinary, men of

genius, onthe one hand arc lonely and misunderstood; they do

not submit thcjiisdygsjc^jnjjjcn^^ and

time, but on the other hand they arc not shut up in themselves;

they exprcss the spirit_of universal movement while living before

their time.. But the formation of an exclusive and proud elite is

absolutely wrong. The most rcniaxk^bJe_ajid^JXatiye_g.e.opJe

emerge not_jn groups but individually: they are , however,

individually linked with the^c^Jifc_ojjlie people.. Thc_mosJ

creative individualities break out through.„d)C_eiislaviug_ciidc

* of objectivization towards real cxkteucc The final limit of ob-

v jectivization would be the turning of man into an ant and society

into an ant-heap. Objectivization rests upon law and the norm;

it is unaware of the mystery of the individual. If law alone

, -^existed the life of man would be intolerable. Then* must also exist

S£ » sphere which lies outside law, a sphere which is ujircpeatably,

J> individual.

/̂* ' See my book, Slavery and Freedom.

• Carlyle in his Heroes and Hcroworship confuses these two kinds ofreverence.
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But the proncness of man to objectivization is with difficulty

overcome; upon it all kingdoms in the world have calmly rested,

and all pagan religions connected with the tribe and the City-state.

The truly human makes a stand against objectivization; for it is

not the socialization but the spiritualization of human life. The
social problem is the problem of the human. Not only docs the

world environment and the social environment influence man but

he also projects his own interior experiences out into them.

Expressiveness issues out of the depth and it is that which deter-

mines community and the communion of human beings. Man
ought above all things to be free and this is to say something much
nwrc profound than that man has a rigftt to freedom . It is impos-

sible to create a free society out of servile souls. Society in itself

cannot make a man free. It is man that must make society free

because he himself is a free spiritual being. The pendulum swings

between the old regime, a totalitarianism which imposes obliga-

tory beliefs (the age of Augustus and the age ofLouis XIV) which
is characterized by the absence of freedom, and the subjection of

personality to society and the State, and on the other hand the

facility of superficial democracies, the unbelief and scepticism of
liberal regimes. The truth is in a third, in a creative labouring

society. Man is a creative being, not only in a cosmic but also in a

thcogonic sense. But contradiction and dividedness run through

the whole of life. Kaiscrling truly says that crcativcncss is also

destruction and the acceptance of life is also the acceptance of
death. As compared with the ancient world Christianity has

greatly strengthened, developed and refined the inner life ofman,
but at the same time it has been the source of great disquietude

about die destiny of man. This was shown completely not in the

Middle Ages but in modern times. In earlier centuries feeling

was concealed behind ceremonies, symbols, and external orna-

mentation; it became more sincere in the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries. The sensitiveness of Rousseau, the melancholy of
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Chateaubriand, Scnancourt and Amicl was a new manifesta-

tion in the story of the European soul and a still newer pheno-

menon was the tragic outlook of Kierkegaard, Dostoycvsky and

Nietzsche.

The human is associated with love and pity. A human person is

one who loves and pities . There is in this world no liieher prin-

ciple than pity. But as with every principle in this world, pity

cannot be an exclusive principle; it must be combined with the

feeling of freedom and dignity. Into cros-lovc pity too must enter;

otherwise it becomes demonic and destructive. Men dispute about

the relation between cros-lovc and agape-love; it is a question

which has been raised in a particularly clear-cut form in Nygrcn's

book.1 Eros is desire, yearning, it is a sense oflack. In this sense the

gods cannot love, they lack nothing. Eros is egoistic. Eros-love

loves the divine in man, not the man himself. Such was Platonism.

Nygrcn is inclined to assign negative properties to cros. But eros-

love cannot but lead on to real love, for in love there is a capacity

for rapture, and an upward rush towards the divine heights. The

limits of the platonic eros lie in the fact that in itself it is love not

so much for man as for the divine; it is love for God in man and

not for man himself. In this respect there is a lack of the really

human in eros. To Nygrcn agape is creative love and at the same

time love which has no motive. The love of God Himself is of

that kind; in Him there cannot be cros-lovc. But in spite of

what Nygrcn says, even in God too there can be yearning for

the beloved, and for responsive love. It is unexplained how

agape-love can be in man; it becomes, so to speak, a privilege of

God.

In actual fact there must be a union ofcros-love and agape-love.

Man's love is a more complex thing than the scheme of these two

types of love. Love which is pity, sympathy, caritas, is covered

neither by eros nor by agape, for it is love for the created thing

1 See Nygren, Eros et Agape.
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in its Godforsakenness. The experience of love is the mos t, stupen-

dous experience man has and in it there takes place a real act of

transcendence over the immanent cycle of this world. Love is

coniicctcd with personality, it is a relation between one person-

al ity and another. 1 Love is really lnimaiTwhcn it is lovenot onlyfor

Godjnjnan, for what is perfect and beautiful in himjjutjilso for

man in God, for the unrepeatable individuaL_one whp is dear to

me independently of any perfection he may or jnay not have.

Love ought to be inspired and permeated by the spiritual, but i t

cmmnjiejixcjusiycly spiritual; it is spiritually-psychica l and even
\

spiritually-corporeal. It has an immediate relation to thcjinrcpcaN

abjyjqdiyisjua l. Love is divine-human, and it is only so that if

can be human. Love conquers death; in it the vistas of immortality

are opened up . Injhg experienceot love the KingdoniofGod'be-

gins to reveal itsejfJBe human, be pitifuljpc loving and thenthe

pathway to immortality will open out. The fundamental differ-

en ce among pcophj is the difference between those who love and

pity and those who do not love and do not pity; and this is the

difference jjetween 'good' and 'bad' people. No less important is

th e diffcrcnce_bctwccn those who arc real true human bemgs and

tho^e_whoarenot, between truthful pcopleand untruthluT

Not only doer the humanization of man himself take place,

that is to say the disclosure of his human-ncss, but there is also the

humanization of his natural and social environment. The humani-
zation of man's idea of God also occurs, and that simply means a

liberation from false anthropomorphism. Paradoxically it has to

be said that the iingrcssof_thc human is not the imprcssofanthropo-

morphism but the impress of theomorphism. For human-ness is

divine; it is not man that is divine, butliulflaiPness. Human-ness is

an integral attitude to man and to life, not only to the world of
mankind but also to the world of animals. Human-ness is the

1 On the types oflove see P. Florcnsky, The Pillar and Ground of the Truth,
and Max Scheler, Nature etformes de la sympathie.
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revelation of die fulW "f nilpni) "OT1T, *foK " «" «a7^ &*

closure of the crcatrv^naturcofjnaa. This creative nature of man

ouglit to show itself also in a human attitude ofman to man.

It is sometimes said that a new man ought to make his appear-

ance; it is Christian terminology. Christianity was the proclama-

tion of the appearance of the new Adam, of victory over the old

Adam. Man ought eternally to be becoming new, that is he ought

to be giving effect to the fullness of his humanity. There docs not

exist an absolutely unchanging human nature, such as was ima-

gined by Aristotle, St Thomas Aquinas and Kant (although in

different ways), such as theology in its prevailing forms imagines,

and in company with it many a philosopher of the rationalistic

type. MancJian£«Jicj>ro£r£S^^

CT^d^anddccpcns. but i t also contractsjuxd isjhrown Q"jo_the

surface. Even more profound changes ofhuman consciousness are

possible, as a result of which the world will take on a different

appearance. Nothin g but a dynamic conception of man is true.

But with all that God's design for man remains the same. It is a

project for eternal human-ness, for complete human-ness. Man

will never be replaced by the superman or by the spirit of other

hierarchies, as theosophists and occultists think. Man will inherit

ctcrnjtyjnjiis human-n ess; he is called to life in Clod; he moves

fr^m" eternity through time towards etcrnitjr. The new man may

represent creative enrichment in the realization of the fullness or

his humanity. But he may represent a treachery to the idea of

man, he may be a perversion of it; he may be a manifestation, not

of God-manhood but of beast-manhood, that is to say he may

deny his human-ness.

The new man may also find himselfstanding face to face with the

abyss ofnon-being, and confronted by the attraction ofnon-being.
1

» In this respect the new movement in France is characteristic. See Sartre,

L'Elre et k Neant; Bataillc, L'Exyhience inthieure; A. Camus, U Mythe de

Sisyphe. This movement is complex. In the last resort Sartre draws a conclusion

in the spirit ofneo-humanism, and so docs Camus.
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Prcscnt-day man, oppressed by fallen and disintegrating being,

is being captivated~Ey non-bcingTHcc to face with thc^vcry

brinTr^of TOn-beirtg-rnrTran tT'to experience tFc final

_

ecstasy ,

whether the ecstasy of heroism for the sake of nothiiigjicss,i>r_tlic

e«tasy~of7rca^^

Nietzsche was already moving towards the abyss. In the rush of

his creative genius he arrived not at the new man but at the de-

struction of man, at the replacement ofhim by something entirely

different, by a non-human creature in which the human disappears.

Revolutionary social movements may also arrive at the betrayal

of the human. It is in the God-man, in the Son ofGod and the Son

of Man, that the new man takesjiis beginning, the man of a new

and eternal humanity .

In the language of traditional terminology God-manhood

correspon3Jjc^e_u^ From this there

also arises a new ethic, one which stands in opposition to the old

racial ethic, which is based upon an idealization of the ancient

instincts of revenge, envy, possession, of servile submissiveness

before power and authority, upon a false understanding of class

honour, upon false feelings towards the collective reality, upon the

confusion of beliefwith fanaticism and cxclusivcncss. The ethics of

the human, the ethics ofpersonalism, must be constructed upon an

attitude which regards man, personality, as the highest valucis

must be founded upon the unrcpcatably individual.and not on the

impersonal common. 1 The new ethic of the new man will above

all be an ethic ofcrcativcncss, not of law; but of the crcativencss pf

man and of the human, not the crcativencss of a being which is nn

longer man. The human is connected with spirituality.

1 My book. The Destiny ofMan, was an attempt to construct such an ethic.
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Spirituality

The acquisition of spirituality is the chief problem ofhuman

life, but spirituality must be taken in a wider sense than that

iii which it is commonly understood. Spirituality is a neces-

sity even in the struggle which man carries^on in thcjyorjcMJjrtth-

out spirituality it is impossible to make sacrifices or to achieve

heroic feats. ]oy injhe light of the amis' spiritual joy; the sunjs

spiritual. The form of the human body and the countenance of

man arc spiritual. Great spirituality may be possessed even by a

man, who, so far as the surface of his thought is concerned, and

in many cases through a misunderstanding, considers himself a

materialist. Chcrnishcvsky may be taken as a case in point. If a

philosophy of spirituality can be constructed it will in no case be

the abstract subject which has borne that name in the schools, and

which was a form of naturalistic metaphysics. Spirit is not a sub-

stanccj Spirit is not only a different reality from that of the natural

world, it is indeed reality in another sense altogether. Spjritjs

frccdojai^ud_(Ve^energ}^_which breaks _througli jiitojhc natural

ami historical world. It is essential to affirm a relative truth in

'dualism, \vitliout~wIjTch the independence of spiritual life is not

to be understood. But the dualism is not of spirit and matter

or of spirit and body; it is above all the dualism of freedom and

necessity. Spirit is frecdogujiot nature. Spirit is not a constituent

part of human nature; it is, rather, the highest qualitative value.

The spiritual^quality andjpirituaLvalue ofjnan arc jejrrrnjned

qr^ byjptnrr
,
of any sort, but by the union of freedom and grace.

Sjjrjr iuaaffllutJOtwry-BTTcktioil tO thfi natural and historical

1 See my book, Spirit and Reality.
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world; it is a break-through from the other worldjm^thjs._world,

and it ovcrthrpwsjh^cqcrciv£ordcr ofjhjs_world. Emancipation

from slavery, that is the fundamental fact of world life. But the

fatal mistake of liberators has been to suppose that the liberation

comes from the material, from nature. Freedom comes from

spirit. A still more fatal mistake, and this on the part of the de-

fenders of spirit, has been to think that spirit docs not liberate,

but that it connects with, and subordinates to, authority. Both the •

one group and the other have thought mistakenly about spirit, and

have prepared the way for a veritable program upon spirituality.

Spirit is not only freedom^ it is also meaning. The meaning of the

world is spiritual. When it is said that life and the world have no\
,

meaning, the existence of a meaning at a higher level than life and ( ,

the world is thereby acknowledged, that is to say judgment is (/

passed upon the meaninglessncss of world life from the point of
J

view of spirit. Jaspers says truly that spirit occupies a paradoxical

position between opposites. Spirit and spiritualitYjreniakc^jrans^.

form, and illuminate the natural historical world; they bring

,n^domjmd meaning into it.

Objcctivizatiori of spirit takes place, and it is regarded as incar-

nation and realization. But objectivized spirit is spiritalicnatcd

from itself, spirit which loses its fircjKcrca^^youjjijuidjtiejLigib; ,

it is spirit accoimnodatcj^jo thcjcvcryday world, to'thc_aycragc

Tcvclj We cannot speak of objective spirit, as Hegel spoke. The

truth is that only subjective spirit exists, or spirit which lies beyond

both the subjective and the objective. Objective spirituality is a

meaningless expression. Spirituality is always subjective; it lies

outside objectivization. Objcctivization is, as it were, the withering

and mortification of spirit. Spirituality is outside the phenomenal

objectivized world, it does not develop out of it, it simply breaks

through into it. We cannot believe in progressive triumph in the

development ofspirit and spirituality in history, as Hegel believed.

1
1 develop this thought in ray forthcoming book, CrtaAventu mi Objtctlvlty.
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The loftiest expressions of spirituality in the world do not convey

the impression o( being the result of a gradual development of

spirit in history.

The attainmem of spjritualityJs_hbcration froinjiic-pow€r-»f

the world and social environment. It is, as it were, a break-

through of the noumenal into the phenomenal. The growth of

spirituality in man does not belong to the rhythmic regularity of

an evolutionary process. Where freedom operates there is no

process controlled by necessity; where creativeness acts there is no

evolution in the naturalistic sense of the word. Spiritualityjs a

task, a problem set before man in relation to life. TjicnMsjyjara-

dox in the fact that the growth of spirituality is rcalizcdjby_jhc

very spiritual strength which is in man; this growth cannot be the

result of conditions which arc not spiritual^ The higher is never

received from the lower, from that which contained no germs of

the higher in it, no potentiality cTHi^nghcr^SpjntuaTHcvelop-

men t is the actualization of the possTBTc. An experience ofJifc

which contains nothing spiritual may appear to arouse spiritual_

strength in a man; for example, suffering from sickness or from

want or from injustice or treachery, but in reality the arousing_of

spiritual strength presupposes that it has always been there, latent,

in a hidden unawakened state. Freedom, which is in opposition

to nature, is always spirit. The mistake of the naturalistic evolu-

tionary theory consists in the supposition that the lower in itself

gives rise to the higher, that the material has it in its power to

create the spiritual. Spiritual power in man is in its originjiot

human on ly, k"f dimngjutmaa, Spirituality is amvine-human

condition. Man in his spiritual depths comes into touch with the

divine, and from the divine source he receives support.

There is no necessary evolution in the spiritual history of the

world, such as Hegel supposed, and many others after him. What

we see in the history of the world is objectivization of spirit. But

the objectivization of spirit is the diminution of it. Objectiyiza-
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tion is the ojjpusiu'.odransccijdcnce, fhaf J1 to lay, of movement

towards God. But it would be a mistake to regard the process of

objectivizatiou of spirituality, which finds its expression in the

evolution of civilization, merely negatively. In the condition of

this phenomenal world, it has a positive significance also. It con-

tributes to the subjugation of the wild, barbarous, animal nature *j

of man, and the consciousness of man really begins to grow. But

this is an elementary process and the heights of spirituality are

not attained by it. And, moreover, we can never exactly define *

where true spirituality reveals itself, it may not be at all at the high

points of civilization that it is revealed. It is very important to

understand further that spirituality is by no means opposed to the '

soul and the body; it takes contrcdof tlicm and transfigures them. i

Spirit is above all a hbcratim^nd_transforming power. A man of

strongly expressed spirituality is by no means necessarily a man
who has withdrawn from the world and historical life. He is a

man who dwells in the life of the world and history and is active

in it, but he is free from its power and is engaged in transforming

it.

The spirituality which turns its back upon the pluralist world,

as, for example, a certain form of spirituality in India, in Plotinus,

and in monastic asceticism, cannot be regarded as Christian; it

contradicts the divine-human character of Christianity and the

command of Christ about love for one's neighbour. Christian

spirituality is not only an ascent; it is also a descent, and it is only

such spirituality that is truly human. A form of spirituality whjch
is inhuman and hostile to.jnauJs also a~passikility-L and__such a

declension has frequently taken place. But man ought to accept

responsibility not only for his owndestiny and for the destiny ot

those whoTrclicar to mm, buTalso torThe destiny of his people,

of manlano^and of theTworlii He musfnot separate himselffrom

his people and the world and proudly dwell alone on the spiritual

heights. The danger of pride lies in wait upon the spiritual path .
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and much warning has been given ofthat fact. This danger is always

a result of that same disruption of the divine-human link. An

example of such pride is provided by the Brahmins who claim

to be supermen. It belongs also to certain forms of occultism. The

needful thing is to strive after the human spirituality which is also

divine-human spirituality.

Not only is there Christian spirituality and non-Christian

spirituality, but within Christianity itself there are various types

of it, for example Orthodox spirituality and Catholic spirituality.
1

But spirituality has its universal and eternal foundations. Indian

spirituality is very profound. The mystics of all times and all

peoples hail one another. Prayer has an eternal significance . Man

is a praying creature and even those who do not consider them-

selves believers feel the need of prayer. In what docs the essence

ofprayer consist? 2 Prayer is evoked by the need to feci oneselfnot

entirely dependent upon the necessity which reigns in the world,

and upon the power of fate winch belongs to this world. Prayer is

conversation with the Existent One who is exalted above the

world cycle, above that falsity and wrongncss in which the world

is submerged. Christian spirituali ty is distiii{^iihc_d_fom.Jlgjl-

Christian spirituality by the fact that wrspjiah'ty, frc.cdom and

love, arc alway s affirmed iqit^Siarituality ' ll which the unrepeat-

able person disappears, and in which there is no freedom of man

or love for man, must be regarded as unchristian. The spirituality

which might be called monistic, that is to say, which denies the

independence ofhuman nature, is not Christian.

The spirituality of India, sublime as it is in itself, is cold in

comparison with Christian spirituality, just because of its panthe-

istic character, which metaphysically denies the principle of per-

sonality. Aurobindo, in his commentaries upon the Bhagavad-gita,

says that the wise man is benevolent to all alike; that he is charac-

terized by indifference to everything, by absence of desire, and by

1 See my book, Spirit and Reality. * See Heiler, Das Ctbet.
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denial of the distinction between the happy and the unhappy. 1

Similar ideas have arisen in Christian spirituality also, especially

in Syrian ascetic spirituality and in the Dobrotolyubic. The same

severance from the multiple world is to be found in the mysticism

of Plotinus and of neoplatonism. But true Christian spirituality is

christological, that is to say it is divine-human. In it man cannot

disappear in an apathetic identification and unity. Divine-human

spirituality may begin with the consciousness of the sinfulness and

unworthincss of man, submerged as he is in the elements ofjhfi

world, but it must assert the dignity of man as a being in the like-

ness ofGod and foreordained to eternity . The bitter feeling which

arises from the knowledge of human baseness ought not to coj

ccaljhe high destiny to which"man is foreordainc

Christian spirituality is not coldly dispassiona te; it is a burning

flame; in it a sense of emancipation and of severance from the

elements of the world is combined with taking a share in the

destiny of the .world, of mankind and of all suffering creation.

S pirituality ought to transform, not to crush the passionate nature

of man . Christianity liberates man from the elemental spirits of

nature and in so doing affirms the independence and freedom of

man and of spirit. But th is by no means indicates indirlcrcncc to

the world and to man, Iiijhc very foundations ofChristianity there

lies the command to love God and. to love one's neighbour, and
therein lies it s divine-human, its truly human character. This is the

antithesis of a sundered and aloof indifference to the multiple

world. Love for one's neighbour is love for the multiple world.

To turn towards the One does not mean to turn away from the

many, and from what is individual in the world .

But spirituality, like everything else in this world, is objec-

tivized. It takes on a formal and legal character; it cools down; it is

accommodated to prosaic social normality and is adapted to the

average man. The unspiritual character of the so-called spiritual

1 See the book already cited, Le Bliagavad-gita, interprMpar Shri Aurobindo.
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life in the official Churches and Confessions is appalling. A conven-

tional, rhetorical, token spirituality is elaborated and it has aroused

disgust for Christianity. More profound significance attaches to

the fact that spirituality was originally connected with myth.

Every significant myth is connected with reality, but this connec-

tion may be loosened, and an eager desire for right and truthful-

ness in the spiritual life may give rise to a need to liberate spiritual-

ity from the myth. This will mean a transition from symbolism to

realism, to mystical realism.

The depth of the ego in man is connected with sp irituality ;

spirit is the principle which synthctizes, and maintains the unity

of personality . Mail must all the while perform a creative act in

relation to himself. In this creative act the self-realization of per-

sonality comes to pass. Itjsji constant struggle against the multi-

pJiatxoffals_ccgiisiaman. Chaos stirs within man ; he is connected

with the chaos which is hidden behind thexosmos. Out of this

chaos arc born illusory, false egos. Every passion byjyvhich a man

is possessed can create an ego which is not the real ego, which is

£l. In the struggle for personality, for thejreah the deep cgp^ there

takcsjjlacc a process of dissolution—this is a danger which ctcx-

nally_lics_iii_wait—an3Tpjroccssjof synthesis, of integration ;
Man

is in greater need ofpsycho-synthesis than of psycho-analysis,

which in itself may lead to the disintegration ,and_colhipsc_of

personahty_.

Spirituality , issuingULof,the depth, is also thc_po_wer which

shjiges_andjiiaiulains prrsonnlityJn_maji. Blood, heredity, race,

have merely a phenomenal significance as also, in general, the

biological individual. Spirit, freedom, personality, have a nou-

mcnal significance. Sociologists maintain that human personality

is formed by society, by social relations, that organized society is

the source of the highest morality. But the action of society upon

man, coming upon him from without, demands adaptation to

every-day social normality, to the requirements of the State and
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to the code of behaviour established by the nation. This throws
man into the atmosphere of the useful lie which guards and guar-

antees. A feeling for truth and right leads man to a conflict with
society. That which is spiritually most significant in man certainly

joes not come from social influences, not from his social jenykon-
ment; it comes from within, not from without.

The primacy of society, the dominance of society over man,
leads to the turning of religion into a weapon of the tribe and the

State, and to the denial of freedom of the spirit. Roman religion

was based upon a strong sense of social life, but from the spiritual

point of view it was religion of a very low type. Historical

Christianity has been distorted by social influences and adjust-

ments. The social regimentation ofman has led to indifference to

truth and right. Every system of social monism is hostile to free-

dom of the spirit. The conflict between spirit and organized society

with its legalism is an eternal conflict. But it would be a mistake

to interpret this as individualism and a lack of any sense of society.

On the contrary, it must be insisted upon that there is an inward
sociality, that man is a social being and that he can realize himself
completely only in society. But a bet ter, a morejustjind really

human society can be created only from the spiritual sociality_of

man, from an existential source and not from objectivization.

Society which is deified is from the metaphysical point of view,
a reactionary principle. A break-through of spirituality into social

life is possible, and everything which is best in social life is derived

from that source. Spirituality brings liberation with it; it brings

a human-ness with it; whereas the domination of objectivized

society brings enslavement with it. The absolutely false idea

current in the second half of the nineteenth century, thatjmn is

the creation of his social environment, must be abandoned. On
the contrary the social environment is the creation of man. This

does not mean that the social environment docs not act upon man:
it does so in a high degree. But the servile social environment
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^hich enslaves man U the outcome of a servile condition of man,

it is a creation of servile soulsjf there is_no_God then I am the

shve of thTwojld.rThe'.cxistcncc_of God is the guarantee o|my

\

independence ofthewprld, ofsociety, of the State.
\

"^osto'ycvlky says that man sometimes believes in God through

pride. The saying is a paradox; but socially its significance is this,

that man docs not consent to prostrate himself before the world,

society and people, and that he does worship God as the one source

of his independence and freedom from the power of the world.

There is pride in a good sense in unwillingness to worship any-

body or anything except God. Spirituality, which is always con-

nect^ with God, is the finding of inward strength; it is resistance

to the power of the world and society over man. They are mad

who think that I am impoverished by the fact that God exists,

that God is me alienation of my own riches (Fcuerbach). No-I

become immeasurably rich from the fact that God exists. I am

very poor if only I myself exist and there is nothing higher than 1,

nothing greater than I. And tlicj^ojej^rldjsjcrribly poor,

tame and dull, if it is stimcicnt unto itseff, if thc£cjsno_Mystcry

behind i t.

In addition to the kind of spirituality which is dealt with in the

books on mysticism which describe the pathway of the soul to

God, and the experience of communion with God, there is also

another and entirely different type of spirituality, which may be

called ptophetic. Proph^tbmj^iviiKJnspjration;
it is listening to

the inward voice ofGod about the destinyof the world and man-

kind, and abouTthe future^ The man of prophetic inspiration

sjands"aTon"eThe is often^sjtonedby die people whom helcrves, bui

irPa spiritual sense hejsjociallv minded; he is concerned witl

society. The path of human prophetic inspiration is not thejagj

ofmethodical ascent; it)lM^&3^J<S^ i^^SS^ ProPncti <

spirituality is entirely different from the spirituality elaborated it

the mystical schools of India and Greece. It is spirituality of th.
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ancient Hebrew, Persian and Christian type. But Christianity

combines the two types ofspirituality in itself.

Spirituality is connected either with individual eschatology or

with universal historical eschatology. Primitive Christianity in-

herited ancient Hebrew messianism which was concerned with

the destiny of history, and Greek mysticism which was concerned

with the attainment of individual immortality in the mysteries.

For this reason we shall sec that in the Christian doctrine of im-

mortality there are two strata (the individual immortality of the

soul and the resurrection of the dead in the flesh) which it is not

very easy to combine in a unity. But spirituality is always_a

preparation and a pledge of immortality . The natural structure of

nian is not in itself immortal, he becomes immortal in virtue of

jus being possessed by spirit, by the principle which brings the

human and the divine into touchwith^ach other. Loycjs die

gT-Mf spiritual force, andjt yjingmslics death and wins immortal-

it~vHt~is strongcTthnn death. Love is connected with personality

and it demands that personality shall be immortal

Nygrcn, in the book to which I have already referred sees the

essence of Christianity in agape and connects it with the sense of

community, that is to say with the Church. In cros man is lifted up

to God; in agape God lowers Himself to man. God loves because

He loves, not as a result of any qualities in the object of His loycJ

But that is just what real hunian love is also . We cannot fit the

most mysterious phenomenon of world life, love, into the scheme

of 'cros' and 'agape'. In Nygrcn's view mysticism and gnosis stand

in the cros-tradition and for that reason he rejects them. In this

way Christianity is much impoverished. In all its forms spirituality

is a struggle for eternity . Real humanity requires a struggle fig

eternity, for death is the most inhuman of principles.

Spirituality in religious phraseology is the revelation of the

HolySpirit in the world and in man. But the Holy Spirit does not

yet reveal Himselfcompletely; He is not yet poured out in fullnes:
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upon the life of the world. A new spirit âjitvjsjossiblc^ a chyinc-

human spirituality in which man reveals himselHn his creative

strength, to a greater extent than he has revealed himself hitherto.

Crcativcncss, frccdorn^ love more than all else will characterize

tKclicwlpirituaTitx- It must give an answer to the agony of the

world, to the unendurable suffering of man,_The old spirituality'

does not now give an answer . But before the outpouring of light

a thickening of the darkness is inevitable. Before a new intensity

of spirituality a visible weakening of spirituality is possible. Before

the new God-manhood comes to pass, outbreaks of inhumanity

may take place, which indicate a state ofGod-forsakenness in man.

The existential dialectic of the divine and the human has not yet

come to an end and reached its limit, but sometimes it touches

upon the limit and the end, and man stands on the brink of the

abyss. Thecxpcctationofa new spirituality is the expectation ofa

new revelation of the Holy Spirit in man and through maty It_

cannot"be a merely passive awaiting; it can only bc_an active con-

dition in man. If man were doomed to await the event from above,

in trepidation and passivity, spirituality would not be divine^

Human, and divine-humanity _wouJdjiot tajx^blc7Paraclctism

has more "than once revealed itself in Christian history, but the

time had not yet come, the hour had not yet struck. There are

many grounds for thinking that the time and the hour are

approaching.
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CHAPTER X

Beauty

Beauty is a characteristic of the highest qualitative state of

being, of the highest attainment of existence; it is not a

separate side of existence . It may be said that beauty is not

only an aesthetic category but a metaphysical category also. If

anything is perceived and accepted by man integrally, as a whole,

that precisely is beauty . We speak of a beautiful soul, a beautiful

life, a beautiful action and so on. This is not merely an aesthetic

appraisement, it is an integral appraisement. Everything in life

which is harmonious is beauty. An element of beauty lies in all

congruity . Beauty is the final goal of the li fe of the world and of

man. The good i s a mean s, it is a path, and it has arisen in opposi-

tion to evil (the knowledge of good and cvilj_. BeautyJies bcyoivd

the knowledge ofgood and evil. The good indeed lies beyond the

distinction bmyccjij*ood_and evil, when the evil is already for-

gotten, and then the good is beauty. There can be no moral

deformity in beauty, that is a property of evil. The beauty of evil

is an illusion and a fraud . The Kingdom ofGod can be thought of

only as the reign of beauty. The transfiguration of the world is a

manifestation of beauty. And all beauty in the world is either a

memory of paradise or a prophecy of the transfigured world. The

experience of every harmonious state is an experience of beauty

Beauty is the final ideal on the horizon of life, out of which all

disharmony, all ugliness and all baseness have been expelled.

A clear distinction must be drawn between beauty and mere

prettiness. Prettiness is fraudulent beauty. It relates to the pheno-

menal world only; in beauty, on die other hand, there is a nou-

menal principle. But beauty has its own dialectic and the man who
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tells ofit best is Dostoycvsky. He thinks that beauty will save the
world. But all the same he says, 'Beauty is not only a terrible, but
also a mysterious thing. It is here that the devil strives with God
and the field of battle is the hearts ofmen.' How are we to under-
stand this? We can indeed say ofbeauty, that it is a break-through
in the struggle and an entering into a communion witli the divine
world But beauty is created and revealed in a world of darkness

'
a world in the grip of passionate conflict. And in the souls ofmen'
K may be mvolvcd in the clash of contradictory principles The
greatest beauty may exist in tragedy. Dostoycvsky was himself a
trag.c writer. Tragedy is the clash of contradictory principles-
it docs not depict harmonious life. But Aristotle's doctrine of
^tharsis speaks of the experience of beauty through tragedy
TrjgiLbcauty is more profound_than_its other forms, the divin.
light is in it.

Externally harmonious beauty may be deceptive and false itmay screen ugliness. Beauty may pass over into its opposite 'asmay every other principle too, when it breaks away from the
source of light. It may, therefore, be said with equal truth, that it
.s harmony'and rest from painful struggle, and that it may become
a field of battle between God and the devil. The devil seeks to
make use of beauty for his own purposes. Beauty is a great joy in
our suffering world, both the beauty of nature and the beauty of
art. It.s beyond dispute that aesthetic judgments do not include
that element of suffering which enters into moral judgments. And
it may be for that very reason that the devil seeks to make use of I

beauty for his own ends. Beauty can become diabolic, not because
ol us own essential nature, not just because it exists; it may be
simply nude use of in a conflict between forces which arc polar
oppositcs.

Fraudulentbeautyispossible.asinthecaseofthefraudulcntbeauty
ofsome women, or of the fraudulent beauty ofsome products of
art. The demoniac principle lies not in beauty, nor in creativeness,
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but in the inward condition and trend of man. The demoniac

principle in the works of Leonardo is a favourite topic—for

instance in his St John the Baptist and his Gioconda. But the de-

moniac element, which, it may be, existed in Leonardo himself,

was burnt up in his creative act, in which transfiguration was

achieved and through which eternity was attained. The environ-

ment in which demoniac deviations readily make their appearance

is acsthcticisni, which recognizes only aesthetic values, and re-

places all others, e.g. values of truth and goodness by them. But

great creators have never been aesthetes. Acsthcticisni is not a

creative condition, it is a state of passivity. The aesthete lives by

his environment, he moves in a secondary not a primary world.

He is never seeking for truth, nor docs he love it, for to him it is an

unpleasant reminder. The demoniac deviations which spring up on

this soil do not go deep. As a matter of fact I am inclined to think

that aesthetes are not even lovers of beauty, for it is not in them to

feel attraction towards the divine licights.Acsthcticism produces

its most poisonous fruits in public life, where it distorts all values.

This may be seen in Nietzsche and Lcontyev. It is intolerable that

anyone should adopt an attitude of hostility towards the realiza-

tion of greater equity in social life on the ground that in the unjust

social regime of the past there was more beauty. The historical

acsdicticism and romanticism of Lcontyev is always false and

wrong.

The intuitive perception of beauty in nature, of the beauty of

man or of a work of art is the creative mastery of chaos, disinte-

gration and ugliness. It is an act which breaks through the ugly

husk which enwraps the world. When the question is asked in

books on aesthetics whether beauty is objective or subjective, it is

an entirely wrong way ofputting the matter. When it is said that

beauty is subjective and not objective, what is meant is that it is a

subjective illusion, merely a subjective condition ofman. Nor is it

true to say that beauty is objective. But to say that beauty is
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subjective is also to say that it is real, for reality is to be found in

subjectivity—in that existence which is still full of the primordial

flame of life; not in objectivized being in which the fire of life has

cooled down.

This leads to the complex problem of the relation between

creativity and objectivization or alienation.1
Is the concrete and

tangible expression of every creative act objectivization? Is the

beauty, which can be brought into being by the creative forces of

nature or the creative power of man, unfailingly 'classical', objec-

tive beauty? The controversy between classicism and romanticism

is connected with this. Classicism demands, as it were, an objective

completeness and finish, that is to say it requires perfection in the

products of creation. The same may be the case with the pheno-

mena of nature, they may be classically finished. But nature may
be romantic too. The novels of Sir Walter Scott are full of that.

Classical objectivity is the attainment of perfection in the finite,

it is a sort of triumph over the formless infinite. It was not by

chance that the Greeks associated perfection with finitude and

were afraid of the infinite as chaos. Romanticism, on the other

hand, which really comes to light only in the Christian era, is bent

upon the infinite; it does not believe in the attainment of perfec-

tion in the finite.

The classical is the same expression of eternal principle as the

romantic. Human crcativcncss cannot but strive after perfection

of form, just as it cannot find satisfaction in anything finite and

confined to this world. The noumcnal, from which creativity

I issues, ought always to pass beyond the limits of the phenomenal,

I the finite ought to be shattered by its onrush towards the infinite.

|The relations between form and the infinite content of life arc

contradictory and paradoxical. Without form there is no beauty,

formlessness is unsightly and it may be an ugly thing. The creative

Force of life ought to receive form. This is to be seen in the pro-

1 See my book, Creativity and Ohjectivization.
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cesses of nature, in the shaping of the cosmos. But form may be-

come hardened and ossified, it may extinguish the creative fire of

life, it may cool it down, it may set limits to it. Then the creative

fire must be kindled afresh, it must break up the forms which have

become stiff and numb and stream out towards the infinite con-

tent.
1 The conflict is eternal and it cannot be brought to an end

within the limits of this world. Beauty is linked with form, but

beauty is linked also with the creative force of life, with aspiration

towards infinity.

To use the phraseology of Nietzsche, Apollo and Dionysus

must be combined, they arc two eternal principles. The eternal

principle of form and the eternal principle of infinite power arc

to be fused together. Vyacheslav Ivanov says that Dionysus is in

himself unsightly. But without Dionysus there is no beauty of

Apollo either. The same forces operate also in cosmic life. But

beauty is never objectivity in itself, which asks for nothing but

mere passivity in relation to itself. Beauty even when it is simply

contemplated requires the creative activity of the subject. Beauty

is not objectivity, it is always transfiguration. And only creative

transfiguration is reality. Really great art has never been purely

classical or purely romantic, it could not belong to a conflict of

tendencies and could never be wholly objectivized, for eternal

ifc remains in it. The form of great art docs not become rigid in

mere formalism, the infinite content is linked with it, and aspira-

tion towards infinity. It is so in the case of Shakespeare, ofGoethe,

ofTolstoy, ofDostoycvsky, ofSophocles, Beethoven, Rembrandt,

Michael Angclo and others. So also the beauty of a human face

must have form, it could not be beautiful without it, but from

behind that form aspiration towards the infinite life must shine

out, without that the beauty will be a dead thing. And the beauty

of nature must be life, not only form. Benedetto Croce is right

1 In connection with this question there are some interesting thoughts in

Simmel, see his Lebensanschauung.
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when he connects art above all with expression. 1 Not only is there

a particular tendency in art to which the name expressionism is

given, but in fact all art and all beauty is expressionism. Beauty is

the expression ofthe infinite life in finite form.

There has been a symbolist movement in art, but it belongs al-

ready to the past. There exists, however, an eternal symbolism of

art. The truly realistic thing would be, if through art the trans-

figuration of human life and the life of the world were brought

about. But what is provided in art is merely tokens which anti-

cipate real transfiguration. The meaning of art lies in the fact that

it anticipates the transfiguration of the world. Art is full of sym-

bols of the other world. Every attainment ofbeauty is a start upon

the transfiguration of the world. The transfiguration is not

attained within the confines of art. But art can overstep the boun-

daries which arc laid down for it as a separate sphere of culture.

Thus at its highest attainment Russian literature of the nineteenth

century was bent upon getting beyond the limits of art, and sought

to pass on from the creation of perfect works of art to the creation

of the perfect life. Richard Wagner sought to transform the whole

of life through a synthesis of music and poetry. The symbolists

wanted to overstep the frontiers of art, to go beyond them to

something higher than art; but they were not always successful

in this. The symbolist feeling for life was liable in such cases to

lead to an extreme exaggeration of most insignificant events

in their own lives (instances may be found in the cases of Byeli,

Blok and others), it might be sham exaltation, it might lose the

sense of reality. But there was something ofimportance there too.

Romanticism, finding no satisfaction in the finiteness ofclassical

art and its confinement within a separate sphere of culture, was

often unable to attain what it aspired to reach. But there is a form

of art and that the most powerful of all in its action upon the

human soul, which in its very nature is romantic rather than

1 See Benedetto Croce, Esthetique comme Science de {'expression et generate.
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classical, and that is music. Music is a dynamic art. Its sphere is in

movement, in time, but not in space; the finished form of plastic

art is not to be found in it, and it in particular gives rise to the

stirring of emotion in man and touches his heart profoundly. It is

true that we speak of classical music as distinct from romantic, *

but this is only a conventional expression. The most classical

music is that of Bach and it seeks to express the music of the

heavenly spheres, not the tragedy of man, as Beethoven's music

docs. But even Bach's music leads one away from this world into

the other and does not leave one in an achieved perfection of form

which belongs to tins world, which sometimes happens in the case

of the plastic arts. It is no mere matter ofchance that music is an art

which is associated with the Christian era, with the Christian aspir-

ation to pass beyond the boundaries and towards the transcendent;.

It was sculpture, on the other hand, which was most character-

istic of the Greeks. Painting, however, is a more complex form of

art than sculpture; and as regards literature, the most complex,

and also the least pure, form of it is the novel, which was charac-

teristic of the nineteenth century soul. Men began to aim not so

much at beauty as at truthfulness. This in itself was a gain, but at

the same time it led to something which obscured the ideal of

beauty. In the end art began to repudiate beauty. Books on aes-

thetics ceased to connect aesthetic receptivity and aesthetic emo-

tion with beauty. This gives rise to a profound crisis in art. It is to

be seen in such movements as futurism, cubism, sur-realism and

the rest. Poetry and art are ceasing to be a reminiscence ofpara-

dise, they speak rather of hell. Real hell is one of the themes of

modern literature (Kafka, for example). In earlier days also art

depicted the ugly (Goya, Gogol), but the ugliness was transfigured

in the art whereas nowadays they make no effort to achieve such

transfiguration. And the attempts to return to classicism are

powerless and reactionary. The crisis ofart is the crisis ofman and

it reflects the state of the world. The world is passing into a fluid
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condition, it is losing its form, there arc no longer any solid bodies

in it. The solid forms ofthe cosmos arc disappearing in the theories

and discoveries of contemporary physics. The solid forms of the

I human soul arc being lost in the discoveries ofpsycho-analysis and

yamong the philosophers of despair, fear and horror; the solid forms

(of social life are being lost in the disintegration of the old world,

land so on. It is getting more and more difficult for art and litera-

1 ture to attain to solid form.

Weh I Weh!

Du hast sic zcrstort

Die Schbne Welt

Mit mSehtiger Faust

Sic stiirzt, sic zerfallt. (Faust)

The crisis in art, as also the crisis in all culture, leads on to the

subject of cschatology. The immediate sense of the beauty of the

cosmos is weakened and beginning to give way, for there is no

longer any cosmos. It has been destroyed by the physical sciences

and by the power of technical knowledge over the human soul

to-day. The machine is being placed between man and nature. 1

The entry upon an epoch which is par excellence technical has a

metaphysical importance. And in this epoch the human relation to

beauty is being revolutionized. Man is losing, as it were, the rem-

nants of his memory of paradise. He is moving forward into a

night in which no form is to be seen, but only the shining of stan.

Here we come into touch with the end. Among the dissolving

forms of the world the worship of the Church possesses the great-

est stability, and, as in time past, its beauty powerfully affects the

emotional life ofman. This is easily understood, for it is there most

of all that the divine-human link is preserved. But even in it

processes ofmortification are possible, unless renovating forms are

discovered which express the creative religious process.

1 See my essay, Man and the Machine.
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Some thirty years ago I delivered a public lecture on 'The

perishing of beauty'. I upheld a pessimistic thesis about the

decrease ofbeauty in the world. Beauty is perishing both in human

living which is becoming ever more and more unsightly and lack-

ing in style, and in art which is repudiating beauty more and more.

Art seeks to express the bitter truth about man and that truth is

unsightly. It is a great service which literature and art render, and

they contribute a great deal to the knowledge of life. For the con-

templation of plastic beauty men turn to earlier periods. The age

of technical skill, the age of masses, the age of overwhelming

quantities, the age of acceleration of time, leaves no room for

beauty. It looks as though the triumph of greater social justice

makes life an unsightly tiling; in times of social injustice life was

beautiful. It was this more than anything that staggered Constan-

tinc Lcontycv. Nietzsche was wholly in revolt against the unsight-

lincss of the democratic age. And he turned to the Renaissance,

a period which was profoundly immoral, but creative ofbeauty.

There is a conflict between beauty and goodness and the way

out from that conflict is by no means so simple as it appears both

to the aesthetes and to the moralists. The union of beauty with

truth is the whole transfiguration of life and its illumination, whilst

beauty which is divorced from truth and goodness begins to decay

and in the end turns into ugliness. There is no progressive growth

of beauty in the history of culture, but there is to be traced a

rcfiningandsharpcning ofaesthetic consciousness and aesthetic sen-

sitiveness. Here the Tightness ofaesthetic pessimism must be recog-

nized. Aestheticism belongs not so much to periods oftime marked

by the creation ofbeauty as toperiodswhichwere lacking in beauty.

The epochsofgreatest vigour in the creation ofbeautywere certainly

not those ofthe greatest quickening ofaesthetic consciousness.

It is very natural for people to fall under the influence of aes-

thetic illusion. We are enraptured by the beauty of historic ruins.

But in that past which attracts us there were no ruins, the ruins
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belong precisely to the present day. We arc delighted by the

beauty of an ancient church. But the ancient church belongs to

our own time. In the past that church was new, it was only just

built, it was not an ancient thing. And so with everything else.

In the past, that past which attracts the aesthete did not exist, what

existed in the past was the present. The fact that the past has grown

old is a consolation to us in the ugliness of the present. To remem-

ber is a creative force, a transfiguring power, it is by no means a

passive condition. We are all the while coming into collision with

the paradoxical nature of time. At the present time leaders ofnew

movements of thought and literature in France are arriving at a

philosophy ofdespair, and for them the last word belongs to non-

existence. Man is so cunning that he can find consolation even in

despair. The greatest influence upon these currents of thought has

been that of Nietzsche au.d 1 leidegqer, and in part also, of Kierke-

gaard and Shcstov: though the influence of these latter took a

different direction, as they had religious aspirations. Sartre,

Bataillc, Camus, arc representatives of such movements. In the

grip of a sense of the ugliness and loathsomeness of existence,

they are trying to find a way of escape in the creative powers

of man. But to them man is a mere nothing and a bit of dirt. How
can he be a creator, where is he to get the power from? The good in

itself is powerless, and docs not save. But in itselfcreativity in art is

likewise powerless, and equally docs not save. Man stands face to

face with the abyss ofnon-existence, face to face with despair at the

outcome of experiencing the breach between the human and the

divine, thedespair ofknowing God-forsakenness. Beauty isnot only

human, it is divine-human, Thcjourncy along the road ofthe sheer

self-assertion and self-sufficiency ofman leads to the ruin ofbeauty. I

There is here an inescapable dialectic, the dialectic of life itself, not

merely ofthought. The subject of beauty leads on to the subject ofI

the end and to eschatology. Man treads the way ofthe Cross to thef

end.
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CHAPTER XI

Immortality

The problem of immortality is fundamental, it is the chief
^

problem of human life, and man only forgets it through

superficiality and light-mindedness. Sometimes indeed he

likes to persuade himself that he has forgotten it; he does not allow
<

himself to think about the subject which is more important than

anything else. The prayer that wc may be granted the
;

remem-

brance of death is a profound prayer, jwj tlw sejrjousncss_gf life
-

itself is conditioned hy thc_remcmt>rance of death, not one's own

da~th~on~ly

"

hiit_sti|[jiiorc that of other people. All religions,

beginning with the "rudimentary religious beliefs of savages have

taken shape in relation to death. Man is a being who is faced by

death throughout his whole life and not only at his last hour.

Man wages a double, warfare; for life andjorjm mortality. Death

isloniethmg which is withLThfe arid not beyond it; it is the most

stupendous of facts, one which borders upon the transcendent.

"Great suffering always raiseiTthe problem of death and immor-

tality; but every experience which deepens life also always raises

the same question. There have been constructed many types of

religious and philosophical doctrine of victory over the fear of

death and the attainment of real or imaginary immortality. Such

are, the spiritualist teaching about the immortality of the soul;

the doctrine of reincarnation; the mystical pamheistic doctrine of

fusion with the divine; the idealistic doctrine of the immortality

of ideas and values; the Christian doctrine of the resurrection of

the whole man; the blunting of the edge of the problem ofdeath

through fusion with collective life upon earth, and through the

possibility of earthly happiness. Spiritualistic teaching about the
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immortality of the soul promises immortality for part only of

man and not for the whole. Still less does the doctrine of reincar-

nation give immortality to the whole man; it presupposes his

dissolution into separate elements, and the precipitation of man

into the cosmic cycle. It leaves him in the power oftime. Man may

pass thus into a non-human kind of existence. The doctrine of

fusion with the divine does not mean the immortality ofpersonal-

ity but only the immortality of the divine. The idealistic doctrine

also docs not mean the immortality of the personality but only

the immortality of impersonal ideas and values. The avoidance of

the subject of immortality by recourse to what I should call social

pantheism, concern for the future happiness of mankind, points

to the insolubility of the problem and to hostility to the statement

of it. It is only the Christian doctrine of the resurrection of the

whole man which gives an answer to the question, and with that,

as we shall see, many difficulties arc associated.

The problem ofdeath and immortality is indissolubly connected,

with the consciousness of personality and with personal destiny.

It is only the death of personality which is tragic. What is tragic

7 is precisely the death of an immortal bciiig. There is nothing in

' itself tragic about the death of the impersonal; it is only individu-

ality, personality that dies. If the sharp consciousness ofpersonality

is lost and its unique and eternal[ dcstiny_ forgotten, one may find

consolation in the factjhatjife in nature and in race eternally

rcnewT itself and is immortal. Man as pcrsonality^fights against

death inlhc name ofimmortality,. The biologists say that death is

the price which must be paid for a highly differentiated develop-

ment. Simmcl expresses this in more philosophical terms when he

says that life receives form because the living thing dies. But this

also means that what dies is that which most demands immortal-

ity! Paradoxically this has to be expressed in this way—thatwnE
is most subject to death is immortal. So it is from the naturalistic

point ofview; so it is with the objectivized world.
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My favourite cat has died: they will tell nic that this death is not

tragic because an animal has no personality. This argument is of

no importance to me in my experience of deep grief and that for

various reasons. An animal in which the great qualities of beauty,

intelligence, tenderness, and charm are displayed has a clear

individuality, unrcpeatablcvuniquc of its kind. This is not person-

ality in the hurnan-sense, but all the same it is personality in a dif-

ferent degree. Wh at, however, is most important is that my great

love for my cat demands, as all love demands, immortality,

eternity for the object of its lovc^I cannot think of the Kingdom

of God without a place in it for my Murya. It is a question of a

relationship which is completely personal on my part, and the

death of the creature to whom 1 am not allowed the right to

ascribe personality may be a very tragic thing for inc. Descartcs's

theory that an animal has no soul and is a mere mechanism has

always stirred me to revolt. The theory seems to me to be stupid

and for this reason I have never been able to feel very fond of

Descartes. But the denial of the possibility of immortality in the

case of animals stirs me to revolt no less. I go further. The death

of a tree which I have loved and in which I have found delight

may be a tragic thing for me, and my spiritual strength may be

exerted for its resurrection.

The belief of the ancients was not in the immortality of man

and the human, but in the immortality ofthe god and the divine.1

The soul was associated with the breath which issues from the god.

The soul has a shadow. There was a very widespread belief that it

is necessary to nourish the dead since otherwise hostile action on

their part may take place. On the path of the life which lies be-

yond the tomb they saw hindrances of various kinds, dangerous

places that have to be passed through, encounters with wild beasts.

In the life after death the struggle was also hard and dangerous.

It was only in Egypt that immortality was conditioned by moral

1 See Addison, La Vie aprh U Mort.
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considerations. The Egyptians were the first to recognize the

human soul as immortal; but to begin with it was only the king

who was regarded as immortal, and then later on, the privileged

classes. The soul liberated from the body is immortal because it is

divine. The immortality of a grain of wheat was the source of

belief in immortality among the Egyptians. Through the rites of

Osiris the king became a god. Traces of this belief still remain in

the hallowing of kings during the Christian era. The Egyptian

king was a collective soul, the soul of the race, a totem; he was

identified with Osiris. But in their conception the make-up of

man was hightly complex. In each man there is his Ka, his twin,

his totem, the source of life, the protecting genius; and it is

precisely the Ka which is immortal. To die means to go to live

with one's Ka.

The doctrine ofreincarnation, which was very widely spread in

the ancient world, was connected with the idea of moral compen-

sation, with the evil one had committed in previous reincarna-

tions. In Zoroastrianism resurrection in the flesh already appears.

It is highly characteristic that the Greeks connected their hopes of

immortality with the soul, while the Hebrews connected it with

God. That is why the idea of the immortality of the soul is of

Greek origin. To the Hebrews salvation meant the salvation of the

people as a whole. Attempts arc made to find the germs of belief

in immortality in Ezckiel, but generally speaking no belief in

personal immortality is to be found in the prophets. In eschatology

there is a distinction between the messianic-historical outlook and

that of personal immortality. Both the one and the other enter into

Christianity. The teaching of ancient Hebrew religion was of a

hopeless state, called Shcol, after death, and it believed in the

bestowal of rewards in this life only. The Book ofJob points to a

profound crisis in thought. It was only in the second century that

Judaism accepted the belief in recompense in the life to come. But

the Hebrews, as distinct from the Greeks, arrived at belief in
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resurrection with the body, not in the immortality of the soul. It

was only the Esscnes who took a spiritualistic line and saw in

matter the source of evil. Philo, who belongs to Hellenistic

thought, expressed not so much the idea of messianic expectation

which was concerned with the whole people, as individual expec-

tation in relation to the soul. The gnostics thought that the

spiritual element in man must be separated from matter and united

with God, who is not the creator ofthe world.1 But both Judaism

and Hellenism found a solution of the problem of victory over

death and the winning ofimmortality.

It is very interesting to follow the history of the fight for the

immortality of the soul among the Greeks.2 In Homer there is in

man an invisible reflection which is set free at death. This is the

Psyche. The name remains after death. Homeric religion includes

a rational element. In Hesoid people become demons. To attain

immortality means to become a god. Immortality is the mani-

festation in man of the divine principle, and that only is im-

mortal. Man must ward off dangers which threaten him from

the chthonic gods, gods ofthe underground, by the way of purifi-

cation. Fear of the impure was characteristic of ancient peoples.

But the heroes were akin to the chthonic gods and to the dead.

The heroes were demi-gods. It was only the heroes, the demi-

gods, not ordinary people, who were immortal. There is a separa-

tion between man and the divine race; there is no god-man link.

Belief in the immortality of the soul issued from the cult of

Dionysus. There was a mingling of the super-human and die

inhuman, and the human disappears. And this reappears in

Nietzsche, at a much later period of history. Man is mortal. But

immortality is possible because there is a divine principle in man!

There is a titanic and dionysian element in him. The purely Greek

religion of Apollo infiltrated into the elemental dionysian cult,

1 See Haru Lebegang, Dh Gnosis, and de Faye, Gnostiques et Gnosticism*.

* See Rhode's remarkable book, Psyche.
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and hence Orphism came to birth. The liberation of man comes
\

about not from man himselfbut byjhegraceLQfa_sayinggod. The

suffering God gives immortality to man by His death and resur-

rection. By initiation in the Orphic mysteries the immortality of

the soul was bestowed. The dionysian ecstasy frees the god from

connection with the body. Heraclitus teaches that the soul is fire.

The god is in man; there is no individual immortality; there is only

the universal fire. Pythagoras believed in the immortality of the

soul, but he connected it with reincarnation. According to Anaxa-

goras it is the spirit, not the soul which is immortal. The common

is immortal, but not the individual. It is difficult to combine the

doctrine of individual immortality with the platonic doctrine of

ideas. The idea of a world beyond was alien to Greek tragedy.

The idea that the soul is immortal in its own nature was alien to

popular Greek belief. That idea was developed in theology and

philosophy. The quest for immortality was connected with the

mysteries, and this indicated the end of tribal religions, and the

beginning of univcrsalism.

The difficulty of solving the problem of immortality is due to

the fact that it is posed within the perspective of objectivization,

of the projection of human existence into the objective world.

Externally the soul depends upon the body and the body depends

upon the objective physical world. Man is turned into an object,

into one of all the many things there are in the world. Biologically

death happens from the disintegration of the complex composi-

tion of an organism. But the cell, on the other hand is immortal

because it is simple. Wcismann thought that the germ plasm is

virtually immortal. Plato defended the possibility of immortality

on the ground that the soul is simple; this became a classical

argument for all that it is essentially naturalistic in character. The

physical energy of the human organism does not perish, it is only

transformed and dissipated in the world. It is permissible to enquire

what happens after death to psychical energy. The human organism
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is a multiple composition; it is colonial and, therefore, easily dis-

solved. Personality is the unique and unchangeable amid the con-

stant changes of the multiple composition ofman; and the spiritual

principle is what maintains this uniqueness andthis permanence.
"~
But there is a paradox in the factjha_t_thejpiriliinl prinriplr >

itself reenjircs death, for the infinite aspirations of man are not /

capable of realization within the bounds of this rJicnomcnaJM
worTcirDeatli reigns only in the world ofphenomena, which arc

subject to cosmic and historical time. In existential time it repre-

sents merely an experience, only the passing through a test. Death

belongs to the destiny of man; to die is to pass through the most

irrational, and the mosj mipqndgus experience man has.

The spiritual meaning of death is different from the biological

meaning. It is a mistake to think that le ncmit exists in the natural

world. In nature there is no nothingness, no non-existence; there

is only change, dissolution, composition, development. The hor-

ror of nothingness, of the abyss of non-being only exists in rela-

tion to the spiritu al worlcL Death which reigns in nature is not k

HJatit. The horror ofdeath is spiritual, just as the victory over dcajhA

is spiritual. Death appears quite differently and has an entirely / a

different meaning, when it is looked at from the inward point of )
Jj

view, from theexistential point of view, when man does not
J

J

think ofhimself as projectedjmtojhc external object worldJn the'

perspective of interior existence no-one in actual fact recognizes^

the possibility of the final disappearance of his own ego, of that

which has been won as personality. I catch myself in such a con-

tradictory judgment as this: if thcrejs to bejiothing for me after

death I shall after death be aware of this. If I die and there is tobe
/

no further hfcjbr me, I finally disappear, and then there will be

nothing at all; there will be no world for I was the only proof of

the existence ofthe world.

Human personality is more real than the whole world; it is a

noumen as opposed to phenomena; in its kernel it belongs jo
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eternity. But this is not seen from without; it is only seen from

within. The human soul is limited by the body; it is dependent

upon natural necessity; but inwardly it is infinite. Not only that

which at this moment reveals itself as my soul, but also that which

reveals itself as my soul throughout the whole extent of my life,

is but a small part of my soul as potential infinity both in the

direction of light and in the direction of darkness. Life from birth

to death is only a tiny fragment ofmy eternal destiny. What is of

vital interest for me is the problem of individuality in nrc, not the

racial in me, nor the impersonal good, nor reason, and so on. It 1

in my final destiny am fused with God, and my individual ego

disappears, then / never know this, and it adds nothing to me, for

there would be no consciousness of mine to be aware of it. The

teaching of Averrocs, for instance, about the immortality of the

intellect, concerns the immortality of the racial in man; it gives no

answer at all to the problem of immortality. The same is true of

impersonal racial immortality in the memory of descendants, in

ideas, or in created work; they do not solve the problem. Man

seeks personal immortality; not immortality in the object, but

immortality in the subject. But doctrines of immortality to a

large extent bear the marks of objectivization. It is very important

to recognize the fact that only the eternal is real. Everything which

is not eternal, everything which is transitory, has no true reality.

Nietzsche says that eternity was necessary for joy, for the happi-

ness of the moment, and everything is justified. But this only

makes sense if that moment itself enters into eternity, and is not

a fractional part of time. Nietzsche wrote to Dcussen that he

would like to be right not just for to-day and for to-morrow but

for thousands of years. But_therejs_ycry Httlc djffcrcncc_bctween

a thousand years and to-day or to-morrow; one must be right for

etcniity. ThereTs a moment ot' creative ecstasy and union with

God which is communion with eternity and escape from the

power of time.
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Death, which happens as the outcome of the rhythmic regular-

ity of nature, and to which man is condemned by a biological

process, is a most individual and personal thing for man. It means

above all the sundering ofcontacts and relations with other people

and with the life of 'he cosmos. Every man must pass through the

tragedy of death. According to Freud death is the goal towards

which all life moves; the instinct of the ego is the instinct of death.

Yet at the same time, and again according to Freud, who knows

nothing of a higher principle in man, nobody believes in his own

death. The paradox of death is that although death is the most

terrible of evils, one which more than any other arouses tear in

men, yet through this evil there is opened up the way to eternal

life, or at least one of the ways . Our life is full ofparadoxes of this

kind. Thus, for instance, war is a very terrible evil, but it may re-

veal the possibilities of heroism and of rising above the banality

of everyday life. A sorry infinity of life is just what would make

man a finite creature. j0f

There is a conflict between^crsonaHimniortality^nd dicbeget-

ting of children, which is racial immortality.
1 The power of

producing offspring by no means corresponds to the quality of

personality; the reverse is rather the case. The most finished

individuality may possess the least strength for the production of ^
new lives. Immortality in racial life, in children and~gran3-

children, like immortality in the nation, in the State, or in the **

social collective, has nothing in common with the immortality of D

man. This Is true, although in a differen t degree, not only in

regard to the human world but in regard to the animal world also.

The relation between personality and sex is very complex and »

mysterious. Sex is the impersonal, the racial in man: and this

distinguishes it from cros which is personal in character. On the j

one hand sexual energy is an impediment in the struggle for per- ^-

sonality and spiritualization, it crushes man beneath its natural A*tj

1 See Solovcv'i admirable eiiay, The Meaning of Lore (Dies). J
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featureless impersonality while, on the odicr_hand, it can be

f switched over into creative energy, and creative energy requires

^>u'niat man should not be a sexless creature. But the real transfigura-

tion and illumination of man requires victory over sex, which is a

* mark of the Fall ofman. A change of human consciousness is also

(associated with victory over sex. Immortality is dependant upon

the condition of consciousness. It is not a divided consciousness,

not one which is disintegrating into its elements or being re-

composed from its elements, which leads to immortality, but only

an integral consciousness. The immortal in man is also connected

with memory. The painful thing in human life is not only forget-

\ fulness of what is precious and dear, loss of a memory; but also,

and this is a still more painful thing, the impossibility of forgetting

what was evil and grievous in the past. Immortality is memory
f \ made clear and scrcnaThe most dreadful thing injifc is the sense

, I of irrevocability, of irreparability, of absolute^ loss. Human frce-

' dom can do nothing about this, and belief in natural immortality

docs not help. This is the point where the divine-human link is

broken. It is Godforsakcnncss. It is only belief in the gracious

power which_comcs from Christ which can help, for in Him the

divine-human link is incarnate. Light may be kindled in the most

* inspissated darkness.

(k, Man aspires to integral immortality, not to the immortality of

thTlupermani or of the intellect, or of the ideal principle in him;

he aspires to the immortality of the personal, not of the impersonal

and the commQU, The problem of death has been associated with

the problem of sleep. Fcchner thinks that death is the transition

from the half-sleep which is our earthly life, to awakening and a

* state of vigilance. 1 A dream indicates the loss of mental synthesis;

what Fechner says means that we are still living in a semi-con-

scious, half-dreaming state . Immortality then will be the transition

to full consciousness. whicK I prefer to call super-consciousness. A
1 See Fcchner, Das Biichlein vom Leben tiaeh Jem Tode.
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full integra l consciousness is super-consriousnesSjjind this is also a

spiritual awakening;. Consciousness which is directed to the pheno-

menal world is semi-consciousness; it is only the liberation of

consciousness from the sole power ofthe phenomenal world which

opens out the prospect of immortality. The terrible thing is that

cschatological prospects have been in the majority of cases night-

mares, and have revealed the dreadful dejection and terror which

are in man.

Human consciousness is subject to many cschatological night-

mares, though sometimes they lake a beautiful form. Christianity

has not to this day overcome the nightmarish character of its

personal eschatology. The introduction of the moral principle

into beliefs about life beyond the grave was, of course, some

progress; it was a spiritualization of magical beliefs. But the moral

principle has assumed a character which primarily threatens judg-

ment and instils fear. Even Christian beliefs about the life after

death bear the impress of a sadistic imagination; the imagination

which has created pictures of life beyond the tomb has been a

vindictive and evil imagination. A vengeful apocalypse is already

to be found in the Book of Enoch which anticipated the Christian

apocalypse. Orphism was a lofty form of Greek religious con-

sciousness; but the idea ofhell, ofrewards and punishments comes,

it would appear, from Orphism. 1 The cschatological nightmares

created by man himself, sometimes in a state of fright, sometimes

with a desire for vengeance, have taken very different forms. Such

nightmares and the prospect of the final disappearance of the

whole man, arc those of a being who regards himself as the exis-

tential centre of the universe, as a greater reality than the reality of

the world. The man ofour own time who professes naive materi-

alis tic views congruous with his condition of being; unawakencd

spiritually, is obliged to come to terms with these nightmares.

And he even contrives to persuade himself that such an cschatolo-

1 See A. Boulanger, Orphh.
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gical outlook is a consolation for his earthly life. In actual fact life

in such case loses all meaning.

But there arc other and more positive views ofthe future which
arc no less nightmares, the prospect of endless reincarnation, the

prospect of complete loss of personality in an impersonal feature-

less divinity, and, most of all, the prospect of the eternal pains of
hell. And ifone could believe in the possibility of endless existence

in the conditions of our life, which often make one think of hell,

that also would he a nightmare and evoke a desire for death. Indian

religious philosophy has regarded reincarnation in a way which
differs from that of modem European theosophies. Among the

latter it has become an optimistic evolutionary doctrine; whereas
among the Indians, it has been a pessimistic belief. Buddhism
teaches, above all, the ways of emancipation from the sufferings

which belong to reincarnation. Belief in reincarnation is not a

beneficent thing, and it provides no liberation from Karma. It

contains no indication of any way out; it provides no way of
issuing out of time into eternity. In addition to which the doctrine

of reincarnation justifies social injustice and the caste system.

Aurobindo, ofwhom I have already spoken, constructs a mystical

pantheistic doctrine of immortality which is far superior to the

theosophical doctrines of reincarnation. According to him death

is the answer of the all, the whole, to the false limitation of the

ego in its individual form.1 Aurobindo has also assimilated

some Christian elements, but nevertheless he has not the Christian

idea of personality. He jays that the man who_submits to

grief and pain, who
jsjhe slave, oflsensations and emotions", who

^occupied with ephemeral things, has no knowiedge-afJnT-
morTaR^He mcans^jy^^ tgJjC
worn

The views of Leo Tolstoy on immortality are of a pantheistic

character and remind one more of Indian religious philosophy
1 See Aurobindo, Upanishad, cited above.
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than of Christianity. 1 He regards the personal life as a false sort of

life and in his view personality cannot inherit immortality. The
horror of death which caused so much suffering to Tolstoy was

connected with his conception of personality, that is to say with a

false sort of life. There is no death, he thought, when personal life

is overcome. Nietzsche's teaching about the eternal return is the

ancient Greek idea which knows only cosmic time and hands man
over as a whole into the power of the cosmic cycle. This belongs

to the same type ofnightmare as the idea of endless reincarnation.

The eternal return contradicts another of Nietzsche's ideas, his

messianic idea of the superman. About this latter notion I have

already written enough. The human, according to Nietzsche, is

not_only mortal and bound to disapjjcarjnit jts disapjrcaranceis

even to be desired. Nietzsche's thought is decidedly antirperson-

alist and so is the idea ofhis antithesis, Tolstoy.

The teaching of N. Fedorov about resuscitation is the most

personalis! and human, really human, in character. 2 He demands
that all the dead who have preceded us should have life returned to

them; he will not acquiesce in regarding any single one of those

who have died in the past, as a means to assure the interests of the

future or the triumph of any kind of impersonal objective prin-

ciples whatever, and what is in question is the resuscitation of the

whole man. This is not to be a passive expectation of the resur-

rection of the dead but a process which involves active participa-

tion, that is to say an act of resuscitation, reanimation. But the

philosophical weakness of Fedorov lay in this, that he laid too

little stress upon the creative power ofthe spirit in the resuscitation

of the dead, and placed too much faith in the power of technical

knowledge. And in this the influence of an age of scientific

naturalism makes itself felt. Fedorov is absolutely right in seeing

that the principal thing in Christianity is not justification, but

1 Sec Tokoy'j book. Concerning Life.

* See N. Fedorov, The Philosophy ofthe Common Task.
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immortalization, the acquisition of immortality, not the justifi-

cation of it.

The need ofimmortality lies in the very depths ofhuman nature.

But the beliefs in immortality carry the impress of the limitation

of human nature. Into them there enter also the evil human

instincts which have created pictures of paradise and, especially,

of hell. It has been most difficult of all to speak about paradise, for

in spite ofevcrything, hell was nearer to man; there was less of the

other world about it. But the picture of paradise so easily gave

rise to boredom. The subject of paradise greatly disturbed Dos-

toyevsky, and he gave expression to sonic remarkable thoughts

about it; for instance, in The Dream of the Ridiculous Man. He

always connected the subject of paradise with the subject of

freedom; he could not accept paradise apart from freedom; but at

the same time freedom might create hell too. The repcllant

character of the picture of a paradise which bears, by transference,

the sensual marks of this world, in which the righteous even take

pleasure in the suffering of sinners in hell, is due to the fact that

nothing could be less apophatic than the way in which people

were thinking about paradise. For kataphatic thought about para-

dise will always be intolerable to the more refined moral and

aesthetic sense. Life is throughout infinite; but kataphatic thought

about paradise has a finitude which is devoid of true creative life.

Jaspers is fond of speaking about the frontier-position of man
(Grcnzsituation),1 and in truth man finds himselfon the boundary

lines of various worlds; he is not present as a whole in one world

only. Man is a being ofmany planes; at one time he is transported

to the other world; at another he touches the edge ofthe abyss.

The metaphysical problem ofimmortality is connected most of

all with the problem of time. Is his existence in this cosmic and

historical time the only existence of man? Or does he exist in

existential time as well, which comes into touch with eternity and

1 See K. Jaipen, PhihsophU.
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plunges man into eternity? To deny immortality is to make the

assumption that his existence in time is the final and only one; it is

to say that he is crushed by time and the phenomenal world. The
last word in the philosophy which Heidegger, as up to the pre-

sent propounded, is the finite character of human existence.

Dasciti which with him replaces the real man is finite existence

moving towards death. The nightmare idea of hell was due to a

confusion between eternity and infinity. But the idea of an eternal

hell is absolutely absurd. I loll is not eternity; there is no other sort

ofjetcrnity than divine ctcrnity_. Hell is an evil infinitude, the

impossibility of issuing out of time into eternity; it is a nightmare

phantom born of the objectivization ofhuman existence, which is

submerged in the time of our a:on. If there were such a thing as an

eternal hell it would be the final failure and defeat ofGod; and the

condemnation of the creation of the world as a diabolical farce. 1

But there arc many, many Christians to whom hell is very dcarA

djgu^h_no^for_ihcjiisclvcia.ofco^sc^T^^ ontology of hell is the

most evil form ofobjectivization, the most pretentiously exacting,

the most inspired by feelings ofvengeance and malice. But the psy-

chology of hell is possible, and is associated with a real experience.

The legal interpretation of immortality is as base as the ancient

magical conception. There is an educational element which plays

very large part in the traditional doctrines of immortality, and

this is clearly of an exoteric character. Only a spiritual conception

of immortality answers to the higherconsciousness. but the^pjri-

tual conception by no means indicates that it is only the spiritua l

par t ofman which is immortal. The resurrection ofthe body must

also be understood in a spiritual sense. 'It is sown a natural body;

it is raised a spiritual body.' Man is immortal because the divine
principle is injum , but it is nqt_onLy_jhe-divine in man which is

immortal; it is the whole organism ofman ofwhich thejpjrit ha$

1 On this subject there are many admirable ideal in S. Bulgakov. See hit

Brule oftht Lamb; this is the third part ofhit theological ivitem.

a
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taken possession, which is immortal. It is the spiritual in man which

also battles against the final objectivization of human existence,

the definitive objectivization which issues in death for man by

submerging him finally in the death-dealing stream of time. The

objectivization of consciousness produces the illusion of an objec-

tive spirit which knows of immortality as impersonal only.

An intense consciousness of one's own vocation and one's mis-

sion in the world may bestow the sense ofimmortality, and that in-

dependently ofa man's conscious ideas. Then there occurs an inter-

lacement ofpersonal eschatology and the historical eschatology of

the whole world. My immortality cannot be separated from the

immortality of other people and of the world. To be absorbed

exclusively in one's own personal immortality or with one's

personal salvation is transcendent egoism. If the idea of personal

immortality is separated from the universal cschatological out-

look, from the destiny of the world, it becomes a contradiction of

love. But love is the principal spiritual weapon in the fight against

the sovereignity of death. These two antitheses, love and dcathTarc

finked together. Love is revealed at its greatest strength
-

when

death is near, and love cannot but conquer death. He who truly

loves is the conqueror of death. We ought to make superhuman

efforts to secure that those whom we love—not only people but

animals too—should inherit eternal life. Christ conquered death

because He was the incarnation_oijhejinivcrsal divine love and

love cannot fail to desire universal salvation from death, and

universal resurrection. Were there to be but one creature possess-

ing an existential centre, which was not resuscitated to eternal life,

the world would have been a failure and a theodicy would be

impossible. In such conditions my personal immortality would not

only be lacking in some respect; it would, in fact, be impossible.

I depend upon the destiny of the world and of those who arc near

to me, and the destiny ofthose who arc near to mc and ofthe world

depends upon mc.
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Fedorov was right and proclaimed a sacred truth when he

demanded that man should be an agent of resurrection, but he

bound the destiny of man too exclusively with this phenomenal

world, with this present scheme of existence. The death of a man

in this earthly scheme of existence cannot be finally decisive for

his destiny. If reincarnation in a single scheme of existence clashes

with the idea of personality, reincarnation in a multiple scheme of

existence is entirely compatible with the idea of personality. The

fact that the path by which human life attains the realization of

fullness of life, takes its way through the spiritual world, is not in

the least a contradiction of the truth that the human body, the

form of the body, and not just the soul alone, must inherit

eternity. For the fact that the form of the body is indlssolubly

linked with the image of human personality certainly does not

mean an indissoluble link with the material of the body, which in

its physical-chemical composition is essentially mortal. The resur-

rection of the body is the resurrection ofthcjpjriuialbody.

The most mysterious of links is the link between personal

destiny and historical messianism. The fullness of Christian truth

which can be realized only in a religion of the spirit, involves the

union of personal immortality with the messianic solution of the

destiny of history, of the mystical idea with the prophetic idea.

Both the way of spiritual life which seeks the highest in with-

drawal from the destinies of the world and history and is unwill-

ing to share in them, and on the other hand the way which pursues

the same end by exclusive attention to the destinies of history,

society and the world, and forsakes the personal spiritual path,

both these are alike incomplete and mistaken in their exclusivcncss.

In this lies the whole complexity of the problem of immortality.

Immortality is not simply a human achievement, nor is iuacr«ly_a»

divine giftJJtjs_Ajdjyjn̂ humjri-cntcrprisc;

j

t is thetask pf free;

dom and a work of grace, immortality is an effect which is accoja:

pTTshecTbgth frombelff™ and ft-pra^ko^ it jsloose thinking to
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suppose that man is by nature an immortal being, neithcr_isjt

accurate to think that he merely receivesJus imrnortalijyjrom

above, from the divine power.

The mistake here, as everywhere, lies in the rupture of the link

which binds the human and the divine together, in the self-

assertion of man and at the same time in the degradation of man,

of his true humanity. At every turn we arc apt to find ourselves

thinking of immortality by transferring to the phenomenal world

that which is relevant only to the noumcnal world and by trans-

ferring to the noumcnal world that which is relevant only to the

phenomenal world. We also think mistakenly when we make an

absolute break between the phenomenal world and the noumenal

world. The doctrine ofimmortalityjnust pass through the cleans-

ing flame of criticism, just as the doctrine of revelation alsojiiUSJt

pass through it. They must be purified from naive anthropo-

morphism, cosmomorphism, and sociomorpjiism. But there is a

true anthropomorphism which issues from the central position

which man occupies and from the fact of commensurability bej-

tween thehuman and the divine. This anthropomorphism ought to

be united with theomorphism^jhat is to say it ought tobe divine-

human. The true vista ofimmortality is at once human and divine,

and not abstractly human. Thus in the problem of immortality

we again meet with die_sanie_dialectic of the divine and.the

human.
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CHAPTER XII

Messiiiiiisni and History

It
is not only upon interpretation of the meaning of history,

but also upon the formation of the very category of the his-

torical, that messianism has its bearing. History is created by

the expectation that in the future there will be a great manifesta-

tion, and that this manifestation will be a disclosure ofMeaning in

the life ofthe nations. It is the expectation of the" appearance of the

Messiah or or the messianic kingdom. The movement ofhistory is

also a movement towards that messianic appearance which wilj

bring with it liberation from slavery andjuffcring
!
_which_will

inaugurate for man a state of happiness. Messianic consciousness

is_born in suffering . When suffering docs not crush man it is

changed into a terrible power. The dynamic messianic myth is

turned towards the future. It is in this respect a contrast to pagan

myths, which were turned not tow->rds the future but to the past. 1

It was characteristic of the Greek: concerned with the con-

templation of the cosmos and its cy movement. This postulates

that the world is eternal and hi: ne; ' beginning nor end, a

world, above all, in space and not a work in time. No philosophy

of history is to be found either in Plato or in Aristotle. It is in

ancient Israel that the philosophy of history begins, in the revela-

tion of God in history, which found expression in the conscious-

ness of the prophets, and in the Book of Daniel. But a philosophy

of history becomes finally possible only in Christianity.8 The

\ ' There arc some interesting ideas in this connection in Tillich, Die soziaU

islische Enischcidtmg.

2 This is the opinion of Dilthey also, though as a matter of fact he himself

denies the possibility ofa philosophy of history. See his Einleilung in die Ceistes-

Wissenschafien.
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ancient sage attained inward peace, harmony andjoy without being

concerned with any change in the world, without asking for any

historical movement in it, and with no disquietude about the

future. Christianity introduced disquietude about the future, a

messianic and cschatological disquietude. For that reason it re-

quires change and movement, and postulates hope. The origins ot

Christian messianism arc ancient Hebrew and perhaps Persian,

but it is not derived from Greece. For Christian thought time and

history acquire a metaphysical meaning; and this would have been

entirely incomprehensible to Plato and Plotinus. Christian meta-

physics arc not an ontology, although efforts have been made to

find a basis for it in Greek philosophy, it is above all a philosophy

of history, it is messianic and prophetic. Primitive Christianity

lived by hope, the hope of the appearance of the Son of Man in

glory. The first Christians believed that the prophetic gifts of the

Spirit would continue to exist until the Second Coming of Christ.

This attitude to history is a paradox. On the one hand a tense

expectation of the spccay~manifestation of Christyand the messi-

anic kingdom, the expectation of the coming of thccnd^obscurcd

the long drawn-out vista of history. B ut, on jhe_other hand,

this tense cschatological co^ctajion_als°-gave a meaning to

history, in interpreting it as a moveincnt_tg.wards _ thcKingdojii

of God. If the historical process isrcgarded_as_endless, history

is deprived of meaning , and isdrayviTinto the cosmic process

with its cyclicTmovcmcnt. The philosophy of history is always

prophctic~and cannot be othcrwis^ History has not yet reached

its end, and'thc historical philosopher finds himself in the

midst of the historical process. I low is it possible to understand

the meaning of history without knowing what the last stage

of history will be like? It is on tlus ground that the possibility

of a philosophy of history has been denied. It is evident that

a philosophy of history cannot be scientific; it can only be

prophetic. It postulates the vision of a light which streams from
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the future; and it is only this light which proclaims a meaning for

history.

History has a meaning only if it is going to come to an end; its

having a meaning depends upon its not going on for ever. History

has no immanent meaning; it has only a transcendent meaning,

and it is the messianic consciousness which proclaims this trans-

cendent meaning for it. From the immanent point of view history

is a failure and has no meaning. The soil of history is volcanic, and

the volcanic explosions tell of contact with the end and of the

possibility of a messianic consummation of history. The attempt

to construct a naturalistic philosophy of history, which permits

its subordination to the cosmic process, as a part of that process,

gives no meaning at all to history. On the contrary it is not history

that is part of the cosmic process, but the cosmic process which is

part of history. Itj^ijli^jii^or^jofjiian^^t mjhc hisjoqLflf

nature, that the meaning ofjhc world is hidden. The whole

religious consciousness ol paganism was steeped in the cosmos

and in cosmic time. It was on that soil that the naturalistic myths

grew up, with their concern for the past, and their opposition to

prophetic and messianic consciousness. Prophetism is opposed to

that political romanticism which idealizes the past. Among the

peoples generally referred to as pagan it was the Persians alone

whose religious thought was able to give -. meaning to history,

and that was because it recognized an apocalypsis of the end,

and in that way it influenced Hebrew religion also. Without

prophetism Christianity wouldhave no relation to historyjjt

wouTcrHvenoTuture; it irdiilylrbm thcluturc that Ifehtcanbc

thrown upon the past.

The prophetic character of the philosophy of history may take

secularized forms; it was so in the thought of the nineteenth cen-

tury. Kant says 'Die Philosopltie kbnnc audi iltren Chiliasmus haben'. 1

1 Kant's Populate Schrifien: 'Idee zu einer aligenuinen Geschichte in WeUburger-

licher Ansichl.
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This chiliasni, that is to say the messianic idea, is deeply inherent

in all the philosophy of history which belongs to the nine-

teenth century, though it had to all appearances broken away

from Christianity. The prophetic clement in that philosophy of

history was stronger than in the religious philosophy of history of

St Augustine and Uossuet. This can be said of Hegel, Marx, St

Simon and Comtc. The whole of their philosophy of history was

permeated by prophctism and has no meaning without it. It is not

less prophetic in Comte and Marx who were opponents of meta-

physics, than in Hegel, the metaphysician. Hegel recognized a goa l

of world history. In it the world spirit is finally to arrive at self-

consciousness through man. History is a progrcssivegrowthin the

consciousness of freedom and in the actual realization of the reign

of freedom. Comtc knows that in the history of mankind a posi-

tive period will come to replace the theological and metaphysical

period, and that the religion of humanity will triumph. Karl

Marx knows that in place of the bourgeois capitalist period marked

by the exploitation and slavery ofman there will come a period in

which socialism will be triumphant, when the messianic class, the

proletariat, to which the properties of the chosen people of God
were transferred, will realize justice in the world and liberate not

only itselfbut all mankind.

Whence comes this knowledge of the mankind of the future?

Is it possible to regard it as scientific knowledge? No, it is messi-

anic faith; it is a secularized form of the old chiliastic idea. The

idea of the progress of mankind, which since the time ofCondor-

cct has been fundamental to the philosophy of history, is religious

and Christian in its origin; it is a secularized form of the Christian

idea ofmovement towards the Kingdom ofGod as the basic theme

of world history. The idea of progress seeks to give a meaning to

world history but its exponents arc under the illusion that it gives

an immanent meaning to history whereas in fact its meaning is

transcendent. The idea ofprogress must be distinguished from the
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idea of evolution which is scientific and biological in its origin.

There is a fundamental inconsistency in the doctrine of progress

and it lies in the fact that every human generation and every

human personality is thought of as a means to serve the interests

of following generations, ol perfection which lies in the future,

of the Kingdom of God on earth, into which will enter those

happy ones who live in time to come, but not all those generations

of the dead; they will have been turned into a mere means to an

end. The doctrine of progress is anti-pcrsonalist. But it is per-

meated with the messianic idea, the roots and sources ofwhich arc

religious in character. Without the messianic idea, history be-

comes a mass of facts heaped together and without any meaning

in their connection.1

But the messianic idea by no means implies an optimistic view

of history. On the contrary it involves a tragic view of history.

History is a struggle of opposed principles and not everything in

it comes to a successful issue. Not only does good accumulate in it

but evil also and for that reason history will have to have an end.

But the Kingdom ofGod will come to a successful issue and in it

all the oppositions and conflicts between the two worlds will be

resolved. The coming of the thousand years' reign can be thought

of only antithetically, it must be regarded as belonging both to

the here and now, and to the world beyond, as at the same time

earthly and hcavcjily. There is in history no continuous operation

of the providence of God as the incarnation and development of

spirit, as Hegel taught; there arc only inrushes. The freedom of

man also operates in history and so docs fate. Chance operates in

it also, and chance is rationally inexplicable.' Future perfection is

a phenomenon which belongs to the transcendent order, but the

transcendent can become immanent. The old antithesis between I

1 In this connection there is an interesting book by Theodore Lessing, Cr-I
schkhte ah Sinngebung Acs Sinnlosen.

* See Fabre o Olivet, Hisloire Phihsophiaw Angenre humaint.
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the immanent and the transcendent is out of date. Without pro-

phctism, which has been so much enfeebled in historical Chris-

tianity, Christianity would have no relation to history. Since

historical Christianity has lost the prophetic spirit it cannot

understand the meaning of history. That meaning is revealed only

to cschatological Christianity. The denial of the possibility of a

Christian mcssianisin is a reactionary tendency in Christianity. 1

Mcssianisin is a prophetic premonition not only of the Second

Coming of the Messiah, but also of the messianic Kingdom.

Christianity is a messianic, prophetic religion, which looks to-

wards the future, towards the Kingdom of God. Light comes not

only from the past; light comes also from the future. It stands to

reason that there is always a danger of false mcssianisni and of

false messiahs. As instances of false mcssianisni one might mention

such cases as that ofThomas Miintzer . But the case ofJoachim_o£.

Floris was not false mcssianisni, it was mcssianisin which was

premature, and come before its time.

It is untrue to think that after the coming ofChrist the Messiah,

the Kingdom of God had definitely come and there was nothing

further to wait tor in the future; that from that time mcssianisni

lost all its raison d'etre. There is a similar way of thinking, turned

exclusively to the past, which is based on a false identification of

the Kingdom ofGod with the Church. That was what St Augus-

tine taught and this opinion ofhis has become dominant in Roman
Catholicism. In this way the authority of the historical Church has

[been strengthened and the possibility of any prophetism has been

I warded off. Expectations which arc turned towards the future

[are regarded as dangerous; and it is preferred not to speak about

[the second appearance of Christ the Messiah. The Apocalypse is

lushed up. This attitude exists in Orthodoxy also, though it is less

larked there than in Roman Catholicism, which is more highly

1 See Feret, VApocalypse de St Jean. Vision chrhienne de I'histoire. The book
• has many good qualities but Christian mcssianisni is decisively repudiated in it.
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organized. But after all the Gospel is the good news ofthe coming

of the Kingdom ofGod; and the very idea of the Kingdom ofGod

is an eschatological idea. 1 We pray 'Thy kingdom come'; and that

means that the Kingdom of God has not yet come, although the

Church has ahcady existed rbi some two thousand years. The

Church is simply the path of history, and not the actual appear-

ance of the Kingdom of God. The Church is one separate pheno-

menon in this historical life of peoples and not the total pheno-

menon that the Kingdom ofGod must be. The Church is not the

transfiguration of the world. The future Kingdom ofGod is only

symbolically established in it. I am speaking of the historical, not

of the mystical Church. Such is the most important fact in the

historical destiny ofChristianity.

Christ in His preaching proclaimed the near approach of the

Kingdom of God, that is to say of a completely new world and a

new life. The first Christians lived in an eschatological atmosphere;

they were waiting for the second appearance of Christ, for the

end of this world and the coming of the promised Kingdom of

God. But they did not sec the long path of history which lies

between the two comings of Christ, and their expectations were

not justified by the course of events. Christ has not come upon

earth for the second time; the last times have not arrived. The long

pathway of history has been revealed, and on this long path, in-

stead of the Kingdom of God, the Church had to appear and to

organize itself in the same way as great historical bodies always

organize themselves. It was the Church upon this earth which

came, instead of the Kingdom of God, and it began to develop in

accordance with the conditions of this world. Messianic expecta-

tions have been driven inwards and later on have made their

appearance again in a secularized form. Prophctism has been more

and more stifled and has given rise to suspicions of heresy. Some-

times it appears in a premature and falsely exalted form, as in f

1 SeeJohannes Weiss, Die Predigtjesu vom Reiche Gottes, and also Loisy's books.
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Montanism. TheJ^gsdcJEau l says (r Cnr . XIV . ^JDesiic

earnestly spiritual gifbu_but _ratkcL_that_ yc-ffiay prophesy/

These words arc repeated with reluctance. Sacramcntalisni is

opposed to messianism, and personal salvation and immoitality

are opposed to the Kingdom ofGod.

But the meaning of history between the two comings ot Christ

must be justified, and given the complete stifling of the prophetic

spirit this meaning cannot be understood. The priest has mote and

more crowded out the prophet; ritualism is dominant. But ritual-

ism docs not confer any understanding whatever of the meaning

of history. The cnfeeblcmcnt of the part played by Christianity in

history is explained by this weakening of the messianic conscious-

ness. The prophet listcnedjo. the Voice of God, but men have

ceasedto listen to that divine Voice and it has ceased to be audible.

The expectation of a personal messiah was revealed in the Hebrew

people, not among its scribes and priests. Judaism turned prophecy

into a religion oflaw and the torah. The same thing has happened

in Christianity also. Pharisaism is a phenomenon \yj^jJxlongj

not to Hebrew religion onlyJniLajsp to the Christian religion.,

with this difference , that after the Coming of Christ pharisaism

became much worse. The cooling ofthe fire ofthe original revcla-

tion, the reigrToTlaw, of formalism and of pharisaism, arc

phenomena which are repeated in all religions. It lias been the case

in Judaism, in Buddhism, in Islam and in Christianity. The painful

side of the problem of messianism and history is that rnanjannot

for thf ^Wr^thejncsjianicjdea throwoff the burden of history

and refuse to take it on himself; he is obliged to submit to the

heavy labours which history thrusts upon him. Dreamy messian-

ismisafafsclramc of mind. Here we arc confronted by a paradox.

The messianic consciousness and_cx£cctation creates history, pro-

rUi™ a meaning for it andTioloWtogether, and yet

^

tjhejame

time it, so to speak, breaS~aowirrulto^ aidjeeks to overleap,

it. This contradiction has to be acceptedas a part of experience.
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In the same way as the first Coming of the Messiah was prepared

among the Hebrew people, so now among all mankind die way

must be prepared for the Second Coming; and it is in this that

history has its justification. The goal is no less than the attainment

of the creative fullness of life and the realization of the Spirit not

only in human life but also in the life of the cosmos.

It is possiblcjo_djsjiiiguishjourjypes_of messianism according

to their various diaractrcistfcs:Ji)jiatignaT ot universal messian-

ism; (2) messianism which is concerned with this world or with

tTic^nact^T^toriomorsuferin^nwsianism, and J4)jiicssian-

j^mllhjs^ All these types were already

to be met with in Israel. In Egypt there was messianism associated

with the divine nature of the king. The messiah means in the first

place God's Anointed, and the messianic idea of the king, as the

Anointed One is preserved also in Christianity, although it has

nothing in common with Christianity. Messianism is always

connected with millcnarianism, with the expectation of the

thousand years' reign. The messianism of the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries, secularized and torn away from its religious

roots, also awaits a thousand years' reign, and this is true ot Hegel,

Marx, Comte and even of German racism. But this secularized

messianism is commonly of this world, triumphant and imper-

sonal In this connection there are, accc^4ng_IoJcgd,jhrcc

pcriods'oThlsTc^n^t^
aOT^thcsis, Injhejhird period there should comc_thc_ocrjcct

orSrT^cjnmm£c^^
th77rTuln£h]^0^^ Ik" toW "P*

jn^uiuTadoTofTlic pcrfcct^rdcrjnjhcjhhd period, this^W

^nrnTg-rnTsunnnTt^pro^

to say about this.

HSilhTp^sTthe clearest manifestation of religious messianism

was the case of
J
oachim of Floris in the thirteenth century, who
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looked for the coming of the third epoch of the Holy Spirit, and

the religious movement in Italy during that period. In the nine-

teenth century messianism at times assumed religious and pro-

phetic forms, and at other times forms which externally were

.

anti-religious. Messianism and prophetism are to be traced in St

Simon, Fourier, de Maistre (the expectation of a new revelation

of the Holy Spirit), in Comte, Hegel and Schelling (Johannine

Christianity), in Cicszkowski (the most remarkable of them), in

Marx, in Nietzsche (the coming of the superman, and the

Dionysiac culture), in Ibsen (the third kingdom), and in the apo-

calyptic Leon Bloy^ Among the Russians it is to be seen in

Dostoycvsky, Vladimir Solovc'v, N. Fcdorov and even in the

Russian socialists and anarchists, and especially in the religious

anarchism of Tolstoy. Expectation is always associated with

messianism, the expectation which faces the future, but an expec-

tation which is not passive but active, and which makes an appeal

for action. It is activity in history bir it is inspired by belief in the

coming of the end of history. To this is due the apparent inconsis-

tency of the messianic consciousness.

In our day it is only the Russians and the Germans who have

had a philosophy of history. The German philosophy of history

is pantheistic and cosmic; the Russian philosophy of history is

divine-human and cschatological. But both the one people and

the other arc inspired by messianic passion, and it is this that

determines their dynamism and activism. This dynamism and

activity would be impossible given a purely spiritual interpre-

tation of the Kingdom of God and a purely individualistic con-

ception of immortality. A messianic attitude of mind is essential

for the solution of world history, and messianism as a religious

phenomenon is bound up with the prophetic side of religion. A
purely sacramental interpretation of religion is not favourable to

the prophetic spirit and to messianic expectation. There is in that

case no belief that light issues not only from the past but shines
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also from the future. And prophctism is a principle which leads to

rebirth, to a new life. It is not true that the prophet is merely a

passive instrument in the hand of God. In prophctism humanity

too is in the highest degree active; prophecy is a divine-human

activity, it is divine-human crcativcncss. Prophctism in literature,

in art, in philosophy, in social movements, is the creative activity

of man. It is a fatal mistake to sever God-manhood into two parts

and to say that in religion, in the spiritual life, God alone acts, and

that in culture, and social life man alone acts. In actual fact the

divine-human link holds in both cases. And if there is a dualism,

and dualism is necessary to activity and struggle, yet it is a dualism

of an entirely different character; it is not the dualism ofthe divine

and the human but the dualism of freedom and necessity, of good

and evil.

Three points of view may be taken: ( i) the religiously social ;

this is racial and trib al, it belongs to Judaism and the ancient

pagan world; (2) the religiously individualistic; this involves with-

drawal from the world and history, c.g^ the religion of India,

neoplatonism, and Eckhardtj_[3) the Christian messianic, which

iTat the same time spiritual; this rises above the power of the

national, racial and State principle. It not only postulates the

existence of the transcendent, but also recognizes the possibility

of changing our world by means of the transcendent. This third

point of view docs not admit that ideal spiritual principles arc

progressively incarnated and defended in history, in the State, in

authority, and in the objectivizing of spirit. History is tragedy and

in a certain sense tragi-comedy. The activity of man, which is a

duty laid upon him, ought not to depend upon success, upon its

realization in history. It is admirably said in the Bhagavad-gita that

one ought not to look for the fruits of an action.1 Every positive,

good act ofman will nevertheless have its importance for eternity ,

1 There are some remarkable thoughts about time recorded by St Augustine

in his Confessions.
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forthc Kingdom ofGod, even if the powers of darkness and evil
havcactcd against it and prevented its realization in timcT" —
The philosophy of history raises the pmM.-m nftUZZu^n^f

history to time, to freedom and to persona lity. And these relations

f

present paradoxes. Tmieisin itsclfa paradox; the swift movement
of time, its break-iujmto a past, which no longer exists^ futurZ

* wjnchjoes_not_yct^cxist, and a present which is in part alrTaTy

X E^st '
ancl '"^rTltTirTeTol^ojheJutujeT^ it difficult to

capture its_rcahty. There is a present of thc~past, a present gjthe
present and a present of the future. The whole ofour life depends

,
^OjUiinc^and time brings dcathjo us. Creative acts arc accom-
pjish£djn_^imc^ acB whlĉ nng'ncwnca^itii them . History
takes place in time; but historical time is different from cosmic

C. time. The movement which occurs in historical time is not in a
circle, it is not cyclic; it streams out in a forward direction; it is

movement which is directed towards a goal. But it is just in
historical time th-t the goal is not attainable, and a sinister infinity
is d1Scloscd. An .- uc is possible only by a break-through of the
transcendent. Immancntly history may be bent upon the creation
of a perfectly rationalized and mechanized society. But I do not

- want that, I want the Kingdom of God, which com^jj^TgrJi
observation.

**
1 1

—

"

The relation of history to freedom is also a paradox. History
in which there is a meaning presupposes the existence of freedom.

. Christianity is historical precisely because freedom is revealed in
it. Without freedom there is no history but only the realm of

f
nature

' Yet at the same time history Mippnaaajbejrgcdgm^of
man;

!S
subordinates him to its own necessities. It is a notable idea

of Hegel's, that the cunning of reason reigns in history and
subordinates everything to itself, for the sake of ends which are

» non-human.1 Man creates history and packs it with his own
j

creative power. Yet history treats man with indifference and
1 See Hegel, Vorlesungen iiber die Philosophle der Geschichtt.
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cruclty^dicrc is a real demonism in history. Man is a historical

being and, "therefore, he cannot throw off the burden ofjiistory!

The greatest paradox ofall is to be seen in the relation between
personality and history . The conflict of personality ^nd~woi]d
history is the fundamental conflkdnjuiman life. It is men such as

Dostoycvsky and Kierkegaard who have bceiTso acutely aware of „

this. History does not solve the problem of personality and its

destiny and, thereforc7"th~e end of history is incvitaTIcTTeopTe ]
differ greatly according to whether they regard freedom of per- 4j

sonality, the Church regarded as a spiritual society, and spiritual I

communion, as the highest of values, or whether they regard the

supreme value as being the power of the State and the nation, and *

the external hierarchy of the Church. The foes of liberty are $
jictuated.by fear, andjeatjs one of the chief factors in history, as

wejl ag one of the signs of the Fah^jjiian
1 The~onh/"tln7ig which '

raises him up again is the messianic consciousness, the conscious-

ness of aspiration and movement towards the end. And progress
itself is twofold in its nature; it may be either orientated to the
rij2^li!lg^jli^h_eKmgdom of GodTto the immanent and the *

transcendent^ofit may~bc an'endless pro£css_towhich there can a
bjc^nojohjnon^which contains nothing of value in itself and in

which everything is uirncTinu7a~mcans. It is in thTslhatlhcTuner
contradiction of progress consists. It is this that constitutes the
inner contradiction of history itself, which both has a meaning and
is meaningless, and so reminds one of a comedy; it both moves
towards an end, and is at the same time infinite in the bad sense of
the word.

And the existence of the Church in history is in the same way
just as inconsistent. Tfo historical Church reminds one of other
historical bodies, is very similar to the State, to the kingdonTof
Caesarilorit also shows rclativencss, capacity for adaptation, it

also is subject to the power of necessity. But the Churchis also

mcta-historical; another world bevond this world is discloseTin
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it It is a spiritualjocicty ; the realm of frmlom iuiUUyjdjIutjs

TSTiikc the rcMm of nature All the complexity and painfulncss

of di7his"tory of the Church is clue to this mingling of its two

natures The Church must function within natureandjtjakcsthe

sinsnHiij^E^ h"f "nce k is meta;~cal *°2B&2gaSton of God. There is a profound sense in which

it is, as itwerc, die soul ot history and the soul of the cosmos and

its boundaries do not coincide with the visible boundaries of the

Church of history. The life of the Church is a process at once

divine and human and the human principle plays a double part in

it creatively positive and distorting^ negative. There is an inertly

conservative immobile principle in it which is hostile to all

creative life, it is a human, all too human, principle, and is cer-

tainly not divine, as its defenders seek to maintain All the con-

flicts and contradictions of history are echoed in the life of the

Church History is a combinationoftradkion and creative change.

T- îa^ which a real creative life has existed in the past,

"
rnrn j ^deniny inertia, it mgrjarim »«o up-

mobih^ndTol^c7n7a betrayal ofjts^vnj^^demaLoj

SStivc moVcmcntTCblmieTught not to be mere opportunist

adjust to the woild taken as we find it, as a datum. It is on y

the messianic consciousness within the Church which . earnestly

directed towards the Kingdom of Cod; in which both rehg.on

and the Church disappear as separate forms which have arisen in

the course of history.
.

Everything which is actualized in history gives the impression

of failure. What is actually realized is not what was envisaged by

the creative ideal. Cjmstiajujyjd^ov^^

history. There is a tragic lack of congru.ty between the Christians

„ "oTthTcatacombs and the Christians of papal and imperial gran-

• deur and power, between persecuted Christian and Christians who

persecute. All religions have turned out badly. It is ridiculous to say

that the French Revolution made freedom, equality and brother-
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hood a realized tact. There is a shattering lack of correspondence

between the revolutionary bolsheviks during the period ofunder-

ground activity and exile, and the same people at the zenith of

thcit power, with their uniforms and orders, at courts and in

embassies and so on. And there is the same incongruity to be noted

between the Reformation ofLuther and the Lutheran pastors ofthe

nineteenth century. All grandiose schemes of world empire have

been of short duration, for example, the Empire of Alexander

of Macedonia which disappeared with his death, and the Roman

Empire, and the Empire of Charles the Great, and of Napoleon.

The glory and majesty_of this world arc short-lived and unreal.

Tlic^wnejlnng will happen also in the case cf A7 {rrr
,1{

TT
r"lm

'

which has been mad? i mY"*A farr Pmwr_k!ongs_jo_tjLe
TjJ

prince of tlTrjjwoda^andjie fjays malicious mcks upon thepro-***

jeets of hurnarTbcings. Human societies pas2Jrornjjt£te_c£con-

.trnjnrj^re^ion. cruelty, and danger, with no guarantee oflifc

and in fear of the horrors ofwar and revolution, that is to say from

a^rim

l

atgharshlife, to a life which is more peaceful, contented and

freZl^hgofbourgeois pettiness, to the pujrsujtof pleasure, and* .

Ih^TtoleTnTralizationjitid decadence; and Act die whole process ^

iTbcgurTHI over againiXnd so the tragi-comedy of history goes on.

15ocs this mean that it is necessary to repudiate history entirely? *

No. History is a test, it is a creative experiment through which
.

man m ust pass. Thcfailurcs of history, the failure ofall the rcaliza- ^

tions of history, are not rnrrcjoss. it is throuph the very fajlurgj

that man moves forward towards the Kingdom of God^Thi* \

smipIyTcads us~oTTt5 thc"p7otTcm of the end. The Kingdom of
^

God is not actually realized in the conditions of our world. What.

isjiceded for its realization is not changes in this world, but_a

change of this world, not a change of time, but victory over tune.
4

Mcssianism is the belief that new times are at hand, that the King-

dom of GocTis" coming, that the Messiah will appear in power.

The expectation which inspires the messianic consciousness lies on ,
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the frontier oftwo worlds, on the frontier between this world and

the world beyond , between the immanent and the transcendent^

between the carthlv and the heavenly, on the boundary which

divides the historical and the mcta-historicaL Messianic expecta-

tions cannot be realized cither within history itself or outside

history. This is a contradiction which is embedded in our limited

consciousness, in ourjajlcn reason. Every creative act of man is

subject to failure injjic_scnsc that the created product actually

realized is not what was planned in the crcanve_mmcLj3ut at the

same time every creative act is essentially cschatological in charac-

ter, in it this worTcTcomes to an end and thcother worldJ>egins.

But our limited consciousness docs not sec thjs cjcar]y_cnou£h.

In the present-day world"two messianic ideas have clashed with

one another, the Russian and the German. The Russian idea, in

its purest form, is the idea of actually realizing the ideals of truth

and right, of the brotherhood ofmen and ofpeoples. The Russians

have inherited this idea. It is inherent in the prophets, in the eternal

truths of Christianity, in certain doctors of the Church, paiticu-

larly the Eastern, and in that quest for truth which is characteristic

of the Russian people themselves. The German idea is the idea of

dominance by a chosen race, by a race of masters born to rule

over other races and peoples, who arc regarded as inferior. This

idea is the heir of the old pagan idea, the Greco-Roman idea, of the

selective formation of a race of lords who are powerful and turn

the weak into slaves. The way was prepared for this idea in Ger-

man thought by a whole scries of pan-Gcrmanists.1 The first idea

aspires towards the Kingdom of God; it means the quest for the

'truth about the earth',8 which has still not been sufficiently

brought to light in historical Christianity, and which can be

revealed only in the crowning revelation of the Spirit.

1 Sec he Pangermanismc philosophitjue. Preface par Cli. Andter.

1 A phrase ofthe apocalyptist and chiliast V. Tarnovtscv, who made use of it

in a series ofreligious philosophical conferences at Petersburg in 1003.
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CHAPTER XIII

Religion of the Spirit

A Devout Meditation

The greatest error of which historical Christianity is gujlty\

i"Tdue to the circumscribing and deadening notionjhat

revelation is finished anTtha t: therejs nothing morejobe

expected, that the structure ofjhe Church has been completely

buihand"that the roof has been put onJt^Religious controversy

iTcsscntially concerned with the problem of the possibility of a

new revelation and of a new spiritual era. All other questions arc

of secondary importance. The new revelation is certainly not to

be thought of as a new religion distinct from Christianity,_butas

the fulfilment and crowning of the Christian revelarictn, and the

achic"vemcnt~of its true Qc^inicnicityTThcrc is as yet no cccumeni-

citv. The revelation of thcSpirit cannot be jitsLsilllplv waited for;

it depends aiso_upon the creative activity of man; it cannot_bc

understood simply as a new rcyejation of God to man; it is also a

revclatioTof man to God. This means that it wjjTbe^Jiyjnc-

human revelation. The separation and opposition of the divine

and tRelurniaiTwiTl be ovcrcomem_thc_Sp irit, although the dis-

tinction between them will' be preserved. This is the crowning

pl^jnTiiTthc mystical dialectic of the divine and the human. It is

also the end of objectivizanon, of the_p_rojcclion of revelation into

the external, and ofnaive realism in the c^oncc^nc^ofrcvcjarion. J

"ItTtHc' relation between man and God an infinite spiritual

experience is possible. It may be thought that the religion of the

Spirit—and it is that precisely ofwhich we arc speaking—is a new

form ofimmanentism. But the old controversies about immanen-

tism and transcendentism must be regarded as completely out of
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date. The very way in which the matter was put was entirely

wrong, it was abstract and not dialectic. Just as one cannot break

the bond between the divine and the human, and affirm one of

these principles in the abstract, so we must not make a break be-

tween the transcendent and the immanent, and affirm either of

them in the abstract. Real life is in the inter-relation between the

one and the other. The transcendent becomes immanent and with-

out its immanence it is abstract and lifeless. It is merely objectivi-

zation at its limit. And equally the immanent must not be thought

of without the transcendent. Life in the immanent postulates a

process of transcendence. Pure immanentism which denies the

transcendent is continuance in a circle which has no outlet. When

the human is looked upon as the divine, and the identity of the two

is affirmed, authentic life comes to an end and its dramatic character

exists no longer. When the transcendent is thought of exclusively

as immanent and there is no transcendent mystery and remoteness,

the immanent is deprived of life and content. On these grounds

what was known as immanentism in controversies of an earlier

day, which arc now out of date, ought to be decisively rejected.

The Holy Spirit is thejmncj|de^fjjnjgj^

rreaturc » and it is in Him that the mystery ofcreation, a mystery

which is ^ntVlr^n^ir£l_imd_cojmological must be revealed,

theleligion'of the Spirit, which is also the religion of the

Trinity, will not be in the least like E. von Hartmann's monistic

religion of the spirit, in which there is nothing Christian whatever.
2

The coming of a new era of the Spirit into which the highest

attainments of spirituality will enter, presupposes a change in

human consciousness and that it is given a new orientation. It is a

revolutionary change in consciousness, which has been hitherto

conceived in a static way. Myths, legends, dogmas will appear in a

1 The Catholic writer Henstenberg writes in an interesting way on this sub-

ject, Das Bund zwischen Gott und Schopfung.

• E. von Hartmann, Die Religion ies Geistes.
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different light according to the degrees ofconsciousness, according

to the extent to which its immobility and induration have been

overcome. The religion of the Spirit will be the religion ofman

when he hasromeof age ; it will constitute his emergence from

childhood and youth .

Certain traits of this eternal religion, which is new only in

external appearance, of this Christian and Trinitarian religion, this

religion freed from slavery to the world of objects, can be guessed.

In the religion of the Spirit, the religion of freedom, everything

will appcat in a new light. There will be no authority and no

retribution; the nightmare of a legalistic conception of Christian-

ity and of an everlasting hell, will finally disappear. It will have as

its basis not judgment at a tribunal and retribution, but creative

development and transfiguration, assimilation to God. A new

anthropology will be revealed and the icligious meaning of

human creativeness will be recognized. It will be understood that

fiecdom is its primary basis. The idea ofGod will be purified from

servile sociomorphism. The idea of God as sufficient unto Him-

selfand as a potentate who wields power, still includes relics of an

idolatry which is not yet overcome. Ins only the con_ccDtiQD_af

God as suffering, and ycarningjor the Othcr,_and_as sacrificed,

v^icTrsu^d^clitl^isni and t|icJjgjit,against_God, There is a

pl[radox in the knowledge ofGod which must_bc^courageously

faced and putlmcT wgsIjhlisTlhc^nTrimtion of God by my ^

whole being means that God exists; human freedom creates God,

and this means that God is; my creating ofGod is a divine-human

act ofcreation.

All thislcads to a revaluation of the idea of Providence, a matter

with which atheism is more closely connected than with anything

else. The religion of the Spirit is the expectation that a new com-

munity of mankind will be revealed, a sense of communion of

spirit which is really human, one which radiates kindness and love.

The religion of the Spirit is also the expectation of the revelation
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of a new relation between man and the cosmos, and an expecta-

tion of the transfiguration of the cosmos. The process of the dis-

integration of the cosmos which is due to a merely scientific and

technical relation to it, is coming to an end. Its final phase will be

the disintegration of the atom. All this finds support in the sub-

ject of cschatology, in an active view of cschatology. But in no

degree whatever does it mean an optimistic conception of history.

Of this I have already spoken. The revelation of light in no sense

means the denial of darkness. On the contrary, before the coming

of the era of the Spirit, man will have to pass through a thickening

of the darkness, through a period of dark night. We are living in

tragic times as we witness the process by which as a result of dis-

coveries in the realm of physics, nature is deprived of its soul and

devastated, and the cosmos, so to speak, made to disappear. Marx

and historical materialism have deprived history of its soul and

devastated it. rreud and psycho-analysis have done the same thing

to the human soul itself. The end ofthe war and the revolution are

revealing terrible cruelty; humanity is dim and fading out; the

Cicator is, as it were, withdrawing from His creation; He is

present in it only incognito (a favourite expression of Kierkegaard).

But all this can be understood as a dialectic moment in the revela-

tion of the Spiiit and the new spiritual life. One must die in order

to come to life again. Thg crucifixion of man and of the world is

taking place, but the last word w ill belong to Resurrection
L

We arc not yet entering into the era of the Spirit; we are enter-

ing into the dark era. There have been forerunners of the new

revelation of the Spirit throughout the whole extent of the history

of Christianity, and such there arc also now. There are always

spiritually-minded people who live before their time. The Eastern

doctors of the Church were of great importance in their contribu-

tion to the interpretation of Christianity as the religion of the

Spirit, especially Origen and St Gregory ofNyssa, the latter more

than any other. His doctrine of man was the most exalted in the
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history of Christian thought, and his spirituality anticipates the

whole history of Christian mysticism.1 Further, the religious

movement in Italy at the end of the twelfth and the beginning of

the thirteenth centuries, which was a quest for the Christianity of

the Holy Spirit, is of enormous importance. 2
Its central figures

were St Francis of Assissi whose character most nearly approached

to the pattern of the person of Christ, and Joachim of Floris who

had prophetic premonitions, although sometimes they were

naively expressed. In popular religious movements there was

already something new. The apocalyptic frame of mind made its

appearance in Europe after the French Revolution and the

Napoleonic Wars, although it found very confused expression.3

The German mystical movement which began in the fourteenth

century and is represented by Eckhardt, Tauler and others, was of

still greater importance for this change in consciousness. But

Jacob Bochmc and later Angclus Silcsius were of greater signifi-

cance than all.

German idealistic metaphysics of the beginning of the nine-

teenth century also constituted a most outstanding event in the

history of the European spirit, in the dialectic of the divine and the

human; and in spite of the mistaken nature of the monistic ten-

dency in them they did prepare the way which led to the possi-

bility ot a new consciousness. German mysticism as a whole,

however, inclines to be hostile to eschatological thought. It was

in Russia that eschatological aspiration, with its expectation of a

new epoch of the Spirit, and belief in the possibility of a crowning

revelation, was most forcibly expressed. Ifwc compare one of the

greatest of Russian saints, Saint Seraphim of Sarov, with one of

the most recent of Roman Catholic saints, Jean Baptiste Vianne,

the Cure d'Ars, we arc struck by the fact that in St Seraphim all

1 See Jean Daniclou, Platonisme et ilieologie mystique. Essai sur la doctrine

spirituellc de St Grcgoire de Nysse.

* See E. Gebhart, L' Italic mystique.

* See Vutte, Les sources occulta du Romantisme, Vol. II.
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his aspiration is directed exclusively towards the resurrection,

towards the transfiguration of the whole creation in the Holy

Spirit, that is to say, towards the future. In the Cure d'Ars every-

thing is directed exclusively to the Cross, that is to say, to the past.

The apocalyptic and cschatological trend is to be found also in

popular religious movements in Russia and in the quest for truth

by the Russian intelligentsia, as well as in the supreme moments

of Russian religious thought. Here I ought again to mention

names to which I have already many times referred, especially

Dostoyevsky, Vladimir Solovev and N. Fcdorov, and even a man

who stood apart from Orthodox thought, that seeker after truth,

that seeker after God—Leo Tolstoy. The religious and philoso-

phical movements which belong to the beginning of the twentieth

century were coloured in the same way.

15 tit quite one of the most notable of the forerunners of the rcli-

ligion of the Spirit was Cieszkowski, the philosopher of Polish

messianism. 1 In him the conception of a religion of the Spirit as

the crowning and complete revelation is expressed more clearly

than in Solovev. His thought passes outside the framework of

historical Christianity, but it preserves a link with the Roman

Catholic Church. The link with the Church is of great importance

in this respect, that it saved the movement towards a new revela-

tion of the Spirit from assuming a sectarian character. And this

link becomes a possibility in the Orthodox Church in particular,

for there are greater potentialities in Orthodoxy than in Roman

Catholicism. In the Roman Catholic sphere Leon Bloy stands out

as the great man of Apocalypse. There was a strong prophetic

element in him. But in that stupendous writer, as indeed in

many others, the prophetic premonitions were mingled with

survivals of the old ideas of a sacrosanct monarchy, with the cult

of Napoleon and the like. People like Kierkegaard have been of

vast significance, but their influence acted indirectly. Charles

1 See the book already referred to, Cieszkowski, Noire Prre, in 4 volumes.
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Peguy may also be considered as a forerunner of the era of the

Spirit.1

But wc must recognize as forerunners of the era ot the spirit

not only those who deliberately regard themselves as Christians,

wc must include also those who do not call themselves Christians

and even those who arc anti-Christian in their thought. The fact

is that even the fight against God may be a way of serving God,

it may be more truly religious than coldness and indifference.

New ground is made ready by the tragic experience of man and

the creative activity of man. Such forerunners of the era of the

Holy Spirit cannot be called devout in the traditional sense.

Nietzsche has enormous importance; his appearance was a highly

significant moment in the dialectic of the divine and the human,

without the consummation of which no new religious era can

follow. Moreover, there is an important element of messianic

consciousness in socialism too, for all that it is associated nowadays

with atheism. Among the great writers of the end of the nine-

teenth century, Ibsen is to be noted as being of prophetic mental-

ity; he used to speak of the Third Kingdom, the Kingdom of the

Spirit. It is impossible to decide on rational grounds the position

of the line which separates the Holy Spirit from Spirit, and that

which is referred simply to Spirit may have a relation to the Holy

Spirit, whose operation in the world is universal. God may not be

where one would like to sec Him, and He may be where one

refuses to see Him. The presence of God in the world is myster-

ious, and notlusceptible to precise definition. It is equally impos-

sible to state precisely the boundaries of the Church. These limits

are rigidlyfixcd only for the purpose of exercising power. Politics

are the most fatal force in human life, it is they which have per-

verted the life of religion and stained the history of the Chujgli

with blood. The era of the Spirit will not tolerate the sway of

politics over thfi life ofth
1- s

p
irif

1 In this connection there are rich materials in Romain Rolland, Pfguy.
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There was a very long period of human history in which con-

sciousness was stabilized, and appeared to be immobile and un-

changeable.1 And corresponding to this stable consciousness was

a certain condition of the world, which was regarded as the one

reality. Belief, which is the unveiling of things invisible, was

directed to a different world than the world which corresponds to

the structure of average and normal human consciousness. The

traditional spiritual philosophy^^fjlic_schjiolsa_vecy_-abstxa£t_iii

charactci^rccognized tjicjspiritualjiature of the humanjpul. But

it opened up no new horizons upon other worlds than this, it has

not stressed the possibilities ofspiritual experience. Everything has

gone on moving within established limits, within the order of the

objectivization of Spirit, within the sphere of the antithesis of

subject and object. But the objectivization of Spirit, its alien-

ation fromjtsclf, its_projection into the external, is the chief

hindrance to a ncw^ out-pouring of__the Holy Spirit_in_jhe

world.. The acknowledgment of objective Spirit which is indeed

the objectivization of Spirit, is the greatest obstacle which the

new spirituality, and the advent of the era of Spirit have to en-

counter.

Indian religious and philosophical thought has believed in the

possibility of changing consciousness; in its view consciousness is

dynamic. But any conception of the dynamism of history has been

entirely lacking. In Christian Europe on the other hand there has

been immense awareness of the dynamism of lustory, but the

dynamic conception ofconsciousness has been lacking. Conscious-

ness has taken a static form in the thought of Christian Europe,

and with this has been connected the idea ofthe unchanging nature

of man. The Indian conception of the dynamism of consciousness

cannot satisfy us because of the monism of Indian thought and its

failure to recognize the role of the human principle. It is in

1 See my book, Creativity and Objectivization. An essay in cschatological

metaphysics.
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r Christianity that this role is revealed.
1 The new err of the Spirit,

the new consummating revelatio^-iUhaye as its counterparty

c^rTclponding change in the structure _ofhmnM^onscipusn^.

Al^TtTuTchanj^ prepared.

for by spiritual effort. Objectivizations have corresponded with

degrees ofrevelation. In the process ofrevelation, that which ought

to be revealed from within and out of the depth, has appeared

instead as something revealed from without and from above.

Objcctivization always means disruption and dichotomy; what

Hcgcl calls the unhappy consciousness. The new revelation of the

. Holy Spirit brings alienation and objcctivization to an end, not in

thought only but in lite itself, in vital spiritual experience; it is a

movement in depth. Consciousness passcslnto supcr-conscious
-

nessaiid a worlcTis rcvealedwliichliej beyond the spjicjejnjyhich

subject and object tall apart. This will mean a loosening movement

of the indurated, petrified phenomenal world, and greater tranfc

lucency in the noumenal core ofthe world.

CEcu.ncnicajj:cliSion_iL tj^rcrigionL
of Spirit purifie^frong

enslaving ^rn^jnsthe religion of the Holy Spirit in whom is,

thelullncss of revelation andajl r^^r^^ijincJDation, And that

iTri^t^TG^cU^anira mixture; thcreisjnjnmLa cornbina-

tion of creature and creator, he is coln^acT of matter, absurdity

and chaos, andyethe is the possttsorofcrcaggjowerjojeajize
~r~. — v^ • *.L- ,„~-l,4 ic <\c if wtptp trip

i

things' thafarenew. Creativeness in the world isi
_asjtjyverc1Jlie

eighth day of creation. Really new life is created, not by the fact

of man's setting before himself external aims in the.rcalization of

which he acquiesces in, andls even compcTIedjojTi^kt_use_of,

^n^^n^^bmbyjE^jbove aTTtKatnc radiates fromwithin,

fr221Jiiiir!^L^U-S
racious ^""figEJPP creatiye_energy. The

new life, the new era of Spirit presupposes a total change in man

and not merely a change in this or that «-parate part of him. It is a \

> See the recently published book, O. Leombre, L'Absolu telon It Veianta. Let

Notions it Brahman it it I'Atman dans Its systemts it Cankara it Romanoaja.
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moral, intellectual and aesthetic cliangc, and at the same timea

social change . And above all k is ^a manifest, renewal j>{ soul.

There_willjta no sjpeciajjrchgiousand ecclesiasticaljide oflifc but

the whole oflifc will have become_rehj^omJtjsj)nlyjpintuallY

-• that man is an independent being. Biologically and socially jie

^m depends upon nature and society. TliaTis why any social movement

> aToneTunkss a spiritual movement goes with it, is powerless, and

may turn out to be merely the resumption of the old, though it

wears new clothing.

Apocalypse depicts in symbolical form the destructive course of

evil. But we must not interpret apocalypse as fate, as though the

terrible results of the world process were inevitable. This would

amount to a complete denial of freedom. It is only the path of

evil which is fated. The path of good js. constructed u^piTjIie

freedom of man, who shares in the creation of the world. In the

revelation of the Spirit, the apocalyptic end must appear in an-

othcr light. The apocalypse_o£historical Christianity depicts the

final destinies of mankind as a complete separation and_breach

between~God ancTmanklndT^s being what_Hegel_ called the

'unhappy consciousness'. The apocalypse of the religion of the

SpiHrdepicts thcTniaTdcstimes of mankTncTas a divine-human

creative act, as a work achieved by the collaboration of God and

[__
lnali/rhcjjositivc end, the end which decides things^must depend

^ upon man as well, notjmly upon God. Fate can be overcomeTBy

freedom.

^ The historical process divides into two, and its results may be

appraised in two ways; but if there were nothing positive in its

end the creation of thjjworld.wouldjiave been a failure . In_the_

Book of the Revelation theie is a prophecy of the thousand years'

reign andThe positive result ot tne~world~process is symbolized

by_this_. ButThe historical Church has been much afraid of millen-

arianism and hushes it up. This symbolism must again reveal its

meaning in a new way in the final revelation of the Spirit. The^
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(

idea of the thousand yean' reign has been left in historical Chris-

g^iyinTErclcssmd abstract state. It has been giycnJifc and made

concretein sorial movemcnts which to all appearance lie outside

Christianity, ifthe negative results of the universal historical pro-

cess oughfto be consumed in fire, its positive results must be

thought of concretely, as a revived community life in all its full-

ness, as community inspired and maintained by freedom. Ifhuman

life were to become the incarnate expression of a completely

organized, mechanized and rationalized life of masses and not of

peoples, if it were to become divided up into categories and at die

same time completely totalitarian, that is to say ifthe last traces

of freedom were to disappear, then spirit and spirituality also

would disappear, for spirit isjrcedom. Free communjty_suiQiily

beti^radtjjf^mOTC^^

and in which the spjrjt^l_aridjhe^QciaUejsejo.bejepaiatejuid

opposed^

The Incarnation and the earthly life of Jesus were an inter-

penetration of the two natures; the hand ofGod was laid upon the

Chosen One. Only in the Resurrection was Jesus finally raised to

infinite height. That which happcncdJndividmlbunjheGod-

Man ought to happen in God-manhood^andjjiatwill be the third

revelation of the Spi rit.Jt u impossible to reconcile oneself to thO

idea that the creative vital impulse, the moments ofluminous jog, I

J
cT^TcItive loyejmdliberation, which have been experienced in U
ecstasy, will all disappear for ever,.come to nothing andjeave no_J N

trace. At the end of revelation there is infmjr^jiojjdjejinisjer <Li

infinity which knows no end, but the good infinity which is

cternirj/fhere will be darkness and suffering in the future such as

fherehave not yet been. But there will also be unprecedented

ight, there will be the appearance ofa new man, of a new society,

i new cosmos. There will be the crowning point of the mystical

dialectic ofthe threefold being ofGod.
,

Pneumocentrism is already tcTbe seen in the Gospel. Every-
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thing happens in the Spirit and through the Spirit. From a certain

moment onwards this pneumocentrism will begin to increase.

The Spirit has been stifled in historical Christianity and history

has taken a line which is opposed to Christianity. This was the

passage through the severance and rupture of the divine-human

link. In the end it has been a death before the lesurrection to a

new life. A deadly anguish has gripped mankind, but the time will

be shortened and the end of time will come. The Church which is

beginning to convey the impression of powcrlessncss, of having

lost the gift of the Spirit, will appear in its eternal nature, as

inspiied by the prophetic spirit. This is the Church as St John

conceived it, the Church to which Orthodoxy makes the nearest

approach. A Russian apocalyptic said that in Orthodoxy a great

eschatological patience was to be found but in the deeps of it

there was also great eschatological expectation. Into the Church

of the Holy Spirit there will enter also everything creatively

positive which has in appearance been outside the Church, and

even been opposed to it. The eschatological problem is the final

problem in the dialectic ofthe divine and the human.
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CHAPTER XIV

The End of Things and the New /Eon

The whole movement of thought in this book leads to the

problem of the end, not as one out of a number of prob-

lems but as the all-embracing and principal problem.

'

Thesis: The world has a beginning in jimejnd it is confined

wirWtl^limits_of_space.' 'AntithgSjs.rThe world has neither

beginning in time nor bounds in space but is infinite, as in space,

so also in time.' 1 This is one of the antinomies of pure reason in

the transcendental dialectic of Kant's genius. What interests me

here is simply the antinomy as it is associated with time, and it

must be extended to include the apocalyptic problem of an end in

time. The antinomies of Kant cannot be resolved, cannot be

aufgehohen, to use Hegel's expression. Reason finds itself in the

power of transcendental appearance [Schcin). Kant is absolutely

right in saying that the antinomies cannot be overcome within the

limits of the phenomenal world. In the problem with which we

are now concerned it is alike impossible to think that the world

will exist endlessly in time, and to think that it will come to an

end in time. For Kant there is no development which has its

source in antitheses. Hegel's dialectic is quite different in character.

With him the antinomies find their solution in dialectic develop-

ment. Thesis and antithesis overcome each other and ate removed

in a synthesis.

Contradictions do give rise to development. The discovery of

becoming, ofdevelopment was an important discovery ofHegel's.

The unity of being and nonentity gives rise to becoming, to

1 Kant, Kritik der reintn Vemunfi. Antinomie der reinen Vemunft. Enter Wieder-

s ire it der transcendentaten Ideen.
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development. Development m tlic world presupposes nonentity.

I3ut with Hegel there is no end, nor any cschatology in the true

sense of the word. The dialectic of the finite and the infinite is

continually resolved, but never consummated. That is why it was

possible for him to accept even so scandalous an end as that which

made the Prussian State into an absolute monarchy. The two

European philosophers of the greatest genius, Kant and Hegel,

provide no solution to the dialectic of contradictions, for they

have no doctrine of the end of things. This is provided only by

prophetic religious experience, and that was outside the purview

ofboth ofthem. There was partial truth both in Kant and in Hegel

and they help one to comprehend the philosophical problem of

the end of the world and of history, a problem which had hitherto

been expressed in religious phraseology only.1
It is not true to say

that Hegel's dialectic is simply a matter of logic. It follows from

his recognition of the identity of thought and being that the logi-

cal dialectic becomes a dialectic of being. It might be said, using

the terminology of some or the movements in philosophical

thought at the present time, that in Hegel there was an existential

dialectic.2 His theory of master and slave, and of the unhappy

consciousness arc of that kind.

We do not acknowledge the identity of being and thought;

for us, therefore, the dialectic is different in character, afid is

connected with religious spiritual experience. There is a paradox

in the fact that when there is no envisagement of an end[every-

thing becomes finite. Eternity is revealed only in the prospect of

an end. The dialectic of antinomies is not resolved within tlic

confines of our world xon, which bears all over it the impress of

objectivization. Here Kant is more right than Hegel. But Hegel

was more right than Kant in his recognition of development

1 Sec my book, Creativcncss and Objectivization.

* Wahl has interpreted him in this way; and so has Netty Nadler. See her

book, Der dialektische Widerspruch in Hegels Philosophic und das Paradox des

Christentums.
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through contradiction, although the development docs not arrive

at any solution. There is a paradox in thinking of the end of time,

the end of history, as occurring actually within this time. This is

what makes the interpretation of the Apocalypse sc di fficult. One

canno t think of the end of history cither as happening within the

limits ofour vitiated time, as an event which belongsjo this worla ,

or as taking place outside historical time, as an eventwhich belongs

to thenext world. The end is the conquest of.both_cosmic_time

and historical time. There will be no more time. This is not an end

in time but an end of time. But existential time, which has its

roots in eternity, remains, and it is in existential time that the end

of_rhings takes place. This wil l be the entranceJnto_a_new aeon,

This is not yet eternity, which men still try to objectivizc. The

sharp line which marks the frontier between the here and the

beyond will be obliterated.

But there is a further aspect of the paradox of time. It lies in the

fact that a mysterious coincidence of past and future is possible,

a coincidence of origins and end. The cschatological problem is

the fundamental metaphysical problem. Philosophers have given

very little attention to it, almost none at all, because they have

separated philosophical cognition from religious experience. And

this is a false separation, it is a wrong interpretation of the anti-

nomies of cognition. The world ought to end and history ought

to end; otherwise everything is devoid of meaning. The end is the

triumph of meaning. It is the union of the divine and human, and

the cschatological consummation of the existential dialectic of the

divine and the human. Wc ought to move forward, and it may be

that we arc already moving forward, into the time of the end,

which wilTbe ofinfinite continuance.

From the philosophical point of view the end of the world and

history is above all the triumph over objectivization, that is to say

triumph over the world of alienation, necessity, impersonality,

and hostility. It is the formation of a world of objects which is the
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source of all the misfortunes of man. The object is a'ien and

intolerable to me. 1 Hegel too connected the unhappy conscious-

ness with relation to the object, with dichotomy and disruption.

Consciousness is always dichotomy and disruption; it presupposes

an opposition between suj^a^nj_pbjcct that always involves

unhappiness. The overcoming of dichotomy and objectivizatiom.

the way of escape from slavery to the world, to objects, may be

called the awakcning^f_supcr-conscioiisncss or of thejiighej

consciousness. Objcctivization is always a cooling of the creative

fire. In history there is a cooling development. It is what Peguy

called 'politics' as distinct from 'mysticism'. The fate of monas-

teries, revolutions, communist colonics, Tolstoyans, Dukhobors,

the fate of love ('only the morning of love is good'), the post-

humous fate of men of genius, all tell of chilling objectivization.

It is impossible to expect the final solution of world history along

this line. Classical culture would seek to petrify the world, to fix

it in rigid forms, whereas the world ought in fact to be fused and

molten in the fire. 'I am conic to send fire on the earth; and what

will I, if it be already kindled?' These words have been forgotten

in objectivized, cooled, Christianity. Man is crushed between two

sinister infinities, and being in rhat position, desires so to order

himself that he may not feel its tragedy.

The endless expanse of alien space filled Pascal with terror, but

the endlessness of time in past and future is just as frightening.

This double sinister infinity expresses itself in an existence which

is projected into the external, that is to say in objectivized existence

which is ever more and more disrupted from its noumcnal core.

In his discontent with the present man turns cither to the memory

1 Sartre, whose philosophy is fashionable nowadays, a gifted man, and very

characteristic ofour time, is in fact the slave of objectivity, the world of things,

the world of phenomena, which has no reality in itself. It is a profound truth

that reality depends upon the creative activity of man. But Sartre would think

that behind the apparent there is nothing, there is no mystery. See his book,

L'Etre et It Ntant, and mine, Solitude and Society.
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of a golden age in the past or to the expectation of a golden age

in the future. Man is capable of imagining a better, and fairer,

a more truthful and just life than this unplcasing life. But whence

does he get power for such imagining? Nor in any case will this

power of imagination that he possesses vanquish the power of

time, that fateful power of time, which holds sway even in his very

conception of the golden age. Man materializes the thousand

years' reign. The prophetic idea of the thousand years' reign is

foreign to St Augustine. In his view the thousand years' reign was

already realized in the historical Church. Tliis left him in the power

of objectivization. But historical Christianity is coming to an end

in its fated way, and the inevitable transition to cschatological

Christianity is taking place. Rays of light shine from the future.

The final future unites with the sources of the past. There arc

three stages of revelation; revelation in nature, revelation in

history, and cschatological revelation. It is only mjhjsjaajhat

God finally andjully n:vealsJHimself This_stagc _^a-tcdcd_liy_3

state ofGodforsakcnncss. by yearning anguish, by the niechanizit,

tioil aiid devastation of nature, by the mechanization and seculari-

zation of history, and by transition through a period of godless^

ncss.

Eschatological revelation is also revelation in Spirit and in

Truth, which is eternal revelation. There is a tragic clash between

Truth and the world. Pure undistortcd Truth burnsjnjjhcjyorld.

The goal is the attainment of wholeness^lic overcoming of dis-

ruption, the surmounting of false antinomies in jhoughts, dreams ,

passions, emotions, desires. There may be suffering in the dis-

sevcred partTofthe soul, whereas in other parts of it there may

not be. It is only because suffering docs not grip the whole soul

that man can exist, but his existencelFunhappyrUniversal history

recalls to the mind not only tragedy but comedy also, and comedy

always comes to an end in the same way. It is the fatal failure of

history about which I have already spoken. All efforts to create a
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new life, whether in historical Christianity, by social revolutions,

or by the formation of sects and so forth, alike end in objectiviza-

tion, and adaptation to dull, everyday noirmlity. The old rises in

new forms, the old inequality, love of power, luxury, schisms and

the rest. Life in our xon is only a testing and a pathway, but the

testing has a meaning and the path- lends to a consummating end.

It would become easier for man ifhe were aware of the fact that a

further revelation of the unknown is at hand, a revelation not.

only of the Holy Spirit but of a new man and a new cosmos.

A passive and an active eschatology arc both possible. In the

majority of cases the apocalyptic frame of mind has led to a

passive waiting for the end, and a refusal to face the problems of

history. Such was The Story of Antichrist by Vladimir Solovc'v.

Apocalyptic time is interpretatcd as a time of mere waiting for,

and submitting to, the action of divine and diabolic powers. This

is a decadent temper of mind. But an active eschatology is pos-

sible; and that imposes a knowledge of self which answers to the

^ dignity of man as free spirit. It asserts the need to strengthen

4«* human activity and human creativeness when the end comes. The

-« thought of the end must be grasped not in a passive and negative

*-A attitude of mind but creatively and positively. I have already said

w^Miat every creative act of man is eschatological in character and

brings this world to an end. The end is interpreted in different

ways according to whether man looks at it from the point ofview

of historical Christianity, or from that of the more complete

revelation of the Spirit. In the latter case man is a subject notjm

object, and hc^is_a_creativc subject. Christian consciousness has

reflected too little upon the fact that the race of mankind will

come to an end if all men become completely Christian, abso-

lutely continent, or monks. Here the eschatological depth of the

problem ofsex comes into view. It is commonly said that the end

of marriage is the begetting of children and that that is the

supreme good. But at the same tin c it is thought that this supreme
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good is the result ofwhat is considered vicious and sinful. Rosanov

exposes very acutely and vigorously the hypocrisy which results

from this inconsistency. Solovc'v and Kicrkcgaardlalonc thought

that in the actual begetting of children there is something vicious

and sinful.

The metaphysics of sex has an immediate connection with the

problem of the end. When the end comes something will be

changed in the life of sex. After the submergence of this side of

life in horrifying darkness and dissolution enlightenment must

come. Love can transfigure the old sexual life and direct the energy

of sex which holds man in bondage, into creative channels. We V

are aware of the possibility of such sublimation of energy. Love
^

will be given a central position in the religion of the Spirit, the
%

religion of the end, love which is creative and transfiguring. Both a

cros-love and agapc-lovc will play such a part. But before entering t

upon the higher epoch and reaching unity man will have to

follow to the end the path of dichotomy and the way ofsuffering »

which is scarcely to be borne. It must always be remembered that

at the end of His path Jesus cried, 'My God, My God, why hast

Thou forsaken Me?' There was a man who at the end of a long

historical path also experienced abandonment, Godforsakcnncsj,

of another sort, and that was Nietzsche. The world process is

tragic in character; it cannot be_understood as a continuous pro-

gressive movement forward, The evil rc^ltsofthc world process,
„

for all that they mayeven incrcasc^arejhrown out into mm- -

being, but niciTand women, living creatures, cannot be finally °

cast into non-being. There is only one thing which perhaps^ms

the eternal pains of hell andjhat_is_thc toojnsisten t defence of »

them, accompanicd by_a feeling ofsatisfaction .

The "greatest religious and moral truth to which man must

growTislhat we cannot be saved individually. My salvation pre-

supposes the salvation ot others also, the salvation of my neigh-

bour, it presupposes universal salvation, the salvation ofthe whole
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world, the transfiguration of the world . The very idea of salva-

tiori aj^«^21ILil2iLilDB!!£55£^i£oi2^J?i l1 ofman ; and it is associated

witl) a forensic conception of Christianity. This ought to he re-

placed by the i3ca of creative transformationi and"cnlightcnmcnt,

by the idea of perfecting all life. 'Behold I make all things new.
'

It is not only God Who makes all things new, it is man too. The

period of the end is not only a period of destruction, but also a

pcriocTof divine-luimancrcativcncss, a new life and a new world.

The Church of the New Testament was a symbolic image ofthe

eternal Church of~thc Spirit. In the Church of the Spirit the

etcrnaTGospel will be read. When we draw near to the eternal

Kingdom ofthe Spiritjh^jorturingjroiUradictions of life will be

ovejcome"aniJsuflfcrings which towards the end wjjljje increased,

will pass into their antithesis, into
j
oy. And this will be the case

not only for the future but also for thej)astxJor there will be a

reversal oftime and all living thinrrs will share in the end.

- su~fc
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1912

1915

1916

Principal Works by Nicolas Berdyaev

Dates given arc those of the original publication in Russian or

French. The symbols E., F., G. signify respectively the existence

of English, French or German translations and, where the titles

differ from the Russian, these arc given.

1900. 'F. A. Langc and the Critical Philosophy.'

1901. 'Subjectivism and Individualism in Social Philosophy.'

1907. 'Sub Specie Actcrnitatis.' 'The New Religious Conscious-

ness and Society.'

1910. 'The Spiritual Crisis of the Intelligentsia.'

'Philosophy of Freedom.'

'A. S. Khomiakov.'

'The Soul of Russia.'

'The Meaning of Crcativcncss.' (G. Dcr Sinn des Schaffens).

'The Fate of Russia.'

1923. 'The Meaning of History.' (E.)

'Philosophy of Inequality.'

'The World-Outlook of Dostoievsky.' (E. Dostoievsky).

1924. 'The Russian Religious Idea' in 'Problems of Russian Re-

ligious Consciousness' 1924. (F. 'L'idec rcligieuse russe'

in Cahicrs dc la NouvcllcJournce No. 8).

'The New Middle Ages.' (E. 'The End ofOur Time' which

includes four other essays).

1926. 'Leontiev.' (E.)

'Philosophy of the Free Spirit.' (E. 'Freedom and the

Spirit.')

1931. 'The Destiny ofMan.' (E.)

'On Suicide.'

'Russian Religious Psychology and Communist Atheism.'

j (E. 'The Russian Revolution.')
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Principal Works by Nicolas Berdyaev

193 1. 'Christianity and Class War.' (E.)

1932. 'Christianity and Human Action.'

1933. 'Man and the Machine.' (E., including other essays, in 'The

Bourgeois Mind.')

1934.
' "I" and the World of Objects.' (E. 'Solitude and Society.')

'The Fate ofMan in the Modern World.'

1937. 'Spirit and Reality.' (E.)

'The Origin of Russian Communism.' Only in French and

English.

1940. 'Slavery and Freedom.' (OfMan.) (E.)

1946. 'The Russian Idea.' (E.)

1947. 'The Existential Dialectics of the Divine and Human.'

French (E. 'The Divine and the Human.')

1949. 'Towards a New Epoch.' (E.)
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